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Zusammenfassung

Durch die Entwicklung des Internet und der Multimediatechnologie werden immer mehr Funk-

tionalitäten, wie etwa die Möglichkeit einer progressiven Übertragung oder die Anpassung auf

die visuelle Wahrnehmung, von den Bilkompressionsstandards gefordert. JPEG2000, der neue-

ste Standard für Bildkompression, ist z.B. mit zahlreichen ähnlichen Funktionalitäten versehen.

In dieser Arbeit werden Beiträge zur Verbesserung dieser Funktionalitäten mit Rücksicht auf

zwei spezielle Aspekte angeführt: progressive Übertragung und Preprocessing zwecks Verbes-

sung der visuellen Qualität komprimierter Bilder.

Die progressive Übertragung bedeutet, dass das codierte Bild in mehreren Paketen über-

tragen wird. Dem Benutzer wird eine Reihe von ”Vorschaubildern” gezeigt. Diese Bilder stel-

len Approximationen des Originalbildes mit steigender Qualität dar. Diese Reihe wird auf-

grund der nacheinander empfangenen Codepakete erzeugt. Dies ermöglicht dem Benutzer, die

Übertragung nach Wunsch zu unterbrechen, und eine schnelle Suche unter mehreren Bildern

durchzuführen. Obwohl viele praktische Kompressionsmethoden dieses Verfahren zu optimie-

ren versuchen, ist die progressive Eigenschaft der Übertragung und deren Optimalität nicht

hinreichend untersucht worden. In dieser Arbeit werden wir die progressive Eigenschaft und

deren Optimalität formal definieren. Da es mehrere Möglichkeiten gibt, die Progressivität zu

definieren, werden wir auch hinreichende Bedingungen für verschiedene progressive Eigenschaf-

ten angeben und beweisen. Die auf linearer Transformation basierende Kompression und deren

progressive Eigenschaften werden separat behandelt. Hierdurch wird es möglich, die durch die

praktischen waveletbasierten Kompressionsmethoden benutzte Optimerung zu analysieren. Un-

sere Ergebnisse können beim Entwurf progressiver Systeme angewandt werden.

Bei den meisten Standards für Bildkompression mit Verlust werden die Bilder als lineare

Kombinationen gegebener Basiselemente dargestellt. Eine unvollständige Spezifikation dieser

Darstellung entspricht einer Kompression mit Verlust. Es gibt jedoch andere Möglichkeiten, die

Bilder zu beschreiben. In der fraktalen Bildkompression wird das Bild in Bereiche unterteilt,

und jeder Bereich wird durch einen geeigneten Ausschnitt desselben Bildes approximiert. Diese

Darstellung ist nicht exakt, so dass deren Parameter einer Kompression des Bildes mit Verlust

entsprechen. Wir werden hier ein optimales Verfahren für die progressive Übertragung dieser

Darstellung angeben. Unsere Ergebnisse sind die ersten dieser Art.

In der Kompression mit Verlust werden verschiedene Fehlermuster auf dem dekodierten Bild

sichtbar. Da die mit JPEG komprimierten Bilder in Blöcke aufgeteilt werden, werden beispiels-
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weise die Trennlinien dieser Blöcke bei hohen Kompressionsraten sichtbar. Andererseits kann

man bei JPEG oder JPEG2000 auch Artefakte entlang der Kanten beobachten. Diese Effek-

te können durch Preprocessing verringert werden. Beim Preprocessing wird das Bild vor der

Kompression adaptiv gefiltert. Wir beziehen uns hierbei auf eine Arbeit, die eine auf nichlineare

Diffusionsverfahren basierende adaptive Filterung als Preprocessing vorschlägt. Eine vollständi-

ge Erklärung und die Auswahl geeigneter Diffusionstypen war dabei aber nicht gegeben. Eine

Bewertung bezüglich der subjektiven Wahrnehmung der Qualitätsänderungen durch Prepro-

cessing fehlte auch. Wir werden hier zeigen, dass durch die Wahl geeigneter diffusionsbasierter

Filterung weniger Fehlermuster erscheinen, die Kanten des Bildes besser erhalten werden, und

die visuelle Qualität des Bildes auch verbessert werden kann. Bei Bildern mit unregelmäßiger

Textur haben sich Schwierigkeiten ergeben. Artefakte sind in diesem Fall gegenüber dem Hin-

tergrung nur schwer zu erkennen. Durch Preprocessing wird dagegen die Textur unscharf und

führt deshalb im Vergleich zu schlechterer visueller Qualität.

Diese Forschung ist durch das Projekt Sa449/8 der Deutschen Forschungsgesellschaft (DFG)

unterstütz worden. Ich bin den Gutachtern Professor Dietmar Saupe und Professor Kenneth

Rose für ihre hilfreichen Vorschläge besonders dankbar.
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Abstract

The recent developments in the multimedia communication technology made it necessary to

provide image compression standards with a number of functionalities such as the capability of

progressive transmission of the code and more conformity with the human visual perception.

The general purpose still image compression standard JPEG2000 for example, incorporates

many such functionalities. This thesis contributes to the improvement of these functionalities

by considering two special aspects: progressive transmission and preprocessing to improve the

visual quality of the compressed images.

In progressive transmission, the code for the image is sent in packets. The user attempting to

view the image will be shown a sequence of ”previews” that approximate the final reconstruction

with increasing quality, based on the incoming packets. This allows the user to terminate the

decoding at an arbitrary point and quickly browse among a large number of images. Though

many practical methods use optimisation for progressive transmission, a good understanding

of the progressive behaviour and the optimality in this process has not been given yet. We

give formal definitions of the progressiveness and the optimality in the progressive transmission

here. Since we show that there are different possibilities to define progressiveness, we are

going to give and prove sufficient conditions that imply the different progressive properties.

The linear transform-based compression will be considered separately, where further sufficient

conditions for progressiveness are given. We use this framework to analyse the underlying

optimisation procedures in existing wavelet compression schemes. Our results can help the

design of progressive compression systems.

In most of the image compression standards, the images are described as linear combinations

of given basis elements. Lossy compression is achieved by using an incomplete description.

There are however compression methods that use a different kind of description. In fractal

compression, the image is partitioned into a number of regions, each of which is approximated

by some appropriate part of the same image. If we start with an arbitrary image and iterate

these approximation steps, this procedure will converge to an approximation of the original

image. Since the above description method is not necessarily perfect, its parameters constitute

a lossy compression of the image. We give an optimal progressive transmission method for the

fractal compression, which is the first result of this kind.

In lossy compression, various kinds of error patterns can appear on the decompressed image.

For example, the images compressed with JPEG suffer from blocking artefacts. There is also a
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ringing artefact observable along the edges in JPEG or JPEG2000 compressed images at high

compression ratios. One way of alleviating these effects is to preprocess the image before com-

pression. We shall consider a previously proposed preprocessing method here, which is based

on edge-adaptive filtering. The filtering is achieved with non-linear diffusion processes. The

previous results did not give a complete understanding of the underlying processes and they did

not give an analysis of the different parameter choices. A visual testing of the method was also

missing. We complete the analysis by proposing diffusion methods that are appropriate for pre-

processing. We consider methods for adjusting the parameters for these diffusion processes. We

show that they reduce the artifacts, help in preserving the edges, and that they can improve the

visual quality. However, difficulties can arise when preprocessing images with highly irregular

texture. Due to visual phenomena, the visibility of artefacts is low in this case. Preprocessing

may yield a visible blur for such images and an inferior visual quality when compared to the

compression without preprocessing.

This research was supported by the Grant Sa449/8 of the German Research Foundation

(DFG). I am grateful to Professor Dietmar Saupe and to Professor Kenneth Rose for carefully

reading my thesis and giving helpful suggestions in their reviews.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The lossless compression of images yields compression ratios of about 1 : 2 to 1 : 3 [116]. The

fast development of the Internet and the multimedia technology produces an amount of data

that is not manageable with lossless storage and data transmission any more. Though the theory

and understanding of the efficient compression with loss, i.e., with imperfect reconstruction, is

far not that developed as the theory of lossless coding, the relative early appearance of lossy

compression standards (JPEG [78], FBI Fingerprint Compression Standard [7]) emphasises

the need for such methods. More recently, it became important to provide lossy compression

standards with some special features other than efficient compression. We shall consider two

such features here: progressive transmission and more conformity with the perception of the

reconstruction errors caused by the information loss.

The progressive transmission of the code means that a user attempting to view an image

does not have to wait until the whole code is decoded. He or she can see a series of ”previews”

approximating the final reconstruction with an increasingly good quality. The previews are

generated based on the incoming fractions of the full code. An even more important property

of this procedure is that there is no need to store a separate code sequence for each compres-

sion ratio. High compression ratios are achieved by sending short prefixes of the code, and

lower compression ratios are achieved by sending additional code fragments. This property is

also called embeddedness [95]. In some ideal cases, progressive codes can achieve the same

compression efficiency as the non-progressive codes designed for each particular compression

ratio. This property is called successive refinement [32], and it is possible only in some special

cases even in theory. In practice, one attempts to optimise the compression at each successive

step during the code transmission. Though the JPEG standard also incorporates a progressive

transmission mode, the real development started with the so-called wavelet bit plane coding

1
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[95]. These developments culminate in the new standard JPEG2000 [103]. Many of these meth-

ods claim progressiveness and optimality. However, it is not always clear, in which sense they

are progressive or optimal.

One of the aims of this work is to give a formal analysis of the progressive transmission

process in practical compressions systems. There are two aspects to be considered. One of

them is the progressive behaviour. We shall point out that there are different ways of defining

this property. We shall give conditions when each particular kind of progressiveness holds in

general and in the case of compression methods using linear transformations combined with

bit plane coding. The other aspect is the optimality of the progressive transmission. There

is no definition for the optimality to our knowledge so far. The code sequence is transmitted

in packets, where each packet underlies a length constraint. According to our definition, the

progressive compression is called optimal, if each packet leads to a preview image with the

lowest reconstruction error given the previously transmitted information and the packet size

constraint. This is a greedy definition of optimality, which we think is appropriate for most

of the applications, e.g., browsing among many images, since the goal is to achieve as much

improvement in quality as possible at the very beginning of the transmission. We use our

framework for progressiveness and optimality to analyse the underlying optimisation procedures

in existing wavelet compression schemes. We shall also relate our work to some results on

progressive transmission from information theory.

Most of the recent compression standards are based on compressing the coefficients obtained

after a linear transformation of the image. Lossy compression is achieved by using an inexact

description of the image with the help of the basis elements. These methods assume that

natural images are well described as a combination of these basis images. There are compression

methods that use a different kind of description for the images and achieve lossy compression

by providing an inexact description. In fractal compression [34] for example, one assumes that

images are self similar in the sense that image regions are easily described as transformed

versions of other parts of the same image. This description is not necessarily perfect. The lossy

code for the image consists of the parameters of the transformations approximating the given

image regions. Though there were attempts to implement progressive compression using fractal

codes [65, 16], these methods consisted of consecutive application of the fractal compression

providing a series of fractal descriptions. There is however no research done on how to transmit

a single fractal description in a progressive manner, not to mention the optimality. Our work

attempts to fill in this gap by providing a way of progressively transmitting a fractal description

in an optimal way.

Since lossy compression involves an inexact reconstruction of images after decoding, various
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kinds of error patterns can appear on the decompressed images. The error ”patterns” are

due to the incomplete description and are inherent in the compression method. For example,

methods like JPEG or fractal compression that partition the image into regions and encode these

separately, lead to the so-called blocking artefact, i.e., the boundaries of the regions become

visible at high compression ratios. Transform compression methods using a Fourier-like or

spatio-frequency description of the images are also susceptible to the so called ringing artefact.

These ringing patterns along the high-contrast edges are due to the sharp low pass filtering effect

caused by the raw quantisation. One way of alleviating these effects is to preprocess the image,

e.g., by band-limiting the images using low pass Gaussian filtering. However, preprocessing itself

can deteriorate the quality if done in a wrong way. Adaptive preprocessing with anisotropic

diffusion as a preprocessing was proposed by Szirányi to avoid the blur of edges involved in

Gaussian filtering [99]. Non-linear diffusion processes were introduced in image processing

[79, 4, 3] in order to achieve locally adaptive filtering preserving the edge structure of the

image. The results in [99] did not include a complete understanding of the underlying diffusion

processes and the analysis of different parameter choices. The visual testing of the method was

also missing. We complete the analysis by proposing diffusion methods that are appropriate for

preprocessing. We show that they reduce the artifacts, help in preserving the edges, and that

they can improve the visual quality. The visual tests have shown however, that preprocessing

with diffusion does not work for strongly textured images.

Contributions of the Thesis

Contributions to the problem of progressive compression of images:

1. A framework for analysing progressiveness and optimisation in practical compression sys-

tems.

2. The analysis of optimality and progressiveness of existing compression schemes.

3. An optimal progressive compression algorithm for fractal codes. This work was presented

at the International Conference on Image Processing (ICIP) 2001 [51].

Contributions to the problem of preprocessing in image compression:

1. A better understanding of the adaptive preprocessing for transform based compression

methods with local iterative filtering. This was presented at the Scale-Space Conference

2003 [53].
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2. Parameter selection rules for diffusion preprocessing. These extend the results presented

at the International Conference on Image Analysis and Processing (ICIAP) 1999 [52].

3. Subjective testing of the diffusion preprocessing methods. This was partly presented at

the Scale-Space Conference 2003 [53].

Organisation of the Thesis

The thesis is organised in two parts. In the first part (Chapters 2-7), we consider the problem

of optimised progressive compression. The subject is treated in the following order:

Chapter 2 is a brief description of the problems and goals in progressive image compression.

Chapter 3 introduces the basic notations and concepts used in the later chapters. The

definitions of encoder, decoder, compression system, information source, asymptotic growth

rate, etc., are given here. We also describe the methods used in lossless compression that

serve as the building blocks in practical compression systems. For example, Huffman coding,

arithmetic coding, universal compression and estimation are described here.

Chapter 4 treats our contribution to the problem of progressive compression. The definitions

of the progressiveness and the optimality of progressive compression systems are given here.

Conditions for the progressive behaviour are also considered. These definitions and conditions

are our own contribution. They include the definitions of the successive compression systems

(Definition 3), their optimality (Definition 4), and their progressive properties (Definition 5),

moreover, the definitions of the successive compression schemes (Definition 3) and their pro-

gressive properties (Definition 6). The conditions include the optimality condition (Corollary

1), the centroid condition (Corollary 2), the minimal point condition (Proposition 2), and the

conditions relating the different types of progressive behaviour (Proposition 3). Our proofs are

given in Appendix A.2. We show how these definitions are related to some concepts from quan-

tisation (tree structured vector quantisation) and information theory (successive refinement).

As an application, we consider the optimisation for product sources. This kind of optimisation

is frequently used in practical compression methods.

Chapter 5 describes the transform compression and bit plane coding methods. We analyse

the optimisation procedure involved in these methods, and the progressive behaviour they can

achieve. As to our contribution: we point out the difference between the optimal progressive
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compression and optimal bit plane coding (Section 5.3.2, and Section 5.3.3), we point out the

difficulties in achieving optimality when using adaptive entropy coding (Section 5.5), and give

conditions for achieving progressiveness in transform compression (Section 5.4).

Chapter 6 contains the analysis of the existing wavelet compression algorithms for progres-

siveness and optimality. We shall use our framework from the previous chapters here. We also

mention the information theoretical results known in this field and their relevance.

Chapter 7 contains our contribution about the optimal progressive compression for fractal

codes. This chapter is based on [51], but we use the framework developed in the previous

chapters here.

The second part (Chapters 8-11) is devoted to the diffusion preprocessing of images. The

subject is treated in the following order:

Chapter 8 gives a short introduction to the motivations for compression preprocessing, to

the previous work done, and to methods used in compression quality improvement.

Chapter 9 contains our contribution to the understanding of diffusion preprocessing. We

describe a class of non-linear diffusion processes that can be useful for preprocessing in lossy

compression schemes using spacial frequency decomposition and quantisation in the transform

domain. This chapter is based on [53].

Chapter 10 contains our contribution about the selection of the parameters in diffusion pre-

processing together with compression examples. We formalise the problem of artefact reduction,

and propose a method for determining the stopping time for the diffusion processes. The first

version of this method was given in [52], and it was fully developed in [53]. We analyse the

artefact reduction efficiency of the different types of adaptive diffusions. As an application, we

show that diffusion preprocessing improves the stability of edge detection methods.

Chapter 11 contains our contribution about the subjective testing of the different diffusion

methods, partly found in [53]. We extend these results by using improved parameter selection,

motivated by the results from Chapter 10.

Chapter 12 is a general conclusion about the results of the thesis. Interesting potential new

research directions are mentioned here that emerged in connection with this work.
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Chapter 2

Motivation

Systems storing or transmitting images can be imagined as client-server architectures, where

the client is the user that wishes to view an image, and the server is the storage medium

or the communication network that responds upon the requests of the user by sending code

sequences encoding the image information. Many practical situations – like browsing large

image databases, downloading images from the Internet, editing video frames, etc. – impose

delay, storage, and computational constraints on this client-server communication. Instead

of waiting until the complete code sequence is loaded, the user often wishes to use images

of gradually improving resolution or quality obtained by successively decoding the incoming

fractions of the original code sequence. This is a useful property because it allows to stop

decoding at an early stage if one is already satisfied with the quality of the reconstructed image

or if the image is not appropriate. In other situations, the user can request that certain regions

of interest improve faster that other portions in the image during this gradual decoding. This

raises the question of how to structure the encoded image information in order to make this

gradual decoding possible in an optimal fashion.

A progressive image code consists of several subsequent packets that allow incremental trans-

mission of the code in the following sense. By receiving subsequent packets, the client should

be able to reconstruct an increasing sequence of prefixes to the original code and in the same

time yield reconstructions, which approximate the original image with monotonically increasing

quality. This property is so important that most image compression standards like JPEG [78]

and JPEG2000 [100] generate or at least allow progressive image codes. Stages of a progressive

reconstruction with JPEG2000 for the test image ”Lena” are shown in Fig. 2.1.

Apart from the above client-server model example, there are several other important appli-

cations of progressive coding. A strong motivation for progressive codes is their adaptivity to

9
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various user receiver capabilities and network transmission conditions. In digital video broad-

casting applications for example, users receiving the same content may have different displays

and hardware resources (an HDTV, a conventional television with a set-top-box, a mobile de-

vice, a PC, etc.). If the transmitted video is progressively encoded, the devices with small

display resolution or less hardware resources may take only a small portion of the code and

decode it with a reasonable quality. Devices with high quality displays and more hardware

resources can take larger portions of the code for better reconstruction. Similarly, the network

connections of different users or devices can have different bandwidths (a DSL or LAN connec-

tion, a mobile communication link, etc.). If the multimedia information is progressively encoded,

its transmission can be easily adjusted to the bandwidth. For a low-bandwidth connection for

example, only a small initial portion of the code is transmitted allowing a reconstruction of the

content at lower quality or resolution. The bandwidth can also vary with time depending on

the network traffic (in packet switched transmission) or on the receiver conditions (in mobile

communication). Progressive coding makes it possible to dynamically adjust the quality to the

varying network conditions.

Though there exist a number of different approaches to progressive image compression,

several general design principles are common to these schemes. Some of these principles can be

depicted from the taxonomy of progressive image compression methods given in [17], although

this paper has a descriptive character and it neither compares the efficiency of different methods

nor analyses their optimality. One of the basic principles is that the original image is successively

approximated with a sequence of images starting from a raw representation by adding more

detail at each successive stage. The progressive code is obtained by compressing the information

added at each new stage of this approximation. The goal is to capture the essence of the visual

information contained in the image in the first stages and to refine this information in the

later stages. This coarse to fine hierarchical decomposition of the images is also motivated by

the models for the visual perception [111, 112], where the neuronal activity is organised into

hierarchical levels.

The successive approximation of the images can be described in the following way. Let V

denote the space of images and let x ∈ V be an image. One defines an increasing sequence of

subspaces

V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn = V,

where V0 represents coarse images and Vk, k = 1, 2, . . . represent images with increasing amount

of detail. By taking the projection of x onto the subspace Vk we shall obtain a coarse approxi-

mation xk of the original image. At the first stage of the compression, the coarsest image x0 is
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(a) 0.01 bits/pixel (b) 0.03 bits/pixel

(c) 0.1 bits/pixel (d) 0.5 bits/pixel

Figure 2.1: Progressive compression of ”Lena” (512× 512× 8 bits).

encoded and at each successive stage k > 1 the difference xk − xk−1 is encoded. The image is

in effect decomposed into the vectors

w0 = x0, w1 = x1 − x0, . . . , wk = xk − xk−1, . . .

The codes for these vectors are sent by the server in the successive stages. The client can

reconstruct xk = xk−1 + wk after receiving the packet encoding wk. This additive property is

important, since an efficient progressive compression algorithm should employ a fast updating

method for the image reconstructions [38]. The general data compression problems related to

the above procedure are called tree structured (TSVQ) respectively multiple stage vector quan-

tisation (MSVQ). A good overviews of algorithmic and design principles of data compression

are given in [36, 38], where some aspects of the progressive compression related to TSVQ and
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MSVQ are also treated.

The above requirement that most of the visual information should be contained in the first

packets leads to a ”greedy” definition of optimality for progressive compression. A progressive

compression of an image x is considered optimal if each vector wk of the above decomposition

is such that it contributes to the largest decrease in the reconstruction error under a given

constraint on the length of the packet encoding it. By obtaining optimal vectors wk for some

given packet sizes mk, the vector vk = w0 + · · · + wk will not necessarily induce the largest

decrease in the reconstruction error under the code length constraint m1 + · · · + mk. So the

greedy optimal progressive code will not have the smallest possible error given the length of the

code prefix after each compression stage. This disadvantage of using progressive compression

in a special setting was analysed and quantified in [26]. In some theoretical cases, there is

essentially no disadvantage of using progressive compression. Results of this kind are given in

[29, 32, 82, 107, 109].

We shall formulate the above optimal coarse to fine progressive compression problem in a

more abstract setting in Chapter 4 without considering the specific structure of the underlying

space containing the images. Our main issue will be the optimisation of the successive stages

in the progressive compression in the above greedy sense and the progressive behaviour of the

successive compression. We shall call a successive compression progressive, if it decreases the

distortion in a monotone way, and if it can reach any required level of reconstruction quality.

There are different possibilities to define the progressive behaviour. We shall give conditions

under which these properties can hold, and we shall also establish the connections between the

different definitions. A similar analysis has not yet been done for progressive compression. We

shall mention how TSVQ and the asymptotic results like [29, 32, 82, 107, 109] are related to

our work.

We would like to use our framework for optimisation and progressiveness to describe ex-

isting progressive image compression algorithms and standards, and to analyse them for opti-

mality. Most of these methods apply some orthogonal transformation like the discrete cosine

transform (DCT) or the wavelet transform on the images before compression. Each of these

transformations implies a hierarchical representation for the images as explained later. Though

some early attempts in progressive coding employed hierarchical representations obtained by

non-orthogonal transformations [8], orthogonality has some beneficial properties like energy

preservation (allowing an easy computation of the error in the transform domain) and good

localisation of the statistical dependencies (allowing an efficient combination of scalar quanti-

sation with entropy coding [38, 37]). Though progressive transmission modes for JPEG [78]

were defined, a real breakthrough in progressive transform coding was achieved by the so called
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embedded zero-tree bit plane coding (EZW) [95] for wavelet image decompositions. This algo-

rithm compresses the bits representing the coefficients in a least significant to most significant

transmission order taking their contribution to the overall reconstruction error into account.

The algorithm employs adaptive entropy coding for encoding the obtained ordered bit stream.

This is also the first attempt to obtain optimal progressive compression. We introduce the

concepts used in transform compression and bit plane coding in Chapter 5. The framework for

optimisation and progressiveness is described in this special case. We shall give some simple

conditions under which progressive behaviour is achievable with this kind of compression.

The bit plane coding principles of the EZW algorithm have triggered a number of im-

provements like the layered zero coding [102], the set partitioning in hierarchical trees coding

(SPIHT) [91], and the optimised progressive coders including those in [61] and [75], and also

the EBCOT/JPEG2000 coder [100]. The same principles were applied for compression using

the DCT as well [121, 62, 61]. Although many of the above schemes are efficient, few of these

formulate, prove or claim optimal progressive behaviour under a given fidelity criterion. One of

the goals of our work is to fill in this gap by giving formal definitions for progressive distortion

rate optimal codes. Existing schemes will be discussed in this framework in Chapter 6.

Finally, we shall employ a bit plane like coding to achieve progressive compression for the

fractal representation of images in Chapter 7. We show that not only the transform schemes

allow for optimal progressive coding, but fractal compression as well. The progressive transmis-

sion of the fractal code is a difficult, because fractal image compression [34] is a nonlinear spatial

domain technique, where the code consists of parameters for a contractive affine transformation,

which when iterated, converges to an approximation of the original image. Consequently, the

relative importance (transmission order) of the compression parameters is not obvious.

We begin with an introduction to the basic concepts and notations related to source coding

in the next chapter.





Chapter 3

Basic Notations and Definitions

3.1 The Communication Model

Since progressive compression is mainly encountered in multimedia transmission through com-

munication networks, we shall think of data compression and encoding problems in a com-

munication framework. An observer wants to communicate the observation of an event to a

receiver through a digital system. If this event is one out of a finite set of possible events

X = {x1, . . . , xm}, then the observer can do this by assigning binary sequences to each of the

events xi ∈ X and input this sequence to the digital communication system. If the assign-

ment rule is one to one (i.e., if the binary sequences are uniquely decodable) and known to the

receiver, and if the transmission is lossless – i.e., the binary sequences do not change during

the transmission – then the receiver can recognise which event has happened by analysing the

output.

One is interested in using short binary sequences in the above assignment, because they are

more efficiently stored and transmitted faster than long ones. If we want a unique assignment

for all elements of X, we cannot use arbitrary short binary sequences for all of them. A

compromise is to use short sequences for those events that happen with a large probability

and use long sequences for rare events. Since the storage efficiency and the transmission speed

can be increased in this way, this procedure is called data compression. These ideas are sketched

in Fig. 3.1 and described by the following definitions.

We shall call the finite set X the set of observations. The observer describes the events from

X by using a so called encoder, which is defined as an assignment φ : X → {0, 1}∗, where {0, 1}∗

is the set of all binary sequences of finite length including the empty sequence denoted by �.

The elements of φ(X) are called the codewords. We make the usual restriction that for any two

15
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Figure 3.1: The communication framework for compression problems.

codeword neither of them is the prefix of the other [19, 87]. The empty string � is a prefix of

each other codeword.

The receiver interprets the binary sequences by using a so called decoder, which is defined

as a partial assignment ψ : {0, 1}∗ → X defined on the set of codewords. The pair c = (φ, ψ) is

called a compression system. A compression system is called lossless if the composition ψ ◦φ is

a one to one mapping on X. Otherwise it is called lossy.

In order to perform compression in the above described manner, we have to know something

about the probabilities of the events, i.e., we need to introduce a probability distribution P over

the set X. A set provided with a probability distribution is called an information source. If

this is given, then the efficiency of the compression system can be expressed in terms of the

expected number of bits used in encoding some event out of X. For c = (φ, ψ), this is computed

as

`(c) =
∑

x∈X

P (x)len(φ(x)), (3.1)

where len(s) denotes the number of bits in the binary sequence s ∈ {0, 1}∗.

For each X we can construct [19, 21] a lossless compression system c∗ such that

`(c∗) = min{`(c) | c is a lossless compression system for X},

and

H(P ) ≤ `(c∗) < H(P ) + 1, (3.2)

where the lower bound H(P ) is called the entropy of the distribution P and it is given as

H(P ) = −
∑

x∈X

P (x) log2 P (x), (3.3)
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for all k > 1. The optimal code obtained by this construction is called the Huffman code.

The inequality (3.2) implies that H(P ) can be used to approximate the expected length of the

optimal code within one bit of precision.

Huffman’s [19, 87] algorithm constructs the codeword for each x ∈ X by processing the data

set (P (x))x∈X
. If the set X is large, then the code construction procedure can be computationally

intensive. The set X usually has a special structure that allows algorithms with smaller time

and storage complexity.

3.2 Discrete Memoryless Sources

The set X is called a product set if X = X1 × · · · × Xn, where Xi are finite nonempty sets also

called alphabets. Thus X consists of all sequences (x1, x2, . . . , xn) having length n with xi ∈ Xi.

We can apply the method of the previous section to compress the events from X by assuming

a probability distribution P over X. We consider a special case for P which has simple properties

and can be used as a building block for more general situations.

If the probability of any x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X is given as

P (x) = P1(x1)P2(x2) · · ·Pn(xn),

where Pi is a probability distribution over Xi then X is called a discrete memoryless source

(DMS) [21]. For any DMS we have

H(P ) =

n∑

i=1

H(Pi). (3.4)

The DMS is called a stationary DMS (SDMS) if Xi = Xj and Pi = Pj for all i and j. Any DMS

can be treated as a union of SDMSs.

3.2.1 Arithmetic Coding

As mentioned earlier, for the source X of this type, Huffman’s algorithm operates on a data set

having the size
∏n

i=1 |Xi| ≥ 2n. Fortunately, there is a procedure called arithmetic coding [85, 19]

using a much smaller data set that computes an approximately optimal lossless compression

system (φ̂, ψ̂) with the properties

len(φ̂(x)) = d− logP (x)e + 1, (3.5)
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for all x ∈ X and from this we obtain

H(P ) + 1 ≤ `(φ̂, ψ̂) < H(P ) + 2. (3.6)

The data set that arithmetic coding operates on consists of the probability distributions Pi

and it has the size
∑n

i=1 |Xi|. We can see that this data set is much smaller than that used by

Huffman’s procedure.

If the observation is x ∈ X, then the arithmetic encoding algorithm generates the single

codeword φ(x) without constructing the whole encoder φ like Huffman’s algorithm. The con-

struction of the codeword φ(x) for the sequence x = (x1, . . . , xn) is recursive. The codeword

generation algorithm is described as a finite state automaton with state space S that depends

only on Xi and n. At each step k = 1, . . . , n, the algorithm is in some state sk. By taking the

symbol xk it proceeds to the next state sk+1 = f(sk, xk, Pk) and outputs some binary sequence

g(sk, xk, Pk) ∈ {0, 1}∗ according to rules f and g. This recursivity allows partial decoding.

This means that by taking an initial portion of the binary sequence φ(x) we can reconstruct

an initial portion of x. This leads to a step by step reconstruction of successive portions of x

without receiving the complete sequence φ(x) first.

We note that in (3.5) and (3.6) we neglected additional bits on the right hand side that

stem from using finite precision computations [85].

3.3 Performance Evaluation

When evaluating a compression system c = (φ, ψ) for the set X we usually ask for codeword

length or the fidelity of reconstruction in the lossy compression case. Let C denotes the set of

all compression systems for X.

If we are interested in the behaviour of the compression systems when compressing x ∈ X,

then we do this by defining a performance measure πx : C → R at each point x ∈ X. For example,

we can set πx(c) = len(φ(x)) to measure the codeword length. Or if using a lossy compression

system, we can set πx(c) = ρ(x, (ψ ◦ φ)(x)) to measure the fidelity of the reconstruction at the

receiver side, where ρ(x, y) measures the error between any two points x, y ∈ X. We end up

defining a family (πx)x∈X of performance measures for the source X.

Actually, since the receiver does not know which x will be compressed, it can only compute

the average behaviour of the compression systems over X and try to use this as an approxima-

tion. If X is provided with a probability measure P , the average performance measure π : C → R
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is defined as

π(c) =

∫

πx(c)dP (x).

For example, π = ` for πx(c) = len(φ(x)).

One is often interested in the behaviour of the compression algorithm over a class of sources

S = {(Xi, Pi) | i ∈ I}. If we apply a fixed algorithm like Huffman coding, we get a compression

system ci for each i ∈ I by construction. In analogy to this, a family (ci)i∈I is called a

compression algorithm for the class S. We assume that for each member (Xi, Pi) we can define

the functions π
(i)
y : Ci → R for all y ∈ Xi, together with the average behaviour π(i). These

families of performance measures can be used to analyse the behaviour of the compression

algorithm over the whole class S.

General source models similar to the one given here are found in [50] with a number different

index sets I also incorporating the source model discussed in [85].

3.3.1 Asymptotic Behaviour

Since encoding methods rely on the statistics of the sources and are based on some kind of a

prediction, they are really efficient in doing this with large data sets. One is therefore often

interested in the efficiency of these methods for large sets. The exact length or fidelity of

reconstruction for lossy coding are also hard or impossible to compute precisely, but their

growth rate can sometimes be well characterised with growing data size. It can be important

to give performance bounds for compression methods that are independent of the size of the

problem.

Let X0 be a fixed alphabet and let (Xn)n∈Z be a stochastic process with values in X0. For

each n > 0 the product set Xn = Xn
0 supplied with the probability distribution Pn = P(X1 ,...,Xn)

is an information source. We can take the class S = {(Xn, Pn) | n ∈ N} of all such sources.

For example, if (Xn)n∈Z is a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random

variables with values in alphabet X0 and distribution PXn
= P0, then S is the class of all SDMSs

(Xn, Pn) with Xn = Xn
0 and Pn = Pn

0 . Such processes are called SDMS (or i.i.d.) processes. It

follows from (3.2) that for any (Xn, Pn) ∈ S the optimal lossless compression system c∗n satisfies

H(P0) ≤
`(c∗n)

n
< H(P0) +

1

n
,

and

lim
n→∞

`(c∗n)

n
= H(P0). (3.7)

For large n, the growth rate of the average code length is therefore H(P0). We can use the
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approximation `(c∗n) ≈ nH(P0) by paying attention to the fact that this holds with a precision

of some fixed number of bits. It follows from (3.6) that arithmetic coding and Huffman coding

have the same growth rate and that they are asymptotically equally efficient.

This motivates us to define the asymptotic growth rate for any performance measure. Let S
be a class of sources corresponding to a stochastic process with values in X0. Let π(n) : Cn → R

be a family of performance measure for (Xn, Pn). The asymptotic growth rate of this family

for the encoding algorithm A = (cn)n>0 is defined as

π∞ (A) = lim
n→∞

π(n)(cn)

n
, (3.8)

if it exists. In other words, if the limit exists then for large n we can use the approximation

π(n)(cn) ≈ n · π∞ (A) .

For example, we have seen that for the class of SDMS sources with π(n) defined as π(n)(c) =

`(c) for any c ∈ Cn we shall have

`
∞

(A) = H(P0)

both for the Huffman and the arithmetic encoding algorithms as shown above. This limit exists

in general for all classes S corresponding to a stationary stochastic process, and it is called the

entropy rate. We denote it by H∞(S).

More general definitions of growth rate are found in [50].

3.4 Universal Compression

In our model, we assume that no a priori knowledge is available for the two terminals of the

communication system save for the specification of the set X and eventually the distribution P .

We assumed so far that the distribution P is specified and known both to the observer and to the

receiver. In this situation – at least in principle – both terminals of the communication system

are able to compute the best compression system according to the given criteria (e.g., minimal

average codeword length) and use this to assign respectively decipher the binary sequences. This

is however not a realistic situation. Both terminals have to base their algorithms implicitly or

explicitly on an estimated distribution P̂ . The term universal compression describes those

compression methods that do not require the specification of P .

We shall first analyse the impact of using a wrong P̂ . Assume first that the two terminals

of the communication system use arithmetic coding relying on the same distribution P̂ . To
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quantify how the compression system under the wrong assumption deviates from the one ob-

tained with the true distribution let cQ denote the compression system constructed under the

distribution assumption Q. One can show using the formulas given so far that

|`(cP̂ ) − `(cP )| < D(P ||P̂ ) + 1, (3.9)

where

D(P ||P̂ ) =
∑

x∈X

P (x) log2

P (x)

P̂ (x)
,

is the informational divergence [21, 19]. Thus by using a wrong distribution, we may introduce

up to D(P ||P̂ ) excess bits in average.

Let us consider a different situation. The two terminals choose the compression system with

the smallest average performance π among a given set of available compression systems based

on the assumed distribution P̂ . They will choose the system c giving the smallest value

πP̂ (c) =
∑

x∈X

P̂ (x)πx(c).

Since this choice was made according to a possibly wrong assumption P̂ , the reliability involved

in this decision process depends on the error

|πP̂ (c) − πP (c)| ≤ max
x∈X

πx(c) ·
∑

x∈X

|P̂ (x) − P (x)|

≤ 2 loge 2 · max
x∈X

πx(c) ·D(P ||P̂ )

= Kc ·D(P ||P̂ ),

where we assumed that maxx∈X πx(c) is finite so Kc < +∞. Thus if D(P ||P̂ ) is small enough,

we are likely to make a reliable decision for any performance criterion π.

The above considerations are important in distortion rate optimisation, where the two ter-

minals will use the compression system with the smallest distortion among those that have

codeword length smaller than a prescribed value. We have shown that the precision D(P ||P̂ ) of

the estimation P̂ has a direct influence on the performance of the distortion rate compression.

3.4.1 Estimation

We treat the problem of efficiently estimating P now. We describe the methodology called

universal prediction [70, 85, 83].
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Let X be a source with an unknown probability distribution P . What we know is that P is

from a class {Pθ |θ ∈ Θ}. We would like to choose an estimate P̂ that yields a good compression

whatever member of this class P happens to be. We saw that D(P ||P̂ ) is the measure of the

excess bit count obtained under wrong assumption, so one tries to find a P̂ that is minimax

optimal in the following sense

sup
θ
D(Pθ||P̂ ) = inf

Q
sup

θ
D(Pθ ||Q). (3.10)

This procedure attempts to minimise the worst possible excess bit count under wrong assump-

tion with respect to the class {Pθ | θ ∈ Θ}.

Statistical estimation problems are always treated for SDMS classes. So let (Xn)n∈N be an

SDMS process with alphabet X0 = {α1, . . . , αm} and some fixed P0 with the corresponding

class of sources S = {(Xn, Pn) |n ∈ N}. We consider the minimax estimation of Pn if n is large.

The available information is that Pn ∈ {Pn
θ | θ ∈ Θ} where

Θ = {(θ1, . . . , θm) |
m∑

i=1

θi = 1, θi ≥ 0},

is the parameter set consisting of all possible distributions for the symbols in X0.

It can be shown [120] that for any sample x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn, . . .) of the SDMS process

there is a sequence (P̂n)n∈N of estimates for the source distributions (Pn)n∈N such that P̂n is

arbitrarily close to the minimax optimal estimate for all n ∈ N that are large enough. This

estimate is given as P̂n = Pn
θ̂(n)

with θ̂(n) = (θ̂
(n)
1 , . . . , θ̂

(n)
m ) and

θ̂
(n)
i =

νi(x1, . . . , xn) + 1/2

n+m/2
, (3.11)

where να(x1, . . . , xn) denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol αi ∈ X0 in the sequence

x1, . . . , xn.

In many practical applications, the so-called Laplace estimator is used, which is computed as

(νi(x1, . . . , xn)+1)/(n+m) [70]. Quite interestingly, the more general formula (νi(x1, . . . , xn)+

∆)/(n+m∆) with 0 < ∆ ≤ 1 considered for JPEG and JBIG applications was found to have

an optimal compression performance for the value ∆ ≈ 0.4 [27] which is near to the theoretical

optimum.
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3.4.2 Encoding

After obtaining a good estimate P̂n we can turn our attention to the encoding of the sequence

x1, . . . , xn. There are two approaches [85]; a non-adaptive and an adaptive.

In the non-adaptive method, the observer computes P̂n by using for example (3.11), encodes

this as a ”header” information and sends it to the receiver. Since both sides know P̂n, they

can use any entropy coding technique to compress/reconstruct the sequence x1, . . . , xn. The

disadvantages of this method are manyfold. The observer has to parse the sequence that is

sometimes very large before doing any transmission, which leads to delay. The header has to

be read by the receiver before it can interpret any bit compressing the sequence, which reduces

the progressive (partial) decoding effect. But the most important flaw of the method is that

the observer enforces a global model onto the source. Real world sources are likely to exhibit

non-stationary behaviour, thus adaptation to local statistics becomes important.

To understand the adaptive method, we note that

P (x1, . . . , xn) = P (x1)P (x2|x1) · · ·P (xn|x1, . . . , xn−1).

Similarly, we can obtain an estimator by

P̃n(x1, . . . , xn) = P̂ (x1)P̂ (x2|x1) · · · P̂ (xn|x1, . . . , xn−1), (3.12)

where P̂ (·|x1, . . . , xk−1) = Pθ(k) is obtained with the formula (3.11). So Xn = Xn
0 is treated as

a DMS with alphabets Xk = X0 and distributions Pθ(k−1) and encoded with arithmetic coding.

Note that the estimation for the sample xk relies on the samples x1, . . . , xk−1 so both terminals

of the communication system obtain the same estimated distribution, which is necessary for

symmetric operation. Of course, P̃n is not the same as P̂n but it follows from the theorem

about Ceasaro means [19] plus the consistency of (P̂n)n∈N plus the law of large numbers that

lim
n→∞

− 1

n
log P̃n(x1, . . . , xn) = lim

n→∞
− 1

n
log P̂ (xn|x1, . . . , xn−1) = H(Pθ),

where θ is the parameter of the true distribution. So the two methods have the same asymptotic

efficiency. These considerations solve the problem of parsing the whole sequence in advance and

appending a header.

The problem of the local adaptation can be solved for example by using a finite window size

in estimation [90]. The idea is to use P̂ (·|xk−w−1, . . . , xk−1) instead of P̂ (·|x1, . . . , xk−1) for

some number 0 < w < k − 1. In many image processing applications like JBIG and JPEG [27]
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however, the local adaptation is enforced by rescaling – e.g., by halving – the stored counts νi

of the symbols αi ∈ X0 after a certain number of steps. This can be done by rescaling after a

fixed number of steps or if the count of the least probable symbol exceeds a given threshold [27].

This is what exactly happens in finite precision implementations like the QM [78] respectively

MQ [103] coders.



Chapter 4

A Framework for Optimisation in

Progressive Compression

We address the optimality of progressive compression systems in practice. Our definitions

will reflect a greedy approach. We shall distinguish between optimality and progressiveness,

optimality meaning that we send a packet that is optimal in a distortion rate sense at each

stage, and progressiveness meaning that we do not increase the distortion by doing this. This is

a missing element in the literature discussing and comparing practical progressive compression

algorithms. The definitions and remarks in this chapter are used for analysing and comparing

different image compression algorithms claimed to be progressive and optimal.

We begin with the optimisation problem for a single step non-progressive compression. These

will be known methods, but it is necessary to introduce them, since the optimal progressive

compression will consist of consecutive single step optimisation stages. Our contributions are

related to the problem of the optimal successive compression, and they are treated in Section

4.2. In practical image compression systems, the images are treated as direct products of a

number of elementary sources. Such models are called product sources. As an application of

the results, we consider optimal progressive transmission for product sources in Section 4.2.

4.1 The Optimal One Step Compression Problem

The optimal one step compression will be the basic building block in defining and implement-

ing optimal progressive compression. Given the – not necessarily finite – source X and an

observation x ∈ X, we are looking for a compression system that will result in the smallest

reconstruction error given a constraint on the code length. We need therefore performance

25
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measures associated with the compression systems c ∈ CX including a length measure `(c) ≥ 0

and a distortion measure d(c) ≥ 0. The optimal one step compression problem is to find a lossy

compression system, which minimises the distortion under given constraints on the codeword

length. These ideas are summarised in the following definition.

Definition 1 The one step lossy compression problem is a tuple (d, `, C,m), where C ⊂ CX is

a subclass of all compression systems, d : C → R is a distortion measure, ` : C → R is a length

measure, and m ≥ 0 is the constraint on the codeword length. A solution of (d, `, C,m) is a

solution of the following constrained optimisation task:

minimise d(c)

subject to the constraints

c ∈ C
`(c) ≤ m







(4.1)

An appropriate definition for the optimality of compression systems is thus the following.

Definition 2 A compression system c is called optimal with respect to the distortion measure

d and the length measure ` under the constraints (C,m) if it is a solution of (d, `, C,m).

Constrained optimisation problems like (4.1) are frequently solved by the so called Lagrange

multiplier method [33, 97]. The constrained optimisation problem (d, `, C,m) is simplified by

eliminating the constraint on the code length. Let (d+ λ`, C) with λ ≥ 0 denote the problem

minimise d(c) + λ`(c)

subject to the constraint

c ∈ C







(4.2)

In (4.2) there is no explicit constraint on the code length. However, problems (4.2) and (4.1)

are related, which is the essence of the next proposition.

Proposition 1 For λ ≥ 0 let c be a solution of the problem (d + λ`, C). Then c is a solution

of (d, `, C, `(c)).

A solution for the problem (d, `, C,m) can be found by taking a λ ≥ 0 and a solution c for

(d+ λ`, C) such that m = `(c). This is not always possible. However, the variable λ ≥ 0 allows

an indirect control of the code length. The large values of λ prefer short codewords, the small

values prefer longer codewords. This control is however only ”qualitative”, a search method for

λ must be used to meet the equation m = `(c). In many algorithms the code length is therefore
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controlled with the parameter λ instead of the explicit constraint on the code length. In this

case, the value of the parameter λ replaces the role of m. An introduction to the Lagrange

multiplier method is given in Appendix A.1.

4.1.1 Transmission of a Lossy Code

We discuss the mechanism of using optimal codes within the transmitter-receiver model from

Fig. 3.1 in Section 3.1 now. The transmitter observes an x ∈ X, selects an optimal lossy

compression system (φ, ψ) by solving (4.1), and sends the binary sequence φ(x) to the receiver.

The receiver must be able to solve (4.1) in order to identify the pair (φ, ψ) and to interpret the

received sequence φ(x). This is possible in general if and only if none of the components of the

problem (d, `, C,m) depends on the observation x.

We can therefore distinguish between two extremal cases:

• Transmission with full side information: For each observation x ∈ X we have a problem

(dx, `x, Cx,mx) depending on x, which is solved by the transmitter and the optimal solu-

tion (φx, ψx) is specified in a header that is sent to the receiver before the binary sequence

φx(x). The receiver does not do any optimisation, since it can recognise φx(x) with the

help of the header.

• Transmission without side information. The optimisation problem (d, `, C,m) does not

depend on the observation x ∈ X and it is a priori specified for both communication

terminals. The transmitter and the receiver identify the optimal compression system by

solving (4.1).

The first extreme is a pre-transmission optimisation, resulting in a code overhead due to the

header, but needs a low receiver time complexity, allows precise distortion and codeword length

computation, and it adaptively chooses compression systems for each specific x ∈ X. An

example for this is the use of an image adaptive transformation, e.g., in fractal compression

[34]. The compression consists of two steps here: adaptively choosing a problem (dx, `x, Cx,mx)

for each x and solving (dx, `x, Cx,mx). Theoretical results on universal lossy compression using

such two step procedures are given in [18].

The second extreme is an optimisation during the tranmission. Though there is no packet

overhead, the time complexity of the receiver can be considerable, and the distortion and code

length are estimated and not exact. An example for this is compression, where the images are

transformed with a fixed transform (e.g., wavelet compression [103]).

To meet the needs of real time applications, these two extremes can be arbitrarily combined

in order to compromise code length, execution time, and precision. For example, the constraint
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set C of the problem (d, `, C,m) in a transmission without side information can be reduced by

a preliminary optimisation for a given x ∈ X by localising the solution to a smaller set Cx ⊂ C
and by sending the header specifying Cx. In this way, the problem that the receiver has to solve

becomes smaller. For example, a good basis can be chosen for a transformation and sent as a

side information first. The transform coefficients can be transmitted without side information.

We do this for fractal compression in Chapter 7.

4.1.2 Remarks on the Compression Performance

Once the distortion and the length measures are fixed for the information source, we can

compare two lossy compression systems satisfying the same codeword length constraint m ≥ 0.

Of course, we say that one of them is ”better” if it yields a smaller distortion. Suppose that

the first one is optimal under the constraints (C1,m) and that the other one is optimal under

the constraints (C2,m). The first lossy compression system can be better than the second one

if C2 ( C1. This suggests that we obtain a better lossy compression system if we take a larger

constraint set C. In practice, there are some limitations:

• Complexity: Increasing the constraint set will increase the computational complexity of

the optimisation algorithm. The compression systems in the constraint set should also be

easily implemented allowing fast encoding and decoding.

• Estimation errors: There is usually only a restricted or approximate knowledge about

the probability distribution. When making distortion rate decisions, the algorithms use

an unreliable expected distortion and length measure as we have seen in Section 3.4.

Extending the constraint set C may cause large estimation errors.

Concerning complexity, there were attempts [10] to include encoding complexity as a con-

straint into the optimisation. Instead of (4.2), the cost function was modified to

d(c) + λ1`(c) + λ2κ(c),

where κ(c) ≥ 0 is a measure of encoding complexity.

As for the estimation error, the distortion and length measures frequently depend on the

probability distribution of points in X. The cost function in (4.2) is computed for example only

approximately as

L(c, P̂ ) = d(c, P̂ ) + λ`(c, P̂ ) ≈ L(c, P ) = d(c, P ) + λ`(c, P ).
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As we can see, a bad estimate P̂ can lead to a wrong choice of c. If we knew that P ∈ P
for some class P of possible probability distributions, then we could jointly optimise for an

approximation P̂ and a best compression system c by solving

min
P̂ , c∈C

max
P∈P

|L(c, P̂ ) − L(c, P )|.

In practice however, this optimisation is not done jointly. First, an approximation P̂ is obtained,

and then L(c, P̂ ) is used for finding an optimal compression system. This is partly justified by

the reasoning given in the beginning of Section 3.4, however this does not work if D(P̂ ||P ) is

large. Though such plug-in methods were criticised [70] as not being theoretically well justified,

there is no alternative method using joint optimisation in practice so far.

4.1.3 Special Distortion and Length Measures

We define the distortion and length measures used in our later analysis now. Let X be an

information source with the probability measure P . We shall adopt a notation frequently used

in probability theory. Let f : X → Y be a function, where Y denotes a non-empty set. For any

y ∈ Y we define

{f = y} = f−1({y}) = {x ∈ X | f(x) = y}.

We have chosen this notation to avoid long and cumbersome expressions.

We restrict our attention to the encoders φ having the property that for every w ∈ φ(X)

the set {φ = w} ⊂ X is measurable. The set CX will denote the set of all compression systems,

where the encoder satisfies this property.

We define pointwise and average distortion measures in the same way as in Section 3.3.

Let ρ : X × X → R be a measurable function that gives us the distortion ρ(x, y) between any

two elements x, y ∈ X. Then for all x ∈ X, we define the pointwise distortion measure for the

compression systems (φ, ψ) ∈ CX as

dx(φ, ψ) = ρ(x, (ψ ◦ φ)(x)), (4.3)

and the average distortion measure as

d(φ, ψ) =

∫

dx(φ, ψ)dP (x). (4.4)

Pointwise and average length measures are defined in a similar way. For all x ∈ X, we define
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the pointwise length measure as

`x(φ, ψ) = len(φ(x)), (4.5)

where len(φ(x)) denotes the length of the binary sequence φ(x). The average codeword length

is defined as

`(φ, ψ) =

∫

`x(φ, ψ)dP (x). (4.6)

We can also define the maximal codeword length measure as

`max(φ, ψ) = max
x∈X

`x(φ, ψ). (4.7)

The above length measures were relying on the exact length of the binary sequences. It is

usually not possible to compute these values without constructing the codewords first. Approxi-

mations are used instead. The codeword length for arithmetic coding can be well approximated

by

hx(φ, ψ) = − logP ({φ = φ(x)}) , (4.8)

for all x ∈ X, as we have seen in Section 3.2.1. The function hx : CX → R is a pointwise length

measure. The corresponding average length measure is given by

h(φ, ψ) =

∫

hx(φ, ψ)dP (x) = H(Pφ). (4.9)

This value is also called the entropy.

Note that if side information is used in the transmission, then it is necessary to correct the

value of the length measure by adding the encoding costs of the side information.

We conclude this section by a remark on `max. We consider the problem (d, `max, C,m) with

C ⊂ CX and d being one of the above defined distortion measures. We can replace each solution

c∗ of (d, `max, C,m) with a compression system c such that `max(c) = bmc and d(c) ≤ d(c∗).

By replacing C with a set C ′ ⊂ CX such that all c′ ∈ C′ have the fixed length `max(c′) = bmc
and for each c′ ∈ C′ there is a c ∈ C such that d(c) ≥ d(c′), we get a second optimisation

problem (d, `max, C′,m). All solutions of the latter problem have the same fixed length and

their distortion is not greater that the optimal distortion of the original problem. Thus, we

don’t loose in optimality by this replacement.
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A1 A2 A3

XmaxXmin q1 q q2 3

Figure 4.1: A quantiser q with X = [Xmin, Xmax] ⊂ R represented as a collection of cells and
corresponding reconstruction points.

4.1.4 Quantisation

Quantisation is a design procedure for lossy codes. Let (X, P ) be an information source and let

c = (φ, ψ) ∈ CX be a lossy compression system. The actual distortion for observations x ∈ X

will depend only on the reconstruction values (ψ ◦ φ)(x), i.e., on the function q = ψ ◦ φ. The

length of the encoding binary sequence φ(x) will depend only on φ. So the design process is

separated into two steps

1. design the function q : X → X with a finite range,

2. construct a lossy compression system (φq , ψq) such that q = ψq ◦ φq .

The finite set q(X) provided with the distribution Pq is an information source, so we can

construct a lossless compression system (φ, ψ) for it, for example by using Huffman’s algorithm,

or by using arithmetic coding if q(X) is a product source. The lossy compression system (φq , ψq)

is then given by φq = φ ◦ q and ψq = ψ.

The above remarks lead to the following definitions. A measurable function q : X → X with

a finite range is called a quantiser. The values q(X) are called reconstruction points and the sets

{q = y}, y ∈ q(X), are called cells. The set of all quantisers is denoted by QX. Quantisers are

often described as a collection of cells and corresponding reconstruction values (Ai, qi)i=1,...,m,

where q(X) = {q1, . . . , qm} and Ai = {q = qi} as shown in Fig. 4.1. Detailed information on

quantisation is found in [38, 36].

A quantisation codeword assignment rule is defined as a pair (Q, Q), where Q ⊂ QX and Q

is a mapping Q : Q → CX induced by the assignment rule q 7→ (φq , ψq). We use the notation

C[Q] = {Q(q) | q ∈ Q}.

If the constraint set in the optimisation problem (4.1) is given indirectly by a quantisation

codeword assignment rule, then it is sometimes more convenient to reformulate it into an

optimisation problem over the set of quantisers. Given a problem (d, `, C[Q],m), we can define

d : Q → R and ` : Q → R as d(q) = d(Q(q)) respectively `(q) = `(Q(q)). The problem
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Table 4.1: Some usual methods used in compression optimisation. The problem is given by
(d, `, C,m), where ` can vary. If C ⊂ CX is explicitly given, then we speak about ”lossy coding”.
If it is given implicitly as C = C[Q] for some quantisation codeword assignment rule (Q, Q),
then we speak about ”quantisation”.

Name of the method `

Variable length (rate) lossy coding (quantisation) `

Fixed length (rate) lossy coding (quantisation) `max

Entropy constrained lossy coding (quantisation) h

(d, `,Q,m) defined as

minimise d(q)

subject to the constraints

q ∈ Q
`(q) ≤ m







(4.10)

is equivalent to (d, `, C[Q],m). This problem can be re-casted to a Lagrange multiplier form

like (4.2) in the same way as (4.1). The distortion measures dx, d, and the length measures hx

and h are defined in a straightforward manner for quantisers too (compare Section 4.1.3).

Diverse optimality conditions. Given the optimisation problem (d, `, C,m), there are dif-

ferent names for it depending on the measure `. We summarise these in Table 4.1. The name

”fixed length optimisation” is due to the possibility of recasting the problem into one with

constraint set containing fixed length codes as explained at the end of the previous section.

4.2 The Optimal Successive Compression Problem

We are ready to discuss our main topic, the progressive transmission of information. Let

us recall the transmitter-receiver model (Fig. 3.1). In progressive compression, the binary

sequence encoding an observation x ∈ X is transmitted in several stages to the receiver. To

understand this process more specifically, we consider the following example. Let (φ, ψ) be a

lossy compression system encoding the set X. The symbol x ∈ X will be encoded with the

codeword φ(x). The receiver will establish that x ∈ {φ = φ(x)}, but it will not be able to

specify x more precisely. The set X1 = {φ = φ(x)} is a set of observations containing x. We

can choose a lossy compression system (φ1, ψ1) ∈ CX1 to encode the symbol again. The receiver

reads the next codeword φ1(x), and it establishes that x ∈ {φ1 = φ(x)} ⊂ X1 ⊂ X. We can
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continue this procedure until a sufficient precision in terms of a distortion measure is achieved.

These ideas are developed in more detail now.

Definition 3 Let (φk, ψk)∞k=0 be a sequence of lossy compression systems with Xk = dom(φk) ⊂
X for k ≥ 0. We say that (φk , ψk)∞k=0 is a successive compression system for x ∈ X, if

Xk+1 = {φk = φk(x)} for k ≥ 0. A collection

A = {(φx
k , ψ

x
k)∞k=0 | x ∈ X},

is called a successive compression scheme for X, if (φx
k , ψ

x
k )∞k=0 is a successive compression

system for x for all x ∈ X.

An important structural property that a successive compression schemes can have is the

following. We say that the successive compression scheme has a tree structure if for all x ∈ X

and k ≥ 0

(φy
k , ψ

y
k) = (φx

k , φ
x
k) for all y ∈ dom(φx

k), (4.11)

and {(φx
0 , ψ

x
0 ) | x ∈ X} is countable. The latter condition is imposed to ensure measurability

for the distortion and length measures in the later sections. If the tree structure property

holds, the receiver is able to identify the next element in each sequence (φx
k , ψ

x
k )∞k=0 without

side information by knowing the previous element but not knowing x. We explain this in

Section 4.2.2, where we show that this property is related to the so-called tree structured vector

quantisation.

We have the following optimisation problem involved in generating a successive compression

for a fixed source symbol x ∈ X. The transmitter passes the information to the receiver in

packets, each of which is a code segment. The packet sizes are usually constrained. The

constraints on the sizes of the successive packets are given by a sequence of numbers (mk)∞k=0,

with mk ≥ 0. The problem of optimal successive compression can be formulated as to find the

lossy compression system with the smallest distortion, satisfying the packet size constraint, at

every stage of the transmission.

According to the above considerations, we can define optimality for the successive compres-

sion of a symbol. Let (φk , ψk)∞k=0 be a successive compression system for x ∈ X. We assume

that a distortion measure dk and a length measure `k are given for the compression systems

over Xk = dom(φk), k ≥ 0. Let Ck ⊂ CXk
be such that (�, (ψk ◦ φk)(x)) ∈ Ck+1 for all k ≥ 0,

where � denotes the code with the constant value �, and (ψk ◦ φk)(x) the decoder with the

constant value (ψk ◦ φk)(x).
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Definition 4 The successive compression system (φk, ψk)∞k=0 is called optimal under the con-

straints (Ck,mk)∞k=0 if (φk, ψk) is a solution of the one step compression problem (dk , `k, Ck,mk)

for each k ≥ 0.

The transmission for a successive compression system is done in packets, each packet being

organised as in the one step lossy compression: it consists of a header identifying the problem

(dk , `k, Ck,mk) if necessary and of the sequence φk(x).

The distortion and length measures given in Section 4.1.3 are tailored to the successive

compression case in the following way. Let ρ : X×X → R be the function giving the distortion

between any two x, y ∈ X. The pointwise measure dx : CXk
→ R is defined as

dx(φ, ψ) = ρ(x, (ψ ◦ φ)(x)). (4.12)

We avoid the use of a distinctive index k in this definition to simplify the notations. If Xk is

supplied with a probability measure PXk
, then the expected distortion dk : CXk

→ R will be

defined as

dk(φ, ψ) =

∫

Xk

dx(φ, ψ) dPXk
(x). (4.13)

All other pointwise and average measures are defined in the same way using definitions analogous

to those from Section 4.1.3.

As in the one step compression case, the design of the successive compression system can be

based on using quantisation. Let (qk)∞k=0 be a sequence of quantisers with Xk = dom(qk) ⊂ X

for k ≥ 0. We say that (qk)∞k=0 is a successive quantisation for x ∈ X if Xk+1 = {qk = qk(x)} for

k ≥ 0. For any successive compression system (φk, ψk)∞k=0, the sequence (ψk ◦ φk)∞k=0 defines

a successive quantisation, and vice versa: any sequence of compression systems obtained from

a successive quantisation by any codeword assignment rule is a successive compression system.

Distortion and length measures and optimality can be defined for the successive quantisation

as well, in a straightforward way. A collection A = {(qx
k)∞k=0 | x ∈ X} is called a successive

quantisation scheme if for all x ∈ X, (qx
k )∞k=0 is a successive quantisation for x. We say that the

successive quantisation scheme has a tree structure if

qy
k = qx

k for all y ∈ dom(qx
k ) and k ≥ 0, (4.14)

for all x ∈ X, and {qx
0 | x ∈ X} is a countable set.
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As in one step compression, we can have the different optimisation problems from Table 4.1.

Doing variable length lossy coding at each step in the successive compression procedure results

in variable packet size, whereas fixed length coding results in fixed packet size.

4.2.1 Progressive Compression

The successive compression (φk, ψk)∞k=0 of a symbol x ∈ X generates the sequence of sets

X ⊃ X0 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Xk ⊃ · · ·, where Xk = dom(φk). If X is an information source with the

probability distribution P such that P (Xk) > 0 for all k > 0, then we can restrict the probability

distribution P to the sets Xk. The restriction PXk
is defined as PXk

(A) = P (A|Xk) for all

measurable A ⊂ Xk. The sets Xk become information sources in this way. To simplify the

treatment, we assume that the conditions P (Xk) > 0 always hold.

It should be an important attribute of the successive compression systems that the recon-

struction error be decreased and not increased in the successive stages of the transmission. In

addition, we would like to approximate the source symbol with arbitrary small error. We have to

insure the monotone convergence of the reconstruction error to zero. There are different ways

of defining progressiveness for successive compression systems. We assume that a distortion

function ρ : X × X → [0,+∞] is given.

Definition 5 A successive compression system (φk , ψk)∞k=0 for the symbol x ∈ X is called

• strictly progressive, if

lim
k→∞

dx(φk , ψk) = 0

and for all k ≥ 0 we have

dx(φk, ψk) ≥ dx(φk+1, ψk+1).

• progressive, if X is an information source with probability measure P ,

lim
k→∞

dk+1(φk |Xk+1
, ψk) = 0

and for all k ≥ 0 we have

dk+1

(
φk|Xk+1

, ψk

)
≥ dk+1(φk+1, ψk+1),

where φk|Xk+1
is the restriction of φk to Xk+1, which is in fact a constant function.
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The definition of progressiveness needs some explanation. Assume that (φk , ψk) was used

to encode x in the kth stage. If the receiver gets the kth packet, then it can reconstruct

x̂ = (ψk ◦ φk)(x) and it can establish that x ∈ Xk+1 = {φk = φk(x)}. The expected value of

the distortion ρ(x, x̂) = dx(φk , ψk) is given by the formula

dk+1(φk |Xk+1
, ψk) =

∫

Xk+1

dx(φk, ψk)dP (x|Xk+1).

Progressiveness expresses therefore the convergence of this expected distortion to zero. After

receiving the packet from the kth stage, but before receiving the (k + 1)st one, the receiver

is only able to compute the expected distortion dk+1(φk+1, ψk+1). This is why we use this

particular monotonicity condition for progressiveness. Such distinctions for progressive codes

are not made in the literature. We hope that our definitions help to avoid confusion when

speaking about progressive behaviour. We define similar properties for successive compression

schemes.

Definition 6 Let X be an information source with a probability measure P . Given a successive

compression scheme A = {(φx
k , ψ

x
k)∞k=0 | x ∈ X}, we say that it is

• strictly progressive, if (φx
k , ψ

x
k )∞k=0 is strictly progressive for almost all x ∈ X.

• progressive, if (φx
k , ψ

x
k )∞k=0 is progressive for almost all x ∈ X.

• weakly progressive, if

lim
k→∞

∫

X

dx(φx
k , ψ

x
k )dP (x) = 0

and for all k ≥ 0 we have

∫

X

dx(φx
k , ψ

x
k )dP (x) ≥

∫

X

dx(φx
k+1, ψ

x
k+1)dP (x).

The same definitions are obtained for the successive quantisation by exchanging the symbols

for compression systems with symbols for quantisers.

The strict progressiveness and progressiveness are ”pointwise” properties for the compression

schemes, they hold for almost every x ∈ X. Weak progressiveness is an ”average” property.

If it holds, the scheme will be progressive in average, but we shall know nothing about the

progressive behaviour of the successive compression of some particular x ∈ X.

We can state some properties concerning the above definitions now. The following corollary

is a trivial statement about the progressiveness of optimal successive compression systems.
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Figure 4.2: Non-progressive successive quantisation. The endpoints of the quantisation cells
are marked with short vertical lines,reconstruction values are indicated with ”×”.

Corollary 1 Let the distortion measures be dk, k ≥ 0, the length measures be any of the kind

from Section 4.1.3, and let (φk , ψk)∞k=0 be a successive compression system for the source symbol

x ∈ X, which is optimal under the constraint (Ck,mk)∞k=0. If limk→∞ dk+1(φk|Xk+1
, ψk) = 0,

then (φk , ψk)∞k=0 is progressive. If we exchange dk with dx, then we obtain a condition for strict

progressiveness.

The following corollary is a sufficient condition for the progressiveness of a successive com-

pression system. We describe it in terms of successive quantisation.

Corollary 2 Let the distortion and length measures be as in the previous corollary, and let

(qk)∞k=0 be a successive quantisation for x ∈ X. If limk→∞ dk+1(qk|Xk+1
) = 0, and

qk(x) ∈ argmin{
∫

{qk=qk(x)}

ρ(y, z)dP (z) | y ∈ X }

for all k ≥ 0, then (qk)∞k=0 is progressive. This is the so called centroid condition [36].

For successive compression systems (ψk, ψk)∞k=0, we can apply the above corollary by con-

sidering (ψk ◦φk)∞k=0. Let us now take the example from Fig. 4.2, where the centroid condition

does not hold, and the system is also not necessarily progressive. We apply successive quan-

tisation q0, q1, . . . to the interval shown in the figure. The probability density function f of

the distribution and the quantisers q0 and q1 are shown. These are midpoint reconstruction

quantisers. We have two possibilities depending on the probability p of the shaded region:

• If p is close to 0, then d1(q0) ≥ d1(q1).

• If p is close enough to 1, then d1(q0) < d1(q1) can hold.
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Table 4.2: Sufficient conditions for strict progressiveness and progressiveness of the successive
quantisation (compression system) for a given x ∈ X. ”Online” is marked ”+” if it is possible to
check the condition without transmission of side information, ”−” means that it is not possible.
Note that we assume universal compression, so the exact probability distribution of the source
is hidden to the receiver.

Strict Progressiveness Progressiveness Online

Minimal Point Condition + – +
Optimality for dx + – –
Centroid Condition – + –

Optimality for d – + –

weak progressiveness

strict progressiveness progressiveness

?

tree structure

+

bounded distortion

-

tree structure

+

locally uniform conv.

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
�

�
��+

tree structure

+

bounded distortion

Figure 4.3: Connections between the different progressive behaviours.

Progressiveness is violated in the second case, and the quantisation scheme A ={(qx
k )∞k=0 |x ∈ X}

with qx
k = qk is neighter strictly progressive nor progressive nor weakly progressive.

It is sometimes also possible to restrict the sets Ck so that the obtained progressive code

is strictly progressive. We shall give an example in a later chapter. Here we give a somewhat

abstract but very simple sufficient condition for strict progressiveness.

Proposition 2 Let (qk)∞k=0 be a successive quantisation for x ∈ X such that limk→∞ dx(qk) =

0. If there is a partial ordering ”≤” of the set X such that x ≤ y ≤ z implies ρ(y, z) ≤ ρ(x, z)

and for all k ≥ 0 we have

qk(x) ≤ y for all y ∈ {qk = qk(x)},

then the successive quantisation is strictly progressive. We shall call this the minimal point

condition.

Proof: Since x ∈ {qk+1 = qk+1(x)} ⊂ {qk = qk(x)} we have qk(x) ≤ qk+1(x) ≤ x. �

Finally, we give a proposition that relates strict progressive, progressive, and weakly pro-

gressive schemes. The proof is found in Appendix A.2.
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Table 4.3: Sufficient conditions for different types of progressiveness for tree structured suc-
cessive quantisation (compression) schemes.

Strict Progressiveness Progressiveness Weak Progressiveness

Minimal Point Condition + +(∗) +(∗)

Optimality for dx + +(∗) +(∗)

Centroid Condition – + +(∗)

Optimality for d – + +(∗)

(∗) Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.

Proposition 3 Let the successive quantisation scheme A = {(qx
k)∞k=0 |x ∈ X} have a tree struc-

ture. The following statements hold:

1. Suppose that A is strictly progressive and such that the convergence of the exact distortion

is locally uniform in the following sense: for almost all x ∈ X and each ε > 0, there is an

n > 0 such that dy(qy
n) ≤ ε for almost all y ∈ dom(qx

n). Then A is also progressive.

2. Suppose that the pointwise distortion measure is bounded and that the number of different

quantisers qx
0 (x ∈ X) is countable. Then both strict progressiveness and progressiveness

imply weak progressiveness.

If A does not have a tree structure, but the functions x 7→ dx(qx
k ) are bounded measurable

functions for all k ≥ 0, then the strict progressiveness of A implies the weak progressiveness.

We summarise the sufficient conditions to obtain different kind of progressiveness for suc-

cessive compression systems in Table 4.2. We also indicated if the conditions are computable

when doing transmission without side information. The interrelations of different kinds of pro-

gressiveness are shown in Fig. 4.3. We summarise the sufficient conditions for tree structured

compression schemes in Table 4.3.

4.2.2 Relations to the Standard Literature

We would like to show the connection between the definitions given in the previous sections and

some standard compression problems. We relate our definitions to the so called tree structured

codes and quantisers first. These are treated in the standard literature on quantisation [36,

38]. We also show the connection to the asymptotic results obtained in source coding theory

for successive compression and discuss a possible alternative definition for the optimality of

successive compression systems.
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Figure 4.4: Embedded quantisation and coding. Reconstruction points for the quantisers are
denoted by ”×”. For cxk = (φx

k , ψ
x
k ), the values of φx

k are written over the braces, and the values
of ψx

k are denoted by ”×”.

Tree Structured Vector Quantisation

A standard way of obtaining successive compression systems is the so called tree structured vec-

tor quantisation (TSVQ). In this approach, a sequence of embedded quantisers q0, q1, . . . , qk, . . . ∈
QX is taken. Embeddedness means that each cell of qk+1 is contained in a cell of qk for all k,

i.e., each quantiser in this sequence is a refinement of the previous one. We show an example

in Fig. 4.4, where X is an interval. We can assign binary indices to the quantisation cells in a

tree structured manner as shown in the figure. We obtain a fixed length codeword assignment

qk 7→ ck = (φk , ψk) for each quantiser qk in this way. Such compression systems will be called

embedded. Of course, the assignment can also use variable length codewords.

For each x ∈ X, we can generate the codewords φk(x) step by step using our greedy strategy

in the following way. For each x ∈ X we define the sets

Xx
0 = dom(q0) and Xx

k = {qk−1 = qk−1(x)} for k > 0.

The sets are the quantisation cells containing x. In our example from Fig. 4.4, these are the
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intervals containing the point x marked with a black spot. We define a sequence of quantisers

qx
k : Xx

k → X for k ≥ 0 as

qx
k (y) = qk(y) for all y ∈ Xx

k .

This sequence constitutes a successive quantisation for x. By a codeword assignment qx
k 7→ cxk

as shown in Fig. 4.4, we obtain a corresponding successive compression system for x. We can

see that the conditions (4.11) and (4.14) hold, and it follows that {(cxk)∞k=0 | x ∈ X} is a tree

structured successive compression scheme and {(qx
k )∞k=0 | x ∈ X} is a tree structured successive

quantisation scheme for X.

Is it possible to find a set of such embedded quantisers and tree codes for each successive

compression scheme? The answer is no. A set of embedded quantisers and corresponding tree

structured codes exist if the compression scheme has a tree structure (4.11) and the number of

quantisers qx
k (x ∈ X) is finite. Note that our definition of quantisers includes the requirement of

finite range. If this holds, we can define the sequence of embedded quantisers q0, q1, . . . , qk, . . .

as

qk(x) = (ψx
k ◦ φx

k)(x) for all k ≥ 0 and x ∈ X.

The corresponding compression systems ck = (φk , ψk) defining a tree structured code will be

given as

(φk(x), ψk(x)) = (ψx
k (x), ψx

k (x)) for all k ≥ 0 and x ∈ X.

Suppose now, that the transmission is done without side information, and that there is a

unique solution to the successive optimisation problem at each step k and for all x ∈ X. The

solution of the optimisation problem (dk, `k, Ck,mk) stated for some x ∈ X will be the same for

all y ∈ Xx
k. It follows that the condition (4.11) holds. As a conclusion, successive compression

schemes using transmission without side information are equivalent to TSVQ. Note that the

embeddedness of the quantisers in TSVQ alone is not sufficient for the progressiveness.

Finally, let us take an example, where A does not have a tree structure, i.e., it is not equiv-

alent to a TSVQ. We show an example, where the first compression stage violates the tree

structure property. Assume that we do not know the exact probability distribution P of the

set X, but we know that P ∈ P = {P1, P2}. Let c1 and c2 be distortion rate optimal compres-

sion systems for P = P1 respectively P = P2. Assume that these are different. A universal

compression system is realised as follows. Given an x ∈ X and a non-constant estimator func-

tion e : X → {P1, P2}, the compression proceeds by choosing the optimal compression system

cx ∈ {c1, c2} for e(x). We can easily construct a case, where there are x, y ∈ X such that cx 6= cy

though y ∈ dom(cx).
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Successive Refinement

Theoretical analyses of the successive compression are given in [32] and [82]. The authors

describe sources as sequences of i.i.d. variables and give asymptotic results for successive com-

pression schemes obtainable with TSVQ. We introduce these results by using the concepts given

in Sections 3.3 and 3.3.1.

Let the variables (Xk)k∈N be i.i.d. with possibly infinite alphabet X0 and the probability

distribution P0. The corresponding source class is S = {(Xn, Pn) | n ≥ 1}. We analyse the

asymptotic properties of lossy compression algorithms for this source class now.

For any reconstruction fidelity measure ρ0 : X0 × X0 → R over the alphabet, the error

measure ρn : Xn × Xn → R for each source (Xn, Pn) is defined as the sum

ρn(x, y) =
n∑

k=1

ρ0(xk, yk).

The distortion measure for the compression systems of the source will be taken to be the average

distortion d as defined by (4.4). Either fixed length or variable length coding is used. We denote

the corresponding length measure by `, and suppress indices to avoid clutter.

Given any compression algorithm (recall the definition from Section 3.3.1) for the source

class, it has an asymptotic growth rate d
∞

for d and an asymptotic growth rate `∞ for `.

Let D(R) denote the infinum of the value d
∞

for all lossy compression algorithms such that

`∞ ≤ R. In other words, D(R) gives the smallest possible per-sample average distortion that a

lossy compression algorithms with entropy rate less than R can achieve.

We can generalise the above concept for compression in L > 1 stages. An L-stage compres-

sion algorithm for the source class S is given by a sequence ((cn
1 , c

n
2 , . . . , c

n
L))n∈N such that for

each n ∈ N, cn1 , c
n
2 , . . . , c

n
L correspond to the first L stages of an embedded compression system.

Asymptotic growth rates for the rate and the distortion of each stage are defined in a natural

way as

`∞k = lim sup
n→∞

`(cnk )

n
and d

∞

k = lim sup
n→∞

d(cnk )

n
.

For each tuple (R1, R2, . . . , RL) we define the set D(R1, R2, . . . , RL) ⊂ RL containing all tuples

(D1, D2, . . . , DL) such that there is an L-stage compression algorithm with

`∞k ≤ Rk for k = 1, . . . , L. (4.15)

and

d
∞

k = Dk for k = 1, . . . , L. (4.16)
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The closed and convex set D(R1, R2, . . . , RL) [30] contains all distortion growth rates that are

achievable under the length rate constraints (R1, R2, . . . , RL).

The goal of the authors of [32] is to see, which conditions imply

(D(R1), D(R2), . . . , D(RL)) ∈ D(R1, R2, . . . , RL), (4.17)

meaning that the distortion levels achievable with single step compression algorithms are also

achievable with L-stage compression systems. If (4.17) holds for any rate constraints, then

the source is called successively refinable. This is not possible in general, but it holds under

certain conditions on the distortion criterion and on the source class. In particular, for X0 = R,

P0 = N (0, σ2), and ρ0(x, y) = (x − y)2 successive refinement is possible for any fixed number

of stages L > 0 [32, 82].

The conditions (4.15) and (4.16) have the following meaning. For any (D1, D2, . . . , DL) ∈
D(R1, R2, . . . , RL) and δ > 0 there is a number n ∈ N and an L-stage compression system

(c1, c2, . . . , cL) for (Xn, Pn) such that

`k(ck) ≤ n(Rk + δ) and dk(ck) ≤ n(Dk + δ), (4.18)

for all 1 ≤ k < L. If we set R1 = 0, then we can extend c1, c2, . . . , cL to an embedded

compression system, which in turn defines a tree structured successive compression scheme An

for (Xn, Pn). Since (D1, D2, . . . , DL) is arbitrarily chosen, we can choose a boundary point of

D(0, R2, . . . , RL) or even (D(0), D(R2), . . . , D(RL)), if the successive refinement property holds.

We obtain a successive compression scheme that achieves the best possible asymptotic rates

within δ at the first L stages. We can modify An to satisfy the centroid condition. By doing

this, the distortions will be even better and the codeword lengths do not change. The centroid

condition implies the monotonicity of the distortion. We obtain that if successive refinement

and the property limR→∞D(R) = 0 hold, then An is weakly progressive. We cannot claim

strict progressiveness nor progressiveness. In the latter case, we cannot ensure the convergence

of the appropriate distortion to zero without further restrictions.

Other notions of optimality

The notion of optimality for successive compression systems given here is strongly motivated

by the greedy optimisation methods used in practice and by the fact that it is easily brought

into relation with the progressive behaviour. However, there are other notions of optimality

used in the context of multistage compression [108]. We discuss such an approach here briefly
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in the context of the previous discussion on successive refinement.

Suppose that the rate constraints for the L-stage compression algorithm are given by

(R1, R2, . . . , RL) ∈ RL and that they are fixed. Assuming that we have some a priori in-

formation on the network transmission conditions or on user preferences, we can construct the

following statistical model: we assume that the user will terminate the transmission at the kth

stage with probability pk, 1 ≤ k ≤ L.

Let us now take an L-stage compression algorithm ((cn
1 , c

n
2 , . . . , c

n
L))n∈N and the correspond-

ing tuple (d
∞

1 , d
∞

2 , . . . , d
∞

L ), where the values d
∞

k , 1 ≤ k ≤ L denote the asymptotic growth

rates of the distortion at each transmission stage. Taking into account the above statistical

model on the user behaviour, we can compute the following expected distortion growth rate

D
∞

=
L∑

k=1

pkd
∞

k . (4.19)

It is now possible to optimise with respect to this distortion measure. This approach does not

only have the advantage of accounting for the variable conditions in the transmission, but it also

allows us to compare the performance of any two L-stage compression algorithms underlying

the same rate constraints.

We shall consider the same kind of optimality for successive compression systems now. Note

that in contrast to the above example, we have an infinite number of compression stages. The

statistical model for the user behaviour is similar: for all k ≥ 0, pk will be the probability that

the transmission is terminated at stage k. We have considered a recursive code generation previ-

ously, i.e., we have generated progressive codes for each x ∈ X stage by stage. In order to adopt

the above alternative definition of optimality, we shall have to explicitly specify the collection

of successive compression systems over which we are optimising. We assume accordingly that

a fixed collection C̃ of successive compression systems for x ∈ X will be given. We consider the

following definition instead of Definition 4 for the optimality of successive compression systems:

Definition 7 The successive compression system (c∗k)∞k=0 ∈ C̃ is called optimal under the con-

straints (mk)∞k=0, if

∞∑

k=0

pkdk(c∗k) = min{
∞∑

k=0

pkdk(ck) | (ck)∞k=0 ∈ C̃ and `k(ck) ≤ mk for all k ≥ 0}. (4.20)

To show how this definition is related to Definition 4, we define the sets Ck for (c∗k)∞k=0 as

Ck = {c | c = ck for some (cl)
∞
l=0 ∈ C̃ such that cl = c∗l for 0 ≤ l < k}.
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Figure 4.5: The sets Ck derived from the collection C̃ and used in Definition 4.

We can now apply Definition 4 for the sequence (c∗k)∞k=0 with the constraint set (Ck,mk)∞k=0.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the relation between C̃ and the sets Ck. The collection C̃ is represented

as a graph such that each successive compression system (ck)∞k=0 ∈ C̃ corresponds to a path in

this graph, where the compression systems ck, k ≥ 0, are placed at the vertices.

To consider the differences between the two definitions, we shall assume first that the set X

is finite. In this case, the set C̃ is finite as well. As already mentioned, Definition 7 will allow us

to take the user preferences into account, to compare any two successive compression systems

from C̃ using a single average distortion value, and thus to define a global optimum for the set

C̃. This is a clear advantage over Definition 4, which does not provide a method for comparing

two optimal successive compression systems. This conceptual advantage is compromised by

the algorithmic complexity of computing a global optimum: considering Figure 4.5, we can

see that the complexity is in general exponential. There are some conceptual problems with

Definition 7 as well. For example, the optimality conditions ensuring progressiveness do not

apply in this case. A successive compression system that is optimal according to Definition

7 will not necessarily have monotone distortion values converging to zero. Further difficulties

appear if we consider infinite sets, where the number of different compression stages may not

be bounded. Assume for example that there are only finitely many edges leaving each vertex

in the graph from Figure 4.5. An algorithm using Definition 4 for optimisation has to search

in a finite set to generate any given number k > 0 of initial stages of an optimal solution.

An algorithm using Definition 7 for optimisation would have to search in an infinite set for an

optimal solution in general. This is not only an algorithmic but also a conceptual problem:

infinite sets do not necessarily possess minima. Note also that Definition 7 makes sense only

if
∑∞

k=0 pkdk(ck) < +∞ for at least one (ck)∞k=0 ∈ C̃, which is an additional condition on each

successive compression system that has to be defined and accounted for.
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As a conclusion, though alternative definitions of optimality can have advantages over the

greedy approach, they may not be compatible with our framework for progressive compression.

It needs further research to establish connections between such notions of optimality and the

progressive behaviour of compression systems.

4.2.3 Comparing Progressive Schemes

In contrast to the one step compression problem, it is not possible to directly compare two

successive compression schemes, since they are defined recursively, each stage depends on the

choice made in the previous stage. The best achievable distortion values also depend on the

length constraint.

One way of comparing two compression schemes is to do pointwise comparisons, i.e., to

compare the performance of the two compression systems for all x ∈ X. In this case, the

operational distortion-rate functions are compared.

Definition 8 The operational distortion-rate function of the successive compression scheme

(ck)∞k=0 for the point x ∈ X is the function Dx : [0,∞) → R,

Dx(m) = dx(ck(m)),

where k(m) = max{k |∑k
l=0 `x(cl) ≤ m}.

The operational distortion-rate functions give us the reconstruction error for the symbol x ∈ X

at any given point of the transmitted bit sequence. The operational distortion-rate functions

allow us to compare any successive compression system with any other successive compression

system. Moreover, it tells us if the transmission is strictly progressive: a successive compression

system is strictly progressive if and only if Dx is monotone and converges to zero.

Of course, it is in general impossible to compare the operational distortion rate functions for

all images x ∈ X. In practice, the set X is sampled by taking some specific images like ”Lenna”’

or ”Barbara” (Fig. 6.3) that are considered as typical for certain classes of images (e.g., textured

images, landscape images, portraits, etc.), and the different methods are compared on them

using the plots of Dx. The scheme A gives a better successive compression for x than the

scheme A′ if Dx ≤ D′
x. The problem here is that without having standard test sets, there will

always be examples x, y ∈ X such that Dx(m) < D′
x(m) and Dy(m) > D′

y(m) for some m > 0.

It is interesting to note that Dx is used for comparison without reflecting the packet size

constraints. When using this function, people have a greedy optimisation strategy in mind: the

best method should maximise (Dx(m+ ∆)−Dx(m))/∆ for all ∆ and all m. This would make
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sense for successively refinable sources only, within an information theoretical setting for the

average distortion. Even in theory, and even for the average distortion, different packet size

constraints can lead to different optimal distortion values in general. But then, if we stick to

maximising for (Dx(m + ∆) −Dx(m))/∆ in spite of the above facts, what value of ∆ should

we use? Since the smallest transmittable unit is 1 bit, this is usually used as ∆. There are also

theoretical results concerning ∆ = 1 bit [26], we mention these in Chapter 6.

The other problem is that the number of test images used in the comparisons is very small.

One could also use the expected values of Dx over given classes of images. We could define

the expected values D(m) = E(x 7→ Dx(m)), m ≥ 0, for each successive compression scheme

and compare them. This definition could work well for the abstract source models used in

information theory. There are however still no standardised statistical models for the different

classes of natural images. Since practical algorithms use heuristics exploiting the properties of

natural images (self similarity for example), these expected values cannot be exactly computed,

and it would also be unfair to compare these methods only on abstract models not reflecting

the true statistics.

Finally, as mentioned in the previous section, it could be possible to assume some statistical

model about the network transmission conditions or user behaviour. For example, let P (m) be

the probability that the transmission is terminated after receiving at most m bits, where m is

a non-negative real number. We can compute the overall expected distortion as

D =

∫ ∞

0

D(m)dP (m).

Given such a statistical model, we can say that the scheme A is better than than A′ if D ≤ D′.

4.3 Product Sources

The problem of finding an optimal compression system for a general source is computationally

hard. Realistic approaches impose some regular structure on the underlying compression sys-

tem. The most common way of simplifying the structure of a source is to model it as a DMS.

The component sources can be treated individually and the code can be merged together to

obtain an encoding of the original source.

The above method is used in several wavelet compression algorithms [103]. Since we shall

compare these techniques, we are going to follow this line.

Let Xi, i = 1, . . . , n be alphabets and Pi probability distributions over Xi. By defining

X = X1 × · · · × Xn and P (x) = P1(x1) · · ·Pn(xn) for all x ∈ X, we get a DMS (X, P ) with X.
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There are different ways of choosing a set C ⊂ CX such that C has a well defined structure. We

present two frequently used methods. These are equivalent under some special assumptions,

but generally they are not.

4.3.1 Product of Compression Systems

Let us take sets Ci ⊂ CXi
. For each sequence (φi, ψi) ∈ Ci, i = 1, . . . , n we can construct a

compression system (φ, ψ) ∈ CX in the following way: for each x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X the binary

sequence φ (x) is defined as the concatenation of the binary sequences φi(xi), i = 1, . . . , n. The

decoder ψ is defined over φ(X) as ψ(φ(x)) = (ψ1(φ1(x1)), . . . , ψn(φn(xn))) otherwise its values

are arbitrary. The compression system (φ, ψ) is called the product of the compression systems

(φi, ψi). We use the notations

(φ, ψ) = (φ1, ψ1) × · · · × (φn, ψn),

and

C1 × · · · × Cn = {c1 × · · · × cn | ci ∈ Ci, i = 1, . . . , n}.

We consider the optimisation problem (4.1) for product sources using product compression

systems as constraint sets. Given the distortion and length measures di : Ci → R and `i : Ci → R

for i = 1, . . . , n, we define distortion and length measures over the set C1×· · ·×Cn in the following

way

d(c) =
n∑

i=1

di(ci), (4.21)

and

`(c) =

n∑

i=1

`i(ci), (4.22)

for c = c1 × · · · × cn.

The problem (d, `, C1 × · · · × Cn,m) is called a product problem for the product source X.

The beneficial property of the product problems is that under certain conditions, they can be

solved by independent optimisation of the component problems, which largely reduces the time

complexity. This is due to the structure of the product problems and to Proposition 1. The

following proposition gives the basis for independent optimisation.

Proposition 4 For λ ≥ 0 let ci be a solution of the problem (di + λ`i, Ci) for i = 1, . . . , n.

Then c = c1 × · · · × cn is a solution of (d, `, C1 × · · · × Cn, `(c)).

The above proposition is a special case of the general Lagrange multiplier method [33],
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where λ is different for each index i. In general, we are not going to be able to find a single λ

that will give a solution with `(c) = m. How many constraints m exist such that Proposition 4

yields an optimal solution for some λ ≥ 0? We shall give an answer in a simple but often used

situation.

Example 1 Let Ci = {ci1, ci2} with `i(ci1) = 0, and `i(ci2) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , n. Let L

denote the number of different constraints m ≥ 0 for which there is a λ ≥ 0 such that the

method given in Proposition 4 yields an optimal solution. Let Λi = di(ci1)−di(ci2)
`i(ci2)

and N =

|{Λi | i = 1, . . . , n} ∩ R+|. We have 1 ≤ L = N + 1 ≤ n+ 1.

Proof: For each λ ≥ 0 and i let the optimal solution of (di+λ`i, Ci) be denoted by cλi = (φλ
i , ψ

λ
i ).

The product compression system is (φλ, ψλ) = (φλ
1 , ψ

λ
1 ) × · · · × (φλ

n, ψ
λ
n).

For each i = 1, . . . , n the problem (di + λ`i, Ci) has the solution

cλi =







ci1 , Λi ≤ λ

ci2 , Λi > λ
(4.23)

Without loss of generality, we can assume that Λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ Λn. The length is given as

`(φλ) =

n∑

l=min{i | Λi>λ}

`l(φ
λ
l ).

If follows that `(φλ) = `(φλ′

) if and only if min{i | Λi > λ} = min{i | Λi > λ′}. The number

of different minima equals to the number of different positive values Λi plus one, since we also

account for the case {i |Λi > λ} = ∅. We obtain L = |{Λi | i = 0, 1, . . . , n}∩R+|+ 1. There are

therefore 1 ≤ L ≤ n+ 1 possibilities for obtaining a different value m = `(c) in Proposition 4.

�

The above example shows us that the number of different optimal nonzero code lengths is

equal to the number of different positive values Λi. The number Λi will be called the distortion

rate characteristics of the component source Xi. The optimisation with Proposition 4 is useful

if the source is a product of a large number of sources with different positive distortion rate

characteristics, since then we can find optimal solutions for a large number of constraints m.

4.3.2 Product of Quantisers

If we use a product compression system to transmit an element of a product source, we encode

the alphabets independently and concatenate the binary sequences to obtain a ”super code”.
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There is an overhead involved in this independent encoding unless the probabilities of all ele-

ments in every alphabet are powers of two. A more efficient way of encoding a product source

is to use a well structured quantisation combined with efficient codeword assignment for the

quantisation cells.

Let us use a set of quantisers Qi ⊂ QXi
for each alphabet independently. For qi ∈ Qi,

i = 1, . . . , n we construct a q ∈ QX in the following way: for each x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X

we define q(x) = (q1(x1), . . . , qn(xn)). The quantiser obtained this way is called a product

quantiser. We use the notations

q = q1 × · · · × qn,

and

Q1 × · · · × Qn = {q1 × · · · × qn | qi ∈ Qi, i = 1, . . . , n}.

Assigning codes to product quantisers is done in the following way. For each q = q1 × · · · × qn,

the sets qi(Xi) are finite and they are provided with the distribution Pqi
. The set q(X) =

q1(X1) × · · · × q1(X1) provided with the probability distribution Pq(x) = Pq1 (x1) · · ·Pqn
(xn)

for all x ∈ q(X) is a DMS. We can thus apply for example arithmetic coding to this DMS to

obtain a compression system (φq , ψq). The quantisation codeword assignment rule (Q, Q) for

Q = Q1 × · · · × Qn is given by Q : Q → CX, q 7→ (φq , ψq).

If q = q1×· · ·×qn is such that qi = qj for all i and j then we speak about a scalar quantiser

[36]. We shall use the term product quantiser to distinguish the general case from this restricted

set of quantisers.

Let us consider the above codeword assignment rule (Q, Q) and the problem (d, `, C[Q],m).

Given distortion and length measures di : Qi → R and `i : Qi → R for i = 1, . . . , n, we define

distortion and length measures over the set C[Q] in the following way

d(Q(q)) =

n∑

i=1

di(qi), (4.24)

and

`(Q(q)) =
n∑

i=1

`i(qi), (4.25)

for q = q1 × · · · × qn.

We have a proposition that is analogous to the one given for product compression systems.

Proposition 5 For λ ≥ 0 let qi be a solution of the problem (di + λ`i,Qi) for i = 1, . . . , n.

Then c = Q(q1 × · · · × qn) is a solution of (d, `, C[Q], `(c)).

The Example 1 given for product compression is valid for product quantisation as well by
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exchanging Ci with Qi and cik with qik , k = 0, 1. The distortion rate characteristics is defined

in analogous manner.

4.3.3 Optimal Compression for Product Sources

We discuss an algorithm generating optimal successive compression systems for product sources.

It is in fact a direct implementation of the statement of optimality.

Let X = X1 × · · · ×Xn be a product source. If an independent encoding of the alphabets is

done using product compression systems, then let Ci denote the constraint set for alphabet Xi.

If a compression system derived from product quantisation is used, then let Qi denote the set

of quantisers considered for Xi. The corresponding distortion and length measures are denoted

by di respectively `i.

Consider the algorithm shown in Table 4.4. The superscript (k) refers to the stage k of

compression/transmission. In step 6 of the algorithm, the parts 6a or 6b are executed depending

on the encoding method used. The two steps can be equivalent under the assumption that

the individual encoding of the alphabets results in a Huffman code for the product set (the

probabilities of the cells must be powers of two). The stopping criterion is given by the required

precision.

The input of the algorithm are the problem defining parameters (d
(k)
i + λk`

(k)
i , C(k)

i )k∈N

respectively (d
(k)
i + λk`

(k)
i ,Q(k)

i )k∈N.

According to the observations made so far (c(k))k∈N is a successive compression system for

x ∈ X such that it is optimal with respect to the constraints

(

C(k), `(k)(c(k))
)∞

k=0
,

where C(k) = C(k)
i × · · · × C(k)

n respectively C(k) = Q
(

Q(k)
i × · · · × Q(k)

n

)

.

If a sequence (m(k))k∈N of constraints on the packet sizes is given, then one can try to find

appropriate multipliers (λ(k))k∈N at each step to meat the equality m(k) = `(k)(c(k)) and to find

an optimal solution under the constraints

(

C(k),m(k)
)∞

k=0
.

4.3.4 Optimal Embedding

The algorithm in Table 4.4 assumes that the sequence φ(k)(x) is transmitted as a monolith

packet. If the product compression system method is used, then each packet is a concatenation
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Table 4.4: The optimal transmission algorithm for product sources.

1. k := 0

2. (Transmit an initial header. This can specify the starting
set X0 such that x ∈ X0 ⊂ X and the initial guess x0 ∈ X0.)

3. (Transmit a header information if necessary to specify C(k)
i

respectively Q(k)
i and λ(k).)

4. If k = 0 then set X(0) := X0, φ
(0) := �, ψ(0) := x0.

5. k := k + 1

6. (a) Solve (d
(k)
i + λ(k)`

(k)
i , C(k)

i ) and construct c(k) = c
(k)
1 ×

· · · × c
(k)
n for the optimal compression systems c

(k)
i ∈

C(k)
i with i = 1, . . . , n.

(b) Solve (d
(k)
i + λ(k)`

(k)
i ,Q(k)

i ) and construct c(k) =

Q(q
(k)
1 ×· · ·×q(k)

n ) for the optimal quantisers q
(k)
i ∈ Q(k)

i

with i = 1, . . . , n.

7. If the optimisation depends on x, then specify c(k) in a
header. Use c(k) = (φ(k), ψ(k)) to encode x and transmit
the binary sequence φ(k)(x) to the receiver.

8. Set X(k+1) := {φ(k) = φ(k)(x)}.

9. If the stopping criterion is not satisfied then go to 3.

of sub-packets, each corresponding to a particular component source. We can decode these

sub-packets in the order of reception before the whole transmission stage is ended. We have the

flexibility of ordering these packets and decode the binary sequence at a number of intermediate

stages. The question is how to do this ordering efficiently. One can optimise these intermediate

stages in the following way. Let c
(k)
i be the optimal code for the alphabet Xi. If we take

Λ
(k)
i =







d
(k−1)
i

“

c
(k−1)
i

”

−d
(k)
i

“

c
(k)
i

”

`
(k)
i

“

c
(k)
i

” , `
(k)
i

(

c
(k)
i

)

6= 0

+∞ , otherwise

(4.26)

then we can order the indices by saying that i ≤ i′ if and only if Λ
(k)
i ≥ Λ

(k)
i′ . This means

that we are sending those indices first, which will decrease the error at the highest rate. The

numbers Λ
(k)
i were called distortion rate characteristics for the component sources. We speak

about an optimal embedding for a transmission stage if the code components are transmitted

according to the above ordering. Note that Λ
(k)
i ≥ 0 due to the optimality of the successive
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compression system.

Similar arguments apply to product quantisation. Though the packets are not sharply

separable into individual parts corresponding to the specific indices i, the partial decoding

property of arithmetic coding described in Section 3.2.1 allows decoding of certain successive

code segments before receiving the whole binary sequence. If we use optimal embedding, the

segment that is decoded as first will contain those indices that give the largest decrease in

distortion per code length.

Whether the embedding as described above needs side information depends on the distortion

and length measures used in the ordering: if the values Λ
(k)
i depend on information available

only to the encoder, side information is necessary for the decoder to reconstruct the ordering.

4.4 Discussion of the Results

In practice, the optimisation used for generating multistage codes is usually done in a step-

by-step manner. We have therefore given a ”greedy” definition of optimality for successive

compression: the optimal progressive behaviour is defined by requiring the largest possible

improvement at each compression stage. This is equivalent to the greedy point of view.

We have shown that successive compression is actually equivalent to TSVQ provided that

the transmission is done without side information. In particular, an optimal universal successive

compression does not necessarily have a tree structure in general, so it cannot be equivalent to

a TSVQ, and it cannot be done without side information.

Progressiveness includes the requirement of monotonically decreasing distortion. We have

considered different ways of defining this monotonicity. Two local definitions were given that

describe the progressive property of a compression method for any given image, and one global

definition that describes the average progressive property over all images in a given class. It is

more natural and easy to check the local properties for any particular image. We have given

simple sufficient conditions that imply strict progressiveness or progressiveness. We have also

given conditions under which local properties imply weak progressiveness over the given class.

Our proofs are found in Appendix A.2.

We discussed known results related to the existence of theoretically optimal successive com-

pression schemes in our context. We shall mention further references concerning the theoretical

analysis in Chapter 6. We also described the well known method of Lagrange multipliers [33] for

product sources. A detailed description of the Lagrange multiplier method is given in Appendix

A.1.

An open problem remains how to compare and evaluate progressive compression schemes
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for a wide range of images in a standard way. We use the operational distortion rate function

Dx in the sequel, which is usual in practice. Though we distinguish between online and offline

mode of operation, we do not include estimation error and computational complexity into the

optimisation. A more complete comparison of different methods should also include complexity.

Finally, we have seen that there are alternative ways of defining the optimality of successive

compression systems. Though adopting a more global notion of optimality would need further

extensions of our framework, e.g., by including a model of user or network behaviour, it could be

promising, since we could compare different successive compession systems explicitly by using

a single scalar value.



Chapter 5

Transform Compression and Bit

Plane Coding

Lossy compression based standards JPEG [78] and JPEG2000 [103] transform images via a

linear transformation, and do the actual compression and encoding procedures in the transform

domain. Though in theory, there is no advantage of doing a transformation on the data before

compression [36, 38, 37], transform compression techniques combining scalar quantisation with

efficient adaptive entropy coding have much lower complexity that vector quantisation [36]

algorithms. They are popular, since they can in effect achieve real time adaptive compression.

The efficiency of the entropy coding in transform compression stems from the fact that

statistical dependencies are localised onto small and well structured neighbourhoods due to the

transformation. It follows that Markov source models are well suited for images in the transform

domain, and the quantised values can be efficiently encoded with lossless universal compression

algorithms [85, 84]. The localisation is explained as follows. Images can sometimes be modelled

as stationary stochastic processes and these processes allow an orthogonal decomposition, where

the components of the decomposition become uncorrelated or sometimes even independent as

in the case of Gaussian processes [98]. Though we cannot expect in general that the orthogonal

components are statistically independent, such transformations highly localise the dependencies

and make statistical modelling much easier [76, 37].

A second reason for using an orthogonal transformation is that they decompose the image

into transform components that contribute to the square error independently. This makes it

possible to state the distortion rate optimisation problems as product problems and use the

Lagrangian formulation of Section 4.3.

A third reason for using transform coding is that they yield a coarse to fine representation

55
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of the images. To explain this, let the observed image x be an element of the image domain

modelled as a real vector space V . The image can be written as a linear combination of

the elements of an orthogonal basis (wi)i∈I for V , where I is a finite set of indices. These

basis images having different frequency composition represent the different detail components

of the images. Assume that the set I = {i0, i1 . . . , i|I|−1} is ordered. In case of the common

image transformations like the discrete cosine transform (DCT) [78] and the wavelet transform

[67, 5, 110, 103], wi0 corresponds to the constant component of the image and wi1 , wi2 , . . .

correspond to detail components with increasing frequency and/or different orientation. Let

Wk denote the subspace spanned by wik
and let

V0 = W0 and Vk = Vk−1 ⊕Wk, k > 0,

where ⊕ denotes the direct sum. We obtain a sequence

V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · ·Vk · · · ⊂ V|I|−1 = V,

where each subspace is obtained by addition of an orthogonal detail component. The projections

of x onto these subspaces yield a sequence of coarse to fine approximations. As mentioned ear-

lier, such orthogonal coarse to fine models are also well suited for describing neuronal responses

in the visual cortex [112].

We shall assume throughout this chapter that a fixed orthogonal representation for the

images is given. Our main concern is the optimal progressive compression of images in this

transform domain. The basic principle in transform compression algorithms is the so called bit

plane coding. The transform coefficients are represented as binary numbers, and the bits of

these numbers are ordered in a most to least significant order. The bits of different coefficient

at the same position in the binary representation constitute a so called bit plane. We shall

discuss bit plane coding and show how it can be optimised.

5.1 Basic Steps of Transform Compression

The elementary steps in transform compression and code transmission are shown in Fig. 5.1.

The image f is an element of a vector space V . It is transformed with an orthogonal transfor-

mation T into a transform domain, which is equivalent to saying that the image is represented

as a linear combination of the elements of a certain orthogonal basis. Let the basis be indexed

by a set I . The coefficients of the linear combination are called transform coefficients. Each

transform coefficient corresponding to the basis element indexed by i ∈ I has the range of values
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Figure 5.1: Transmission of the data with transform compression.

in R, and the transformed image can be taken to be an element of the product space RI .

Coefficients stored in digital systems have a binary floating point representation

±b1b2 · · · bk−1bk.bk+1bk+2 · · · bn · · · .

These numbers are normalised into the interval ] − 1, 1[ by shifting the point forward in the

following way [95, 61, 75]. We take the maximal magnitude of all coefficients

‖y‖∞ = max
i∈I

|yi|,

and the smallest number m such that ‖y‖∞ < 2m. The normalised coefficients xi = yi2
−m

obtained by shifting the point forward with m places fall into the interval ] − 1, 1[. So we can

assume that any observed value is in the set Xi =] − 1, 1[ and that all xi ∈ Xi can be written

as an infinite binary fraction

±0.b1b2 · · · bk · · · .

There is however some ambivalence in this representation. Namely, 0.1 is the same number as

0.0111 · · · with infinitely many ones. We assume therefore that the numbers have the shorter

representation, for example 0.1 instead of 0.0111 · · ·. We can represent these numbers digitally

as

b0b1b2 · · · bk · · · (5.1)
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where

b0 =







1 , xi ≥ 0

0 , xi < 0

is the sign bit. The value of the bits bk for k ≥ 1 can be obtained as

bk = b2k|xi|c mod 2.

Given the values of the transform coefficients, the goal is to transmit this information

progressively in an optimal way. In view of our model for successive compression, the set of

observations is the set X =
∏

i∈I Xi.

We conclude with an important remark. Transform compression is a two stage system in

the sense of [18]. The transform coefficients are namely in Y = R|I|. We compress y ∈ Y

by choosing the smallest normalisation exponent m ∈ N such that ‖y‖∞ < 2m in the first

stage, and we use a successive compression system for x = y/2m ∈ X in the second stage. If

a successive compression scheme A = {(φx
k , ψ

x
k)∞k=1 | x ∈ X} for X is fixed, then compressing y

amounts to using (φx
k , ψ

x
k )∞k=1 with x = y/2m ∈ X. We can do the same compression in a single

stage, if we use a successive compression system (φy
k, ψ

y
k)∞k=1 obtained in the following way. We

set dom(φy
k) = {w ∈ Y | 2m−1 ≤ ‖w‖∞ < 2m} and define

φy
k(z) = φ

y/2m

k (z/2m) and ψy
k = 2mψ

y/2m

k ,

for all z ∈ dom(φy
k). We obtain thus a successive compression system by ”magnifying” the

compression systems corresponding to x = y/2m. We conclude that each transform com-

pression for Y using the above normalisation amounts to the successive compression scheme

Â = {(φy
k, ψ

y
k)∞k=1 | y ∈ Y} for Y.

5.2 Bit Plane Coding

The simplest way of doing successive compression for the coefficients xi ∈ Xi represented as

b0b1 · · · bk · · · is to send the bits b1 for all the coefficients first, then to send b2, etc., until a

sufficient precision is achieved. The sign bit b0 is sent along with the first non-zero bit of each

coefficient. We analyse this process in more detail now.

Suppose that the first k bits b1 · · · bk are sent for a given coefficient xi. If all of these bits are

zero, then the receiver can use xi ≈ 0.b1 · · · bk = 0 as a reconstruction value to approximate xi. If

there is a nonzero bit among them, then the receiver can use the approximation |xi| ≈ 0.b1 · · · bk,

but in order to have a reconstruction value the receiver has to know the sign b0. We can see
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that the best strategy is to send the sign after sending the first non-zero bit in the sequence

b1b2 · · · bk · · ·, since in this way we shall never have to send the sign bit for xi = 0.

The above procedure is called bit plane coding. The collection of bits sent within one stage

is called a bit plane. The first bit in the sequence b1b2 · · · bk · · · which becomes non-zero – i.e.,

for which the sign has to be sent – is called the significance bit of the coefficient. All bits

following the significance bit are called refinement bits. Suppose that the first k bits b1b2 · · · bk
are transmitted. If all bits b1b2 · · · bk for the coefficient xi are zero, then this coefficient is

said to be in the insignificance state. If there is one non-zero bit among them, the coefficient

is called significant. Progressive compression methods [95, 75, 62, 61, 100, 91] use bit plane

coding. They try – explicitely or imlicitely – to order the transmission of the bits within each

bit plane to achieve optimal embedding in the sense of Section 4.3.4.

A more detailed analysis of the above transmission procedure is the following. Suppose that

the receiver received the value of the bit bk of the coefficient xi. If the coefficient is in the

insignificance state, i.e., if bl = 0 for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k, then by knowing that

xi ∈] − 0. 00 · · ·0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k times

11 · · · , 00 · · · 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k times

11 · · · [, (5.2)

the receiver can use 0 = 0.b1b2 · · · bk as a reconstruction value, which is the midpoint of the

interval (5.2). If the coefficient is significant, i.e., if there is a nonzero bit among bl, 1 ≤ l ≤ k,

then the sign is also known and

xi ∈ ] − 0.b1b2 · · · bk11 · · · ,−0.b1b2 · · · bk ], (5.3)

if b0 = 0 or

xi ∈ [ 0.b1b2 · · · bk , 0.b1b2 · · · bk11 · · · [, (5.4)

if b0 = 1. The receiver could use any reconstruction value within these intervals. For example,

the value

(2b0 − 1) · 0.b1b2 · · · bk, (5.5)

will be the corresponding endpoint of the interval (5.3) respectively (5.4). One could also take

the midpoint of the intervals by using the reconstruction value

(2b0 − 1) · 0.b1b2 · · · bk1. (5.6)

By receiving further bits, the intervals (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) can be refined. This corresponds
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Figure 5.2: Interval subdivision due to bit plane coding.

to an interval subdivision procedure starting from the initial interval Xi =] − 0.11 · · · , 0.11 · · · [
as shown in Fig. 5.2.

The interval subdivision procedure shown in Fig. 5.2 is just a special case of the TSVQ

shown in Fig. 4.4 in Section 4.2.2.

5.2.1 Adaptive Encoding of the Bit Planes

Methods for efficiently encoding the bits within one bit plane [117, 118, 119, 62] are the most im-

portant constituents of the progressive compression algorithms. Assume that the bits of the kth

bit plane are being transmitted. The indices of the transform coefficients are scanned in a cer-

tain order i1, i2, . . . , in (e.g., lower to higher frequencies). We obtain a sequence bki1bki2 · · · bkin

of bits that are waiting to be encoded. In practice, this sequence is decomposed into a collection

of SDMSs and probability estimation techniques from Section 3.4 are applied separately on the

components. The product coding and quantisation techniques from Section 4.3 can also be used

if we treat the source as a DMS this way.

The following decomposition of the bit stream is frequently used. The refinement bits are

considered separately as an SDMS. The bits corresponding to coefficients in the insignificance

state constitute the second group. The latter group is classified into a number of component
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Figure 5.3: A context model when the kth bit plane is being under transmission.

sources in the following way. After receiving the first (k−1) bit planes let σk−1 : I → {0, 1} be an

indicator function for the significance: if the coefficient i ∈ I is significant then let σk−1(i) = 1

otherwise let σk−1(i) = 0. Suppose that we have arrived at bit position i ∈ I in the transmission

of the kth bit plane following some scan. Let Vi be the spatial neighbourhood of the coefficient

xi as shown in Fig. 5.3. We assume that the kth bit is already sent for some neighbours Ui ⊂ Vi

which are denoted with bullets in the figure. It has been observed [95, 103] that the value bki

highly depends on the values of the binary vectors vi = (σk−1(j))j∈Vi
and ui = (bkj)j∈Ui

. So

before encoding a bit bki in the sequence bki1bki2 · · · bkin
, it is classified according to the value

κi = (vi, ui). This value is called the context of the bit bki. Bits with the same context are

assumed to constitute an SDMS. Many wavelet compression algorithms [91, 61, 117] use more

complex neighbourhoods Vi and Ui. In this way, we achieve a decomposition of the source into

SDMS sources. We discuss this decomposition in more detail now.

The kth bit plane is the collection of all bits of transform coefficients that are at the kth

binary position, so let it be denoted by bk = (bki)i∈I . Our problem is to transmit bk efficiently.

We introduce a source model for this situation. If we set X0 = {0, 1} to be the alphabet and

take a source class S = {(Xn, Pn) | n ∈ N}, then we can assume that bk ∈ Xn, where n = |I |.
Encoding bk is a lossless compression problem for the source (Xn, Pn) ∈ S. How do we define

the probability distributions Pn? We show a model that is often used in image compression
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[117, 103]. To each a = (ai)i∈I we assign a probability

Pn(a) =
∏

i∈I

Pθi
(ai), (5.7)

where θi ∈ Θ for some fixed set Θ. The elements of the set Θ are called contexts. The context

θi depends on the bit values from the previous bit planes and also on the bit values in the

current bit plane, so we can write

θi = κ(b1, . . . ,bk−1, a, i),

where κ is called the context mapping. For example, κ(b1, . . . ,bk−1, a, i) = (vi, ui) with vi =

(σk−1(j))j∈Vi
and ui = (bkj)j∈Ui

is a context mapping. Note that Pn is not necessarily a DMS,

since θi can depend on a.

Now, how do we encode the given b = bk? Let us take the modified distribution P b
n for our

source defined as

Pb
n (a) =

∏

i∈I

Pθb

i
(ai),

where θbi = κ(b1, . . . ,bk−1,b, i). We obtain a DMS source (Xn, P
b
n ) in this way, since θbi does

not depend on a. We can use arithmetic coding as described in Section 3.3.1 to encode b. By

doing this for any possible value of b, we get a corresponding lossless compression system cn

having an expected codeword length

H(Pn) ≤ `(cn) ≤
∑

b∈Xn

Pn(b) logPb
n (b) + 2 = H(Pn) + 2,

since Pn(b) = Pb
n (b) for all b ∈ Xn. The asymptotic growth rate of the codeword length is

thus

`
∞

= lim
n→∞

`(cn)

n
= lim

n→∞

H(Pn)

n
= H∞(S),

if the entropy rate H∞(S) exists.

Let us now take an example, where H∞(S) exists. We assume that I = {i1, i2, . . . , in} is an

ordered set. We would like to give an example, where (Xn, Pn) is a member of a source class S
corresponding to a stationary Markov chain. In this case, the probability of a ∈ Xn is given by

Pn(a) = P0(ai1 )

n∏

s=2

P (ais
|ais−1), (5.8)

with a probability transition matrix [P (a|b)]a,b∈X0 and stationary distribution P0(a), a ∈ X0.
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Let us take Θ = {0, 1} and define a context mapping as

κ(b1, . . . ,bk−1, a, is) = ais−1

with the convention s − 1 = (s − 1) mod n. Probabilities corresponding to each θ ∈ Θ are

defined as

Pθ(a) = P (a|θ).

Note that κ(b1, . . . ,bk−1, a, is) = (vis
, uis

) with Vis
= ∅ and Uis

= {is−1}. We define a

probability distribution P ∗
n according to (5.7), and obtain a source class S∗. However, it turns

out that

H∞(S) = H∞(S∗) = −
∑

θ∈Θ

∑

a∈X0

P0(a)P (a|θ) logP (a|θ).

The source class S∗ is thus a good approximation to S, and encoding bk as a member of

(Xn, P
∗
n) is equally efficient as encoding it as a member of (Xn, Pn), if n is large enough.

The question remains how to estimate the probabilities Pθ, θ ∈ Θ. If κ does not depend on

a, then (5.7) defines a DMS. When encoding b = bk, we take the subset of indices

Kb,θ = {i ∈ I | κ(b1, . . . ,bk−1,b, i) = θ}

for each θ ∈ Θ. The bits corresponding to the indices i ∈ Kb,θ are i.i.d. variables with distri-

bution Pθ, or in other words, they constitute an SDMS. We can therefore use the probability

estimation techniques from Section 3.4. In some special cases however, we can apply the same

techniques even if κ depends on a. For our Markovian example, it can be shown that the bits

corresponding to the indices i ∈ Kb,θ are conditionally independent. More precisely, let us

define

Xb,θ = {a ∈ Xn | κ(b1, . . . ,bk−1, a, i) = θ for all i ∈ Kb,θ}.

The Markovian property implies that

P ((ai)i∈Kb,θ
|Xb,θ) =

∏

i∈Kb,θ

P (ai|Xb,θ),

for θ ∈ Θ and that Pθ(a) = P (a|Xb,θ) for a ∈ X0. We have therefore a conditional independence,

and the estimation methods from Section 3.4 apply.
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Figure 5.4: The special cases of gamma distribution (Laplace and Gauss) and their piecewise
constant approximation.

In any case, we can partition the set of indices according to contexts as

I =
⋃

θ∈Θ

Kb,θ.

Let the number of indices in Kb,θ be denoted as nθ = |Kb,θ|. For each θ ∈ Θ we have an SDMS

(Xnθ

0 , Pnθ

θ ) and

(Xn, Pn) = (
∏

θ∈Θ

Xnθ

0 ,
∏

θ∈Θ

Pnθ

θ ).

5.2.2 Assumptions on the Distribution of the Contexts

The distributions corresponding to each component SDMS can be described by one parameter

– e.g., by the probability of the zero bit – and this parameter can be estimated by using

the formula (3.11). Let us now consider these probabilities in more detail. The transform

coefficients are usually assumed to have a gamma-like distribution for the DCT and the wavelet

subband coefficients [5, 43] as shown in Fig. 5.4. The lowest resolution transform components

in wavelets and the DC component in the DCT are not zero mean. It is assumed that after

subtracting the mean from these coefficients they will be also distributed as shown in Fig. 5.4.

The means are sent in a header as side information. The conditional distributions given the

values of the neighbours will be of course more skewed [43], but we discuss the simplest case

first.

We have seen that bit plane coding of the coefficients corresponds to the dyadic partitioning

of the interval ] − 1, 1[ as shown by Fig. 5.2. After receiving the (k − 1)st bit plane, each

coefficient in the insignificance state is contained in a corresponding insignificant interval, and

each significant coefficient is contained in a significant interval.

When receiving the kth bit, each insignificant interval is subdivided into three parts (com-
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pare Fig. 5.2): a central insignificant interval and two symmetric significant intervals. Due to

the gamma-like distribution in Fig. 5.4 and the symmetry of the partitioning, it is assumed

that the two significant intervals are equally probable and that the central insignificant interval

has a probability p � (1 − p). The latter assumption promises a low entropy and therefore

an efficient encoding. The former assumption is equivalent to saying that the sign bit has a

uniform distribution.

After receiving the kth bit, each significant interval is subdivided into two parts of equal

length (compare Fig. 5.2). Due to the fact that the gamma-like density function in Fig. 5.4

is relatively flat over these intervals, it is frequently assumed that the two subintervals are

equiprobable. This means that the refinement bits can be sent into the bit stream without loss

using no encoding at all [91, 61].

The above simplifying assumptions on the probability distribution boil down to a symmetric,

piecewise constant approximation of the gamma-like probability density function as shown in

Fig. 5.4. This model can do well if the coefficient distributions are nearly independent like

in the case of DCT [43]. For wavelets however, the conditional distribution of the sign bits

given the sign bits of the neighbouring coefficients is not uniform [117, 103], and this can be

exploited in adaptive coding. Also, though the impact of the assumption on the equiprobability

of the values of the refinement bits is not large [91, 61], the JPEG2000 [103] standard takes

into account these slight differences.

5.2.3 The Problem of Embedding

The encoding of the bits within a bit plane bk = (bki)i∈I was achieved with conditional entropy

coding. We had a context vector θi = (vi, ui) for each coefficient index i ∈ I . The vector vi

consisted of bits taken from the previous bit planes in a neighbourhood Vi of the coefficient.

The vector ui consisted of bits taken from the current bit plane in a neighbourhood Ui of the

coefficient.

If the conditioning and the probability estimation does not depend on the current bit plane

(i.e., Ui = ∅ for all i ∈ I), then the encoding order of bits will not influence the codeword

length that will remain the same whatever scan we use. Suppose we have scanned the bits in

some order and that we use an encoding method for the bits that allows partial decoding (see

Section 3.2.1 for arithmetic coding), i.e., the receiver can reconstruct successive portions of the

bit scan without receiving the whole codeword. Imagine the ideal case, where we are able to

reconstruct each successive bit during the transmission (e.g., if we use fixed length encoding).

After receiving the next bit, we can refine the given coefficient, and the distortion will decrease.
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Figure 5.5: Optimal embedding of the bits in a bit plane.

The speed of the decrease of the distortion will depend on the scan as shown in Fig. 5.5a

([61]). The figure illustrates the decrease of the distortion: there are four bits in the bit plane

b1, . . . , b4. If they are encoded and sent in the canonical order (upper curve) the distortion will

not decrease in the fastest possible way. By reordering the bits using the optimal embedding

strategy from Section 4.3.4, we obtain the fastest possible decrease (lower curve). The goal

of embedded bit plane coding is to achieve this by ordering the bits according to the expected

decrease in distortion per expected encoding costs.

The above optimal embedding strategy is straightforward only if the expected distortion

and expected encoding costs computed for each bit do not depend on the scanning order. If the

conditional encoding and probability estimation do not depend on the bit values in the current

bit plane (i.e., Ui = ∅ for all i ∈ I), then this condition is satisfied. If the above condition does

not hold – compare the Markovian example from Section 5.2.1 – then situations like in Fig.
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5.5b (with fixed length encoding) or as shown in Fig. 5.5c (with variable length encoding) can

occur.

The problem of conditioning with respect to the current bit plane is that this will impose

some restrictions on the scan order: the elements of Ui must be encoded before bki. The full

freedom in choosing the transmission order is therefore lost. This problem is solved in practice

in one of the following ways:

• Conditioning is done only with respect to the previous bit planes [75].

• The contexts are defined so that they are decoupled from the specific bit plane [100, 61].

In this method, the coefficient is called significant if it is either significant in the previous

or in the current bit plane.

The second solution is somewhat confusing. To explain this, let Ui = Vi = {j}, where j is a

neighbour of the index i. The significance according to [100, 61] is defined as

σ(j) =







σk−1(j) , bkj is unknown

σk(j) , bkj is known
.

The context for i is given as θi = σ(j). If bkj is unknown then we shall have

P ( bki = b | σ(j) = 0) = P ( bki = b | σk−1(j) = 0)

= P ( bki = b | xj ∈] − 2k−1, 2k−1[ ).

for b ∈ {0, 1}. On the other hand, if bkj is known, the same probability will be given as

P ( bki = b | σ(j) = 0) = P ( bki = b | σk(j) = 0)

= P ( bki = b | xj ∈] − 2k, 2k[ ).

However, in general we have

P ( bki = b | xj ∈] − 2k−1, 2k−1[ ) 6= P ( bki = b | xj ∈] − 2k, 2k[ ).

It follows that the coefficients with the same context do not necessarily constitute an SDMS.

As a consequence, we cannot use the theory from Section 5.2.1 for the purpose of SDMS

decomposition.
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5.3 A Framework for Optimisation in Transform Com-

pression

A common optimisation goal in bit plane coding is to achieve embedding. Embedding as intro-

duced in the previous section assumes the ordering of the bits within each bit plane according

to the method given in Section 4.3.4, i.e., according to the distortion rate characteristics. If

the encoding of some bits involves the same distortion rate characteristics, then they cannot be

distinguished by this ordering, and they can be considered as a single group in the transmis-

sion. The task of embedding will be to determine the transmission order for these groups. The

more groups we have the better will be the embedding. This goal is attacked by some wavelet

compression techniques [95, 91, 75, 100, 101, 103], but it was also tried for DCT [62].

The ultimate goal in optimisation would be of course to achieve a real optimal successive

compression as defined in Section 4.2. To achieve this, one would have to allow the transmis-

sion of bits from different bit planes at once. This would not be a real bit plane coding any

more. The coefficients would be specified with different number of bits. Although there were

attempts to achieve this complete optimality in [61], the generalised notion of significance used

by this method is not well posed as explained in a previous section. The precise analysis of the

underlying interval subdivision process shows us that the probability estimation and encoding

methods of Section 3.4 simply do not apply in this situation. We shall describe these difficulties

in more detail later on.

We shall first describe the quantisation process behind the interval subdivision in bit plane

coding. Then we develop an optimisation framework for an optimal successive compression

system in the sense of Section 4.2 without accounting for the above mentioned difficulties in

probability estimation.

We shall apply the notations and methods developed in the previous chapter now, especially

those in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.3.

5.3.1 Bit Plane Quantisers

It was shown that bit plane coding implies a successive subdivision of the intervals containing

the coefficients xi starting with the initial interval ] − 1, 1[. As suggested by Fig. 5.2, the

subdivision of an interval together with the reconstruction points for the subintervals given as

(5.5) or (5.6) define a quantiser. Let us consider quantisers that are associated with subdivisions

obtained after sending a certain number of bits.

An interval A is said to be
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Figure 5.6: Bit plane quantisers q∆k with k ∈ {0, 1} and ∆ ∈ {0, 0.5}. Reconstruction points
are denoted by ”×”.

• an insignificant interval if A =] − a, a[,

• a positive significant interval if A = [a, b[ and a ≥ 0,

• a negative significant interval if A =]a, b] and b ≤ 0.

For example, any subdivision obtained by bit plane coding starting from ] − 1, 1[ results in

intervals of these kinds.

Let 0 ≤ ∆ < 1 be a fixed number, though we shall be interested only in the cases ∆ = 0.5

and ∆ = 0. For an insignificant interval A =] − a, a[ we define the bit plane quantisers Q∆
A =

{qk | k ≥ 0} as

qk(z) = sign(z)(l + sign(l)∆)
a

2k
for |z| ∈

[

l
a

2k
, (l + 1)

a

2k

[

, (5.9)

for each z ∈ A and 0 ≤ l < 2k. We use the convention sign(0) = 0.

For each positive significant interval A = [a, b[ we define the bit plane quantisers Q∆
A =

{qk | k ≥ 0} as

qk(z) = a+ (l + ∆)
b− a

2k
for z ∈

[

a+ l
b− a

2k
, a+ (l + 1)

b− a

2k

[

, (5.10)

for each z ∈ A, where 0 ≤ l < 2k. Due to the symmetry, we can define the bit plane quantisers

for negative significant intervals A =]a, b] by mirroring the corresponding quantisers for the

positive significant intervals, i.e., by

Q∆
A = {q̂ | q ∈ Q∆

−A},
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where q̂(z) = −q(−z) for all z ∈ A.

Bit plane quantisers qk subdivide the original insignificant intervals into 2k +1 parts and the

significant intervals into 2k parts and give a reconstruction point within each subinterval. Such

subdivision happens if k consecutive bits are sent to specify the coefficient value. Note that q0

has a single cell and does not imply a real subdivision and it has therefore zero encoding cost

(it is ”encoded” with the empty binary sequence). This quantiser can be chosen for example,

if a sufficient precision in the description of the transform coefficient is achieved.

The value of ∆ is usually assumed to be 0.5. In this case, the reconstruction points are the

midpoints of the subintervals. This corresponds to the reconstruction formula (5.6). Since all

practical compression methods use bit plane quantisers with ∆ = 0.5, we shall always refer to

this case when talking about bit plane quantisers if not stated otherwise. Another interesting

case is if we set ∆ = 0. The reconstruction point will be the endpoints of the intervals. This

reconstruction strategy correspond to the formula (5.5). The bit plane quantisers are shown in

Fig. 5.6 for k = 0 and k = 1.

5.3.2 Optimal Successive Transform Compression

We have given an optimisation algorithm (Table 4.4) in Section 4.3.3 for DMSs. This algorithm

applies an indirect length control with Lagrange multipliers. This indirect control is used in all

transform compression algorithms doing some kind of optimisation for embedding [61, 103, 75].

We would like to give a general description of an optimisation in transform compression that

also includes bit plane coding as a special case. In order to apply the algorithm from Table 4.4,

we shall assume that we use product quantisation at each stage.

As usual, the transform coefficients are xi ∈ Xi =] − 1, 1[ for all i ∈ I . The problem is the

successive compression of x ∈ X =
∏

i∈I Xi. At each stage of the transmission, we shall use

quantisers that are products of quantisers for the coefficients xi. Each component quantiser

will have intervals as cells. It follows that we shall get an interval subdivision procedure similar

to that in Fig. 5.2, and the successive quantisation of each x ∈ X will lead to a series of sets

X(0) ⊃ X(1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ X(k) ⊃ · · · with X(k) =
∏

i∈I X
(k)
i ⊂ X for each k.

We define a pointwise distortion measure for the elements of X first. Doing an orthogonal

transformation f 7→ T (f) on the image means that we are representing the image as a linear

combination of elements of an orthogonal basis {wi | i ∈ I} as

f =
∑

i∈I

xiwi.

We had made the identification T (f) = (xi)i∈I . What happens if we use (yi)i∈I instead of
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(xi)i∈I? Due to orthogonality, the squared error will be

‖f − f̂‖2
2 = ‖

∑

i∈I

xiwi −
∑

i∈I

yiwi‖2
2 =

∑

i∈I

‖wi‖2
2(xi − yi)

2.

The appropriate error function for optimisation is thus the weighted squared error ρ : X×X → R

given for x, y ∈ X as

ρ(y, x) =
∑

i∈I

‖wi‖2
2(yi − xi)

2. (5.11)

If we define ρi : Xi × Xi → R as

ρi(yi, xi) = ‖wi‖2
2(yi − xi)

2

for all yi, xi ∈ R we can write

ρ(y, x) =
∑

i∈I

ρi(yi, xi). (5.12)

Let X be provided with a probability distribution P . At each stage k of the transmission,

we shall provide X(k) with the restriction of the probability distribution P defined as P (k)(A) =

P (A|X(k)) for all measurable A ⊂ X(k). We assume that a set of quantisers Q(k)
i is given for

X
(k)
i and that we use some product quantisation codeword assignment rule (

∏

i∈I Q
(k)
i , Q(k))

for encoding each stage.

We consider the distortion and length measures used for optimisation at each stage now.

The pointwise distortion dx : Q(k) → R for each x ∈ X is obtained from ρ as in (4.3) and it can

be written as

dx

(
∏

i∈I

qi

)

=
∑

i∈I

dxi
(qi), (5.13)

where

dxi
(qi) = ρi(xi, qi(xi)), (5.14)

and dxi
: Q(k)

i → R are pointwise distortion measures for each xi ∈ Xi. If follows that the

expected distortion measure (4.4) is given by

d
(k)

(
∏

i∈I

qi

)

=
∑

i∈I

d
(k)

i (qi). (5.15)

where

d
(k)

i (qi) =

∫

X
(k)
i

dxi
(qi)dP

(k)
i (xi),

and P
(k)
i is the marginal distribution of P (k) for i ∈ I .
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It is assumed that the quantisation codeword assignment rule is using an encoding method

that is nearly optimal, so that the length measure can be defined to be the entropy h (compare

Section 4.1.3). Unfortunately, the entropy cannot be decomposed into components like the

distortion in (5.15) without further assumptions. Let Θ be a set of contexts. We assume that

for each x ∈ X(k) the probability has a decomposition

P (k)(x) =
∏

i∈I

Pθi
(x),

where

θi = κ(k)(qk−1(x), i) ∈ Θ,

and κ(k) is called the context mapping. To avoid complications and ill-posedness, we assume

the dependence of the contexts only on the previous stages of the compression. We obtain a

decomposition of (X(k), P (k)) into SDMSs in the same way we did it in the bit plane coding.

This is a straightforward generalisation of the ideas developed for bit plane coding. Since the

source is a DMS we can write

h
(k)

(
∏

i∈I

qi

)

=
∑

i∈I

h
(k)

i (qi), (5.16)

where

h
(k)

i (qi) = −
∑

z∈im(qi)

P
(k)
θi

({qi = z}) logP
(k)
θi

({qi = z})

Given the Lagrange multipliers (λ(k))∞k=0 controlling the packet sizes, we consider the prob-

lem

(d(k) + λ(k)`(k), C[Q(k)]),

where d(k) = d
(k)

and `(k) = h
(k)

. We apply the algorithm from Table 4.4 to obtain an optimal

compression system. The adaptation of this algorithm for the transform compression case is

shown in Table 5.1.

Realistic algorithms use universal estimation and compression methods. Probability esti-

mates are usually available for the probabilities of the cells only, and there is no information

on the density function within the cells. We cannot compute di exactly, but it is sometimes

possible to give lower and upper bounds for it. We shall discuss this when we review the wavelet

compression methods in Chapter 6.

If explicit codeword length constraints are given, one has to search for the appropriate

Lagrange multipliers. This can be time consuming. A solution is to generate the indirect rate
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Table 5.1: The optimal successive compression algorithm for transform compression.

1. k := 0

2. (Transmit header information if necessary.)

3. If k = 0 then set X
(0)
i :=] − 1, 1[ with φ(0) := �, ψ(0) := 0.

4. k := k + 1, define λ(k) and Q(k)
i for X

(k)
i .

5. Take the indices i ∈ I in a scan order. Assign each i to
the SDMS that corresponds to the context θi ∈ Θ(k). Use
the (estimated) probability distribution Pθi

for this SDMS to

solve (d
(k)
i +λ(k)`

(k)
i ,Q(k)

i ) and to find an optimal quantiser

q
(k)
i ∈ Q(k)

i . Construct the product compression system for

this stage as c(k) = Q(k)(
∏

i∈I q
(k)
i ).

6. Use c(k) = (φ(k), ψ(k)) to encode x and transmit the binary
sequence φ(k)(x) to the receiver.

7. Set X(k+1) := {φ(k) = φ(k)(x)}.

8. If the stopping criterion is not satisfied then go to 2.

constraints λ(k) algorithmically. For example, in [61] the formula

λ(k+1) = αλ(k), (5.17)

was used with 0 < α < 1 for k > 0, and λ(0) is computed from the initial header information.

If we choose Qi ⊂ Q∆
Xi

then the algorithm in Table 5.1 achieves optimal successive compres-

sion using bit plane quantisers for each coefficient. However, this algorithm allows that different

coefficients be specified with different number of bits at each stage of the transmission even if

Qi = {q0, q1}, i.e., this is not a bit plane coding in the traditional sense, where each coefficient

is specified with the same number of bits. We shall therefore call algorithms allowing the use

of variable precision multiple bit plane coding algorithms.

5.3.3 Embedding of the Bit Planes

Assume that we always use bit plane quantisers during the transmission. We have introduced

bit plane quantisers in a general setting for arbitrary intervals. When we use bit plane quantisers

to successively subdivide the initial interval ] − 1, 1[, then we obtain the same subintervals as

in Fig. 5.2. Given such a subinterval, we would like to know how many bits have to be sent

in order to obtain this interval, or in other words: how many successive subdivisions using bit
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plane quantisers have to be done to get it as a result. If A ⊂] − 1, 1[ denotes the interval, the

number of bits respectively subdivisions needed to obtain the interval is denoted by BP (A).

For example, after sending the first k bit planes, all coefficients xi are contained in a subinterval

Ai with BP (Ai) = k. Let µ(A) denote the length of the interval A. The number BP (A) can

be computed with the formula

BP (A) =







− log2 µ(A) , 0 ∈ A

− log2 µ(A) − 1 , 0 /∈ A
. (5.18)

Let us now exchange di in the algorithm from Table 5.1 with dBP
i

dBP
i (q) =







di(q) , BP (Xi) = maxj∈I BP (Xj)

+∞ , otherwise
, (5.19)

for q ∈ Qi. If we use this new distortion in the algorithm from Table 5.1, then each successive

stage in the transmission can be associated to bits from the same bit plane. What happens is

actually the following process. The first transmission stage sends so many bits from the first bit

plane as allowed by the multiplier λ. So the first stage is a fraction of the first bit plane. These

bits will result in interval subdivisions for the corresponding coefficients. In the second stage

of the transmission these intervals can not be further subdivided due to dBP
i . The algorithm

sends fractions of the given bit plane until this bit plane is exhausted. Then it begins with the

next bit plane. If we use di instead of dBP
i , then further subdivisions of already subdivided

intervals can occur before the bit plane is completely transmitted. We obtain a multiple bit

plane transmission as a result.

We describe the embedding of bit planes in detail now. We consider a single bit plane only to

avoid complicated notations. The extention to more than one bit planes is straightforward. We

have the product source X =
∏

i∈I Xi and the set of bit plane quantisers Qi = {q0, q1} ⊂ Q∆
Xi

for each Xi. We shall indulge in an ambiguity by denoting the bit plane quantisers q0 and q1

with the same symbol for any interval A ⊂ Xi. For resolving the ambiguity we shall indicate

dom(q) = A if necessary. The quantiser q0 corresponds to the situation, when we do not make

an interval subdivision, i.e., we do not send a bit for the given coefficient. The quantiser q1

corresponds to subdividing the interval and sending the next bit and the sign if necessary. Let

di and hi be the expected squared distortion and the entropy for all i ∈ I . We have partitioned

the indices i ∈ I according to their contexts θi ∈ Θ. Each context θ ∈ Θ has an associated

distribution Pθ, which is used for computing the expected distortion and the entropy. The
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distortion rate characteristics for i ∈ I was defined in Section 4.3.1 as

Λi =
di(q0) − di(q1)

hi(q1)
.

Let us now impose the ordering i ≤ j if and only if Λi ≥ Λj . If we apply this transmission

order within the bit plane, then those bits will be sent first, where the decrease in distortion is

the fastest (compare Section 5.2.3). This is an optimal embedding as defined in Section 4.3.4.

Note that Λi < 0 is also possible. The distortion will actually increase by sending these bits.

Due to the ordering, these bits represent the last portion of the bit plane. This shows us that

bit plane coding methods are not necessarily progressive and not necessarily optimal.

To achieve optimal embedding, we have to order a large number of indices. This is com-

putationally expensive. Instead of doing a total embedding by sending one bit after the other

according to the above ordering, we can do partial embedding by generating a smaller number

of bit-packets, where the packets are order according to the above rule, but the bits within the

packets are not necessarily ordered. We can reduce the complexity in this way. Packetising the

bit plane into n packets means that we take n disjunct subsets K1,K2, . . . ,Kn ⊂ I such that

I = K1 ∪K2 ∪ · · · ∪Kn, and treat all bits corresponding to the same subset as one packet. The

packets are sent in the order K1,K2, . . . ,Kn. We require that for all i ∈ Kk and j ∈ Kk+1 the

inequality Λi ≥ Λj holds for each k = 1, . . . , n− 1. The first packet contains the bits with the

fastest decrease in the distortion in this way.

We generate the packets in the following way. We choose a decreasing sequence of Lagrange

parameters λ(0) > λ(1) > · · · > λ(n−1) such that λ(0) ≥ maxi∈I Λi and run the successive

product quantisation algorithm from Table 5.1 with

d
(k)
i = d

(k)BP

i

`
(k)
i = h

(k)

i

Q(k)
i = {q0, q1}

for k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. Note that we use a modified expected distortion measure. Let q(k) =
∏

i∈I q
(k)
i be the solution of the problem in the kth stage. We know that q

(k)
i is the solution of

the problem
(

d
(k)
i + λ(k)`

(k)
i ,Q(k)

i

)

for all i ∈ I . Due to the modified distortion measure, we

shall have the following possibilities for the quantisers q
(k)
i for i ∈ I

• If λ(k) ≥ Λi then q
(k)
i = q0 with dom(q0) = Xi and the interval Xi is not being subdivided

in the kth stage.
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• If λ(k) < Λi then q
(k)
i = q1 with dom(q1) = Xi and the interval Xi is being subdivided in

the kth stage.

• If λ(k−1) < Λi then q
(k)
i = q0 with dom(q0) ( Xi and the interval Xi was subdivided in a

previous stage.

We can now define the sets Kk for all k = 1, . . . , n− 1 as

Kk = {i ∈ I | Xi is subdivided in the kth stage}

Kn = {i ∈ I | Xi was not subdivided at any stage}.

which is equivalent to saying that

Kk = {i ∈ I | λ(k) < Λi ≤ λ(k−1)}

Kn = {i ∈ I | Λi ≤ λ(n−1)}.

The set Kk contains the indices, where the bit plane quantiser q1 is applied at stage k, meaning

that we are sending a bit (and the sign if necessary) for these coefficients. For the indices in

I \Kk we apply a bit plane quantiser q0 in the kth stage, so there are no interval subdivisions

here, and therefore no bit transmission occurs. We shall have I = K1 ∪K2 ∪ · · · ∪Kn and the

inequality Λi ≥ Λj holds for all i ∈ Kk and j ∈ Kk+1. Note however that the sets K1, . . . ,Kn−1

may be empty, for example if maxi∈I Λi = 0.

What is the maximal number of packets that can be generated this way? For any i, j ∈ I such

that θi = θj we have Pθj
= Pθj

and Λi = Λj . The maximal number of different distortion rate

characteristics is therefore less than or equal to the number of different contexts. The maximal

number of non-empty packets in bit plane coding obtainable with the Lagrange method is equal

to the number of contexts with different positive distortion rate characteristics. Of course, the

goal is to reduce the complexity by choosing a smaller number of Lagrange multipliers.

We solved the embedding for a single bit plane. By using d
BP

and the above Lagrange

optimisation, we obtain an optimal successive compression system with respect to d, but with

a restricted constraint set, since we allow the use of a restricted number of quantisers. On

the other hand, if the last packet consisting of the intervals that are not subdivided by the

optimisation is non-empty, then sending it will destroy the optimality and the progressiveness.

To extend the method for more than one bit planes we can repeat the packetisation procedure

for each bit plane individually.

The importance of having many optimal interruption points is twofold. It allows precise and
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optimal control of the codeword length on the one hand. On the other hand, the optimality

condition for progressiveness allows us to say something about the progressive behaviour of the

compression with respect to these interruption points, whereas we cannot say anything about

it in the intermediate interruption points.

5.4 Progressive Behaviour in Transform Compression

What kind of progressiveness do successive transform compression methods obey? We answer

this questions for the transmission problem over X first. We shall address the more general case

for Y = R|I| afterwards. We can use the terminology of the successive quantisation without

loss of generality.

We assume that the normalised coefficients xi ∈ Xi are quantised with bit plane quantisation

Q∆
Xi

. We also assume that the number of bit planes is arbitrary, i.e., that the coefficients xi are

represented as infinite binary sequences. This is not a restriction, since any finite sequence can

be extended by subsequent zeros.

We can assure strict progressiveness by the choice of ∆. The following proposition gives a

sufficient condition. It is proved in Appendix A.2.

Proposition 6 Bit plane coding using bit plane quantisers with ∆ = 0 is strictly progressive.

In practice, bit plane quantisation with ∆ = 0.5 is used. This is motivated by the fact that

under the so called high rate assumption [38], the midpoints of the quantisation cells are very

close to the centroids. The high rate assumption means that the quantisation is fine and that

the probability density function (p.d.f.) is assumed to be constant over the cells. For coarse

quantisation, which is typically used in the initial stages of the transmission, these assumptions

do not hold except for the uniform distribution. It follows from the centroid condition that any

successive compression system using midpoint reconstruction is approximately progressive in

the late stages of the transmission, but not necessarily at the beginning.

Another way to ensure a specified progressive behaviour is to use successive optimisation.

Assume that we have an optimal successive quantisation scheme using bit plane quantisation

obtained with the algorithm from Table 5.1 using a decreasing series of Lagrange multipliers that

converge to zero and using either a fixed length codeword assignment or entropy coding. The

following proposition states sufficient conditions for obtaining a strictly progressive respectively

a progressive compression system.

Proposition 7 Suppose that the probability distribution over X is such that it has a bounded

probability density function f with inf f > 0. The following hold:
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1. If we use dx as a distortion measure in the optimisation, a sufficient condition to obtain

strict progressiveness is to require that Q(k)
i = Q∆

X
(k)
i

= {q∆0 , q∆1 , . . . , q∆l , . . .} holds for all

i ∈ I and k ≥ 0. The successive quantisation schemes generated in this way will be weakly

progressive.

2. If d is used in the optimisation, the same condition is sufficient to ensure progressiveness.

If ` was used as a length measure, then the successive quantisation schemes generated in

this way will be weakly progressive.

The proof is given in Appendix A.2. Is easy to construct counterexamples, where the

distortion does not converge to zero if Q(k)
i = {q∆0 , q∆1 , . . . , q∆l } ( Q∆

X
(k)
i

. In practice, Q(k)
i =

{q0, q1} is used, but interval subdivisions are enforced by the bit plane coding principle or by

the assumptions on the probability distribution. So the convergence of the distortion to zero is

ensured this way.

Assume now that embedded bit plane coding is used for the transmission. The convergence

of the distortion to zero is granted, since each interval is being subdivided after the transmission

of any bit plane. We have seen that the transmission was optimal within each bit plane up

to the last packet containing coefficients with negative distortion rate characteristics. As a

consequence, we can grant progressiveness only for the interruption points within each bit

plane, and actually, at least in theory, we can also get non-progressive transmission. Negative

distortion rate characteristics can occur at low rates (raw quantisation), and this effect is

probably negligible at later stages.

Let us now consider the original compression problem for Y = R|I|, which is considered to

be an information source (Y, P ). We partition Y in the following way

Y =

∞⋃

m=0

Ym,

where Y0 = X and Ym = {z ∈ Y | 2m−1 ≤ ‖z‖∞ < 2m} for m > 0. For each y ∈ Ym we use the

same normalisation coefficient 2m to obtain x = y/2m ∈ X. We define a probability measure

Pm on X by setting Pm(A) = P (2mA|Ym) for all A ⊂ X measurable. After the normalisation

we compress x = y/2m as a member of the source (X, Pm). We relate the quantisation over X

to the quantisation in Y by using the same magnification procedure as we did in Section 5.1 for

compression systems. We normalise each y ∈ Ym by taking x = y/2m and apply a successive

quantisation (qx
k )∞k=0 on x. We define the ”enlarged” quantisers qy

k : Ym → Y as

qy
k(z) = 2mqx

k (z/2m)
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for all z ∈ Ym and for all k ∈ N. Using the successive quantisation (qy
k)∞k=0 for y directly

amounts to the same thing as normalisation combined with (qx
k )∞k=0. It is easy to see that

(qy
k)∞k=0 is strictly progressive if and only if (qx

k )∞k=0 is strictly progressive.

Let Am = {(qx
m,k)∞k=0 |x ∈ X} be a successive quantisation scheme for each m ≥ 0. By using

the enlargement procedure, we obtain a successive quantisation scheme A∗
m = {(qy

m,k)∞k=0|y ∈ Ym}
for Ym. Then A∗ =

⋃∞
m=0 A∗

m is a successive quantisation scheme for Y. We know that if Am is

strictly progressive for all m ≥ 0, then A∗ is also strictly progressive. The following proposition

relates the two schemes with respect to progressiveness and weak progressiveness. The proof is

found in Appendix A.2.

Proposition 8 If Am is progressive for all m ∈ N and the distortion function ρ : Y × Y → R

is given by ρ(x, y) =
∑

i∈I αi|x−y|p with 0 < p <∞, then A∗ is progressive. If the distribution

P is such that its pth order absolute moments exist, then the same implication holds for weak

progressiveness.

We conclude this section by describing the progressive properties of optimal successive quan-

tisation schemes over Y obtained with the Lagrange optimisation procedure from Table 5.1.

Suppose that the source (Y, P ) is such that P has a positive and continuous p.d.f. with finite sec-

ond order moments. In this case, the probability distributions Pm will also have a p.d.f. fm that

is bounded for eachm ≥ 0. Moreover, inf fm > 0 form = 0 and inf{fm(x)|x ∈ X \ 0.5X} > 0 for

each m > 0. Though for m > 0, fm(x) = 0 for x ∈ 0.5X and therefore Pm(0.5X) = 0, we do not

care about the points x ∈ 0.5X, since the progressive properties of a quantisation scheme over

X should hold almost everywhere, i.e., outside of a set with probability zero. The implications

of Proposition 7 also remain valid: the proof in Appendix A.2 needs only a slight modification

in case ` = `x is used in the optimisation. Therefore, we can assume that the scheme Am

above is obtained by an optimisation procedure according to the conditions of Proposition 7.

If dx and `x are used in the optimisation, then each Am will be strictly progressive and weakly

progressive. It follows from Proposition 8 that A∗ will be strictly progressive and weakly pro-

gressive. If d and ` are used in the optimisation, then each Am will be progressive and weakly

progressive. Proposition 8 ensures that A∗ will be progressive and weakly progressive.

5.5 Challenges in Practice

We would like to point out the problem inherent in multiple bit plane coding in this section.

If we allow that a single transmission stage contains bits from different bit planes, e.g., by

using the optimal successive compression algorithm, we can get to difficulties with estimating
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the probabilities. Imagine the following situation. Let X = X1 × · · · × Xn be an SDMS source

with Xi =] − 1, 1[ and probability distribution for each Xi given by the p.d.f. from Fig. 5.4.

We assume universal compression, i.e., the actual probability distribution is hidden to the

communication system. The estimation methods from Section 3.4 are supposed to be used. If

we employ bit plane coding for the successive compression of x ∈ X, then the transmission of the

first bit plane will involve the subdivision of each Xi into three parts. During the transmission,

the probabilities of these three intervals can be estimated by using their occurrences, e.g., by

the formula (3.11). These probabilities are then fed into the entropy coding algorithm. The

above procedure amounts to using the bit plane quantiser q1 for each index i = 1, . . . , n.

Let us now allow the use of bit plane quantisers q0, q1, . . . , qn, one of which is chosen for

each index i. If the coefficient xi is quantised with qk, then k bits have to be sent – and the

sign if necessary – in order to specify the interval qk(xi). We assume that both the transmitter

and receiver know which quantiser is applied to a particular index i so that they can interpret

the incoming bits. The input of the entropy coding algorithm for each index i consists of the

probabilities of the quantisation cells of the corresponding bit plane quantiser. In bit plane

coding, these are the same three intervals for all indices i, but in the general case they can be

different sets of intervals. The problem is to estimate their probabilities.

The problem could be eventually solved by grouping the indices i, where each group consists

of indices employing the same bit plane quantiser. We end up in estimating the probabilities

for a fixed set of intervals for each group, so we can apply the formula (3.11) from Section 3.4

to each group separately. Clearly, we separated a single SDMS into separate SDMSs, which

can lead to inferior performance. The question is: how to combine the information from these

”separate” sources to obtain a better estimate? This is not yet solved in universal compression.

Related problems in statistics are the missing data problems [64].

The other problem is related to Section 4.1.2. In practice, the probability estimation is

done as explained for the bit plane coding, and the estimated probabilities are plugged in to

the formulas computing the Lagrange cost function used in embedding. We have seen in Section

4.1.2 that joint optimisation would be the correct answer. This situation could be even more

difficult with multiple bit plane coding.

5.6 Concluding Comments

The normalisation of the coefficients in the transform domain is standard and was also done in

[61], [91], and [75]. The quantisation process involved in bit plane coding under the name of

successive quantisation was analysed in detail in [102]. The term ”bit plane quantiser” is not
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used in the literature. Bit plane quantiser for the insignificant intervals are usually referred to as

symmetric uniform quantisers with dead zone [103]. For insignificant intervals they are simply

referred to as uniform quantisers. We discussed bit plane coding and bit plane embedding,

which are standard methods in progressive transform compression.

Our contribution is that we describe the general optimised successive compression in trans-

form compression, where bit plane embedding is a special case. We discussed the optimal pack-

etisation in bit plane coding, and pointed out the problem with possible negative distortion

rate characteristics. We have also given general conditions under which transform compression

methods using bit plane quantisation can be strictly progressive, progressive, or weakly pro-

gressive (Propositions 6, 7, and 8). We pointed out the difficulties in the adaptive estimation

and encoding that are rarely mentioned in practice [75], and formulated the problem of multiple

bit plane coding.

The encoding of a single bit plane consisted of scanning the transform coefficients and

adaptively choosing a quantiser and probability distribution to encode them. Since the context

is just a state variable in this situation, and Θ is a state space, this problem is a special instances

of the so-called general (non-progressive) finite state coding problem [36].





Chapter 6

Progressive Transform

Compression: A Review and

Analysis

We would like to review and analyse the methods used for optimising the progressive transmis-

sion of images here. We are interested in the analysis of practical compression methods – in

particular, the wavelet based compression – but it is also interesting to mention the theoretical

results as well. We hope that our presentation will also shed some light on the differences

between these two aspects.

The problem is described briefly as follows. We know that for each given code length R there

is a code sequence among all sequences with length not exceeding R encoding a given image

with minimal distortion. Instead of storing an optimal sequence for each number R separately,

we would like to find a single code sequence containing an optimal sequence for each R as a

prefix. This is an idealised situation corresponding to a perfect embedding of the encoding

sequence.

When trying to approximate this ideal behaviour, different people have different objectives

in mind. Those involved in information theory pose the problem in the following way. Given a

fixed number of packet lengths R1, R2, . . . , RL, construct a single code sequence consisting of L

stages such that it is optimal among all L stage sequences for the given source. In this way, we

obtain a single sequence storage with L optimal interruption points corresponding to prefixes

83
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with lengths

R(1) = R1

R(2) = R1 +R2

...

R(L) = R1 +R2 + · · · +RL.

Under special conditions, it can happen that these prefixes are also optimal among all single

stage compression sequences with the same length. These theoretical properties are achieved

asymptotically for large values Rk. Once the number of stages is fixed, one can optimise simul-

taneously for all compression stages by constructing a family of codes that can get arbitrarily

close to an optimal code at each stage simultaneously. This is therefore a high dimensional

TSVQ design problem, it is computationally intensive in general, and it cannot be done online

without transmission of side information specifying the codebook for this reason.

People involved in practical image compression algorithms pose the problem in a different

way. They want exact and optimal codeword length control, i.e., they would like to have large

number of optimal interruption points. The length constraints for the code packets are given as

a sequence R1, R2, . . . , Rk, . . ., where Rk is very small, for example Rk = 1 bit. This leads to a

very large number of decodable prefixes. The optimisation is done in a greedy way: the code is

incremented by small packets and these packets contain those bits that decrease the distortion

with the largest speed. The complexity of these methods is small, and they can operate online

without side information. However, due to the small packet size and also due to the greedy

approach, they may not be very close to the optimal single stage compression for all prefix

lengths. This procedure is also called embedding.

6.1 Results from Information Theory

The first theoretical analysis of the problem was given by Koshelev [54, 55, 56], which was

extended by Equitz and Cover [32] later. In this theoretical setting, the source consists of a

sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables together with a dis-

tortion measure. Koshlev gives a sufficient whereas Equitz and Cover a necessary and sufficient

condition on the distribution and the distortion measure under which a compression in two

stages is possible without loss in the distortion rate performance as compared to the optimal

non-progressive compression. Let D denote the theoretical distortion rate function, and let

0 < R1 < R2 be two numbers. The former conditions assure the existence of a family of two
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stage compression systems, where the asymptotic growth rate of the codeword length is R1 after

the first stage, it is R2 after the second stage, and the asymptotic growth rates of the respective

distortions are equal to D(R1) and D(R2). Equitz and Cover call this situation a successive

refinement. They give examples where successive refinement is possible: for a Gaussian source

with the mean squared error, for a Laplacian source with the absolute error, and for a discrete

alphabet source with the Hamming distance.

In the above setting, Rimoldi [82] addresses the following problem. Given the prescribed

asymptotic growth rates D1, D2, . . . , DL for the distortion, we would like to compress the given

sequence of random variables by using a family of L-stage compression systems, where the

asymptotic growth rate of the distortion at the ith stage is less than Di. What are the minimal

achievable asymptotic growth rates R1, R2, . . . , RL for the codeword length after each stage?

Rimoldi describes the achievable rates based on the distribution of the source and the distortion

measure. Under certain conditions, these bounds coincide with the theoretical rate distortion

function. He can generalise the results of Equitz and Cover for multistage compression in this

way. An alternative proof for the characterisation of the multistage successive refinement was

obtained by Venkataramani, Kramer, and Goyal [109] from a general result for the multiple

description problem. As an example, they show that a multistage successive refinement is

achievable for a Gaussian source with the mean squared error. Effros [29] gives the same

characterisation for the achievable rates for general stationary ergodic end non-ergodic sources

with abstract alphabets. We described this problem in detail in Section 4.2.2.

In the above setting, the decoding of a stage of the compression can depend on all pre-

vious stages. The size of the codebook will therefore grow exponentially with the number of

compression stages. The design of such codebooks is also referred to as tree structured vector

quantisation (TSVQ) [36, 38]. Tuncel and Rose [107] consider the two stage successive refine-

ment where the second stage is decoded independently from the first one by adding a residual

vector to the reconstructed values from the first stage. Though this restriction will result in

larger minimal achievable rates in general, successive refinement is still possible using the mean

squared or absolute error criteria if the prescribed distortion levels are small enough. The ad-

vantage here is that the codebook size grows linearly with the number of compression stages.

The design procedure for these codebooks is known as multistage vector quantisation [36, 38].

The successive refinement property for image compression was also considered by Simon and

Hürtgen [98]. They model images as two dimensional continuous stationary Gaussian sources.

The mean squared error is used as the distortion criterion. Such sources can be mapped into a

transform domain, where the coefficients become i.i.d. Gaussian, and successive refinement for

these is possible as we have seen above. The method boils down to using successive stages of low-
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pass filtering for the residuals with respect to the previous stages combined with quantisation.

One of the consequences of the above results is that given a number of prescribed prefix

rates, a single sequence storage containing optimal codes as prefixes with these rates is not

possible in general. Though many practical situations resemble some theoretical cases when

this is possible (e.g., Gaussian variables with the mean squared error distortion), even with these

assumptions, a design procedure for these codes involves a complex TSVQ. Another problem

is that the distribution of complex sources like images is highly variable. Apart from the fact

that this makes it impossible to achieve successive refinement over a wide class of images,

compression algorithms approaching the theoretical lower bounds given in [82, 109, 29] would

have to be universal, i.e., suitable for a wide class of distributions. Research in this direction was

done by Effros et al. These are attempts to motivate a TSVQ design [28] using the theoretical

result from [29], and to achieve universal vector quantisation [31, 18]. Comparisons in terms

of computational complexity of the implementation with respect to scalar quantisation based

transform coding are however not known to us. Recent results about the existence of universal

progressive codes and their convergence rates are given by Effros in [30].

The design of vector quantisers is frequently simplified by using a low complexity scalar

or trellis coded quantisation. Embedded scalar and trellis coded quantisation techniques were

considered by Jafarkhani et al. [47, 48] to obtain low complexity progressive codes instead of

the general TSVQ in a similar way.

6.1.1 Greedy Approaches

A general TSVQ method for optimal progressive compression would require a simultaneous

codebook optimisation for all of a fixed number of stages with fixed rate prescriptions. One

could use a greedy strategy and generate the stages one after the other – as discussed in the

previous chapters – to lower the complexity. Also, more flexibility is required in controlling the

length of the compression stages in practice. We relate the greedy approach to the theoretical

results from the previous section now. We assume that all measurable codes are considered

when doing an optimisation.

Models like that of Simon and Hürtgen [98] are often used in image compression. One

assumes to do an orthonormal transformation on the image that leaves the squared error in-

variant. The coefficients of the transformed images are frequently modelled as i.i.d. random

variables with Gaussian (or similar) distribution [5, 43]. We can therefore achieve a successive

refinement with arbitrary transmission stages by operating in the transform domain. Following

the guidelines of Equitz and Cover [32], we can construct a family of multistage codebooks
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achieving successive refinement for any prescribed packet rates recursively, stage by stage. By

using a greedy optimisation according to Section 4 to generate the multistage codewords, we

can obtain even better codes at each stage. It is not difficult to see, that the codes constructed

by the greedy optimisation will be arbitrarily close to the theoretical distortion rate function

due to the successive refinement property. This is therefore an example, where greedy optimi-

sation is not inferior to a simultaneous optimisation for all transmission levels. It follows that

optimal codewords can be generated on the fly – stage by stage – for any specified packet rate

constraints, at least in principle.

There is a serious limitation of the theory from the previous section. If successive refinement

is possible, it is achieved with very long codewords at each compression stage. In practice, one

is often interested in changing the codeword length nearly continuously, which means that

the packet lengths should be as small as 1 bit per compression stage (compare the SPIHT

coder [91]). The distortion rate performance of a progressive compression with such small

incremental lengths will always be inferior to the theoretical distortion rate performance of a

single stage compression. This loss was analysed by Dürst in [26] for a progressive compression

with increments of 1 bit per compression stage. He gives an upper bound (0.312 bits per

sample) for the excess rate with respect to the optimal one stage compression under the high

rate quantisation [38] assumption. His main result is that this difference does not depend on the

target bit rate, so the gap between the non-progressive distortion rate curve and the distortion

rate curve of a greedy optimal progressive compression is constant.

Low complexity and small incremental code length were important issues in the development

of the progressive wavelet compression algorithms that lead to the standard JPEG2000 [103].

These methods use greedy approaches. However, the reality differs from the situation described

here at least at four points: the distribution of the images can only locally be Gaussian (it is

actually more like a Gaussian mixture), the candidate compression systems considered in the

optimisation constitute a very small subset of the set of all measurable compression systems

assumed in this section, scalar quantisation is used, and the high rate quantisation assumption

can hold only for the later stages of the transmission and not at the beginning.

6.2 Practical Systems

Some of the theoretical results on optimal progressive compression are relatively recent, practi-

cal image compression algorithms were developed in parallel, primarily motivated by previous

compression schemes and heuristics. We shall concentrate on transform compression from now

on.
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Transform compression systems operate in the following steps

• they apply a coarse to fine hierarchical representation obtained with an orthogonal trans-

formation,

• they use bit plane quantisation,

• and employ conditional entropy coding to compress the quantisation indices.

These steps were considered in detail in Chapter 5. The design of these components is largely

a matter of heuristics. Bit plane quantisation as described in Chapter 5 is equivalent to saying

that the transform coefficients are represented as sequences of bits. The goal of these methods

is to optimise the transmission order of bits of these binary sequences. This was called bit

plane embedding. Note that since entropy coding is used, this does not always correspond to a

progressive transmission with incremental length of 1 bit per stage.

6.2.1 Earlier Methods

An early progressive image compression algorithm employing a hierarchical transform repre-

sentation that motivated the development of the wavelet based methods was given by Burt and

Adelson [8]. It was based on a coarse to fine resolution pyramid representation of the image

obtained by successive Gaussian filtering combined with down-sampling. The reconstruction

was achieved by up-sampling and interpolation. Each successive stage is approximated with

the previous coarser stage. The approximation error is pixel-wise quantised and encoded for

each image in the pyramid. This compression algorithm is related to the method of successive

refinement for correlated Gaussian sources from [98]. However, this Gaussian pyramid method

corresponds to an over-complete representation of the image as a linear combination of vectors

that are neither orthogonal nor linearly independent [5, 38]. There is a main drawback with

this method. The squared error cannot be accounted for in the transform domain due to the

non-orthogonality, so on-line optimisation for the successive compression of the quantisation

indices is not possible with the efficient Lagrange multiplier method. Though the linear expan-

sion does not decouple the statistical dependencies, they could theoretically be exploited by

conditional coding taking into account the pyramidal structure of the decomposition as pointed

out by Shapiro in [95].

Another line of development was the JPEG standard [78] that employs the DCT transfor-

mation. The DCT has the following good properties [38]:

1. it is a good approximation for the Karhunen-Loève transform, i.e., it largely localises the

statistical dependencies to small neighbourhoods for certain sources [81],
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2. it has a low computational complexity [81],

3. human visual responses are well understood for the spacial frequency decomposition in-

volved in the DCT transform [88],

4. natural images have decaying spectrum, i.e., lower frequencies have larger importance

w.r.t. the squared error than lower frequency components, and this facilitates progressive

representation.

The standard was primarily designed for the single step compression of images. The image

is divided into uniform blocks consisting of 8 × 8 pixels. These blocks are transformed with

DCT and encoded independently. The transform coefficients are quantised and encoded inde-

pendently using uniform quantisation. The quantisation for each coefficient can be described

in our framework as a normalisation to the interval ] − 1, 1[ followed by a bit plane quantiser

(Section 5.3.1) qk. The normalisation factors and the values k are given by the fixed ”quanti-

sation table”. The compression ratio is controlled indirectly through a scalar parameter that

influences the normalisation factors and thus the size of the quantisation cells. There is however

no Lagrangian-like or other distortion rate optimisation behind this process.

Progressive mode was also defined for the JPEG standard. It consists of two parts: a

transmission order for the transform coefficients and successive approximation for their values

[78]. The transform coefficients are encoded and sent in a low to high frequency transmission

order. This corresponds to a sequence of subspace approximations with successively added

detail components as explained in Chapter 5. Successive approximation means that the values

of coefficients are sent with a raw quantisation first, then this quantisation is successively refined.

There is no optimisation given for the above procedures in the original standard.

There were attempts to optimise the progressive transmission in JPEG. Let the coefficients

of the DCT transform be indexed by i ∈ I . We can assume that each transform coefficient is

represented as (compare Chapter 5)

0.bi1bi2 · · · bin

A transmission order for the bits to achieve optimal embedding was defined by In et al. in [44].

This is determined by the value ∆ij = dij/`ij in the same way as discussed in Section 4.3.4,

where dij is the distortion contribution of the bit bij and `ij is its encoding cost. We can see

that all bits – even those belonging to a single coefficient – are treated independently. This does

not take into account that for j < k the bit bij must be specified before bik is known. Also,

the values dij and `ij are computed directly from the image, and the method is off line. This
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was done in order to achieve a full compliance with the standard, in which the decoder is not

supposed to do any optimisation. Though the above arguments suggest that the method is not

really distortion rate optimised according to our definitions, its benefits are the improvement of

the compression performance of JPEG and the possibility of rate control missing in the original

standard.

There are other ways of optimising the successive compression for orthogonally transformed

images developed mainly for wavelet compression.

6.3 Bit Plane Embedding

We discuss the optimisation of the transmission/compression order of the quantisation indices

in bit plane quantisation now. These were motivated by and developed for wavelet compression.

Wavelet compression algorithms use orthogonal or biorthogonal multi-resolution pyramid-like

representations [2, 67, 5, 110] which can capture the local space-frequency variations in the

images better than the DCT. The biorthogonal representations used in some compression al-

gorithms [91] are ”nearly” orthogonal [5], and though the compression error in the transform

domain is not the same as in the image domain, it is considered to be a good approximation.

These transformations can localise the statistical dependencies (Fig. 6.1) since there is

1. a dependency between the levels of the pyramid, which was first exploited for compression

by Shapiro [95],

2. a dependency between the neighbouring coefficient.

Huang [43] evaluated these statistical dependencies for databases of natural images.

6.3.1 Embedded Zero-tree Coding

The first efficient progressive compression algorithm for orthogonal image decompositions was

the embedded zero-tree wavelet coding (EZW) algorithm of Shapiro [95]. The successive com-

pression method from [95] can be described in our framework in the following way. We assume

that the coefficients are normalised so that they have zero mean and fall into the interval

Xi =] − 1, 1[. We model their distribution by a gamma-like symmetric p.d.f. as given in Fig.

5.4 from Section 5.2.2. The normalisation parameters are sent in the header together with

the specification of the image size to the receiver. No other side information is needed. The

transform coefficients are indexed by a set I .

The compression algorithm of Shapiro is a bit plane coding method. The algorithm assumes

the qualitative properties of the probability model from Fig. 5.4 for each transform coefficient.
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Figure 6.1: Dependencies for the orthogonal pyramid basis representation. The black square
is a given basis function and white squares are basis functions that can statistically depend on
this basis element.

However, the variance of these distributions for some coefficient xi is assumed to depend on

other coefficient values. The following qualitative properties are considered for the conditional

probabilities based on the significance of the transform coefficients (as defined in Sections 5.2

and 5.3.1):

1. For the parent-child relationship as shown in Fig. 6.1: if the a coefficient i is insignificant

in the current bit plane, then all children are likely to be insignificant in the current bit

plane.

2. For the neighbourhood dependencies: if the neighbours of a coefficient i are insignificant

in the current bit plane, then the coefficient is also likely to be insignificant in the current

bit plane.

Suppose that a given bit plane is under transmission. If a coefficient is insignificant and all

of those descendants (children of the children, etc.) that were insignificant in the previous bit

planes are insignificant, then this ”tree” of insignificant coefficients is called a zero-tree. The

existence of zero trees is guaranteed by the decaying spectrum property, i.e., higher frequency

coefficients are likely to have smaller magnitude than the lower frequency ones. Therefore, if a

parent coefficient is quantised to zero, then it is likely that the child will also be quantised to

zero.

The algorithm of Shapiro scans the coefficients starting from the lowest frequency com-

ponents in the direction of the high frequency detail components in order to parse parents

before children (the related problem was discussed in Section 5.2.3). The low to high frequency

ordering enforces the coarse to fine approximation property. The encoding proceeds in two

steps:
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1. The coefficients that remained insignificant after receiving the previous bit plane are first

checked for significance in the current bit plane. The significance of these coefficients is

encoded with four symbols – a coefficient can be a zero-tree root, it can be insignificant

but having significant descendants, and it can be positive or negative significant.

2. In the second pass, the next bit is sent for coefficients that were significant after the

transmission of the previous bit plane.

For the encoding of the symbols, a conditional entropy coding is employed. Note that zero tree

coding is a compression with side information. Let bki denote the bit in the bit plane k and

for the coefficient i ∈ I . The receiver is not able to check the significance for the index i before

receiving the bit bki. This information is available only to the transmitter.

Let us now check the method for embeddedness. We analyse the process of encoding the

bit plane k > 0. We assume the expected distortion and codeword length. In view of the

conditional coding method from Section 5.2.1, we can describe the process involved in the

encoding algorithm in the following way. Let Vi ⊂ I with i ∈ Vi consist of some neighbours

and/or parents of the index i in the previous bit plane, and let Ui ⊂ I consist of neighbours

and/or parents in the current bit plane. The contexts are binary vectors θi = ((vl)l∈Vi
, (ul)l∈Ui

)

with vl = σk−1(l) = 1 if and only if the coefficient l ∈ Vi is significant in the previous bit

plane, and ul = σk(l) = 1 if and only if the coefficient l ∈ Ui is significant in the current bit

plane. Since the previous bit planes are known to both communication terminals, the context

component (vl)l∈Vi
is considered to be given. In the context component (ul)l∈Ui

however, only

those values ul are seen by the receiver, which preceed the next bit for the coefficient i during

the transmission.

We consider the two stages of the encoding process by assuming the probability model from

Fig. 5.4 in Section 5.2.2. Shapiro’s algorithm considers the coefficients that are insignificant

after receiving the previous bit plane first. These are the coefficients xi, i ∈ I , that are contained

in the insignificant interval xi ∈] − 2−k, 2−k[ and have a context value θi = (v, u) with vi = 0.

The probability that the coefficient is insignificant in the current bit plane, i.e., the probability

that the next bit for this coefficient is zero, is given by

pi = P (bki = 0 | θi)

= P (xi ∈] − 2−(k+1), 2−(k+1)[ | θi).

Note that the receiver does not know if the coefficient is insignificant in the current bit plane,

since it does not ”see” the next bit. According to our probability model, the p.d.f. of the
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coefficient xi over the interval ] − 2−k, 2−k[ is given by a function fi that is symmetric around

zero and such that fi(a) ≥ fi(b) whenever |a| ≤ |b|. The information about fi is restricted to

our knowledge of the probability of insignificance

pi =

∫ 2−(k+1)

−2−(k+1)

fi(z)dz

We can give lower and upper bounds for the expected distortion for p.d.f.s with the above

properties. We assume midpoint reconstruction bit plane quantisers as usual in the literature.

Lower and upper bounds for the bit plane quantisers q0 and q1 are given by

d̃i(q0) =
2−2k+2

2 · 12
(5 − 3pi) ≤ di(q0) ≤ d̂i(q0) =

2−2k+2

12
(7 − 6pi)

d̃i(q1) = d̃i(q0) ≤ di(q1) ≤ d̂i(q1) =
2−2k+2

4 · 12
(1 + 3pi)

We obtain these formulas by taking the best and the worst case examples for fi with the above

properties. Finally, the entropy of the bit plane quantisers will be given as

hi(q0) = 0 and hi(q1) = 1 − pi +H(1 − pi).

where H(p) = −p log p− (1 − p) log(1 − p).

Let us now consider the coefficients xj , j ∈ I , that are significant after receiving the previous

bit plane. These coefficients are contained in a positive or negative significant interval and their

context value is given as θj = (v, u) with vj = 1. We can assume xi ∈ [ai, ai + 2−k[ for some

ai > 0 without loss of generality. According to our probability model, the p.d.f. of the coefficient

xi over the interval [ai, ai +2−k[ is flat and non-increasing. In practice, it is frequently assumed

that fi is actually constant. This boils down to a piecewise constant approximation as shown

in Fig. 5.4. Assuming uniform distribution, the lower and upper bounds for the distortion are

equal and the expected distortion for the bit plane quantisers q0 and q1 are given by

dj(q0) =
2−2k

12
and dj(q1) =

2−2k

4 · 12
.

The entropy of the bit plane quantisers is given by

hj(q0) = 0 and hj(q1) = 1.

The distortion rate characteristics (see Sections 4.3.1 and 5.3.3) of the insignificant coeffi-
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cients i ∈ I are given as

Λi =
di(q0) − di(q1)

hi(q1)
,

and they can be bounded using the lower and upper bounds for the distortion as

d̃i(q0) − d̂i(q1)

hi(q1)
≤ Λi ≤

d̂i(q0) − d̃i(q1)

hi(q1)
.

The distortion rate characteristics for the significant coefficients j ∈ I are given as

Λj ≈ d̂j(q0) − d̂j(q1)

hj(q1)
=
d̃j(q0) − d̃j(q1)

hj(q1)
.

We can derive the following inequality using the above formulas

0 < F (pi)Λj ≤ Λi ≤ 2F (pi)Λj (6.1)

where

F (p) =
12

1 + H(1−p)
1−p

.

We obtain a similar formula if we do not use entropy coding, i.e., if the bits of the bit planes

are sent uncoded. In this case

F (p) =
12

1 + 1
1−p

.

We have limp→1 F (p) = 0 for both of these functions and it can therefore happen that Λi < Λj .

But as shown in Fig. 6.2, this can only happen if the probability of insignificance is very close to

one. In practice, we can assume that Λi ≥ Λj , especially when using entropy coding. Another

important observation is that all distortion rate characteristics are non-zero, so we cannot get

to a situation, where bit plane coding increases the expected distortion (compare Section 5.3.3).

Let us now recapitulate the assumptions in Shapiro’s algorithm. The bits for the coefficients

that are insignificant in the previous bit plane are sent before the bits of significant coefficients.

This is justified by Λi ≥ Λj . These two different classes of contexts are thus embedded. There

is no further special ordering imposed upon significant coefficients that would depend on Λj ,

since all of these distortion rate characteristics are equal. The insignificant coefficients can

however be ordered according to the values F (pi). If pi > pi′ then F (pi) < F (pi′) and the lower

and upper bound of Λi′ are larger than those for Λi. If pi � pi′ , then either we have Λi ≤ Λi′

or at least we are very likely to have this relation. We should therefore send the bit i′ before

i. This suggests that coefficients having significant parents or neighbours should be encoded
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Figure 6.2: The values of F and 2F as a function of the probability of insignificance. (a)
With entropy coding: F (p) = 12
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first, and those with insignificant neighbours or parents can be sent later. However, Shapiro’s

algorithm applies a fixed scan, and the contexts within the class of the insignificant coefficient

are not ordered. In view of Section 5.3.3 this corresponds to packetising into two packets. This

packetisation is an optimal successive compression using bit plane quantisation for the modified

distortion measure d
BP

. The maximal number of optimal interruption points is therefore equal

to two for each bit plane.

Said and Pearlman [91] have given an algorithm called SPIHT exploiting the zero-tree

structure, but it performs better than the EZW, because it employs an adaptive ordering

algorithm for the insignificant coefficients other than the fixed scan used in the EZW, and though

it assumes the same qualitative parent child conditional dependencies, these are implemented

implicitly in the sorting algorithm without the use of zero tree symbols as side information to

encode the zero trees. Intuitively, the algorithm tries to send those bits first that will most likely

become significant. The coefficients are parsed in a fixed order so this algorithm embeds the

same two categories as the EZW algorithm, and there is no subdivision of insignificant contexts

into further classes. We can therefore draw the same conclusions as for the EZW coder. There

are two variants of SPIHT: one without using arithmetic coding and one that encodes the bit

planes using arithmetic coding. We can apply the formula (6.1) here as well. According to

Fig. 6.2, if no entropy coding is used and pi > 0.95, then we can end up with Λj > Λi, and

the embedding is violated. The SPIHT method has a very low complexity, especially the one

without arithmetic coding.
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6.3.2 Improved Embedding

In the methods from the previous section, the set of all possible contexts Θ was divided into two

sets Θ = Θ0 ∪ Θ1, where Θ0 contained the context θi = (v, u) with vi = 0, and Θ1 contained

the context θj = (v, u) with vj = 1. The algorithms transmit the bits of any bit plane in two

packets K0,K1 ⊂ I such that K0 = {i ∈ I | θi ∈ Θ0} and K1 = {j ∈ I | θj ∈ Θ1}. We have

shown that for any i ∈ K0 and j ∈ K1, the inequality Λi ≥ Λj holds, with the exception if

pi ≈ 1. If we apply the notations of Section 5.3.3, then this corresponds to a packet construction

procedure using two Lagrange multipliers λ(0) > λ(1) such that

λ(1) < Λj ≤ λ(0) < Λi,

for all i ∈ K0 and j ∈ K1.

Embedding can be improved by increasing the number of packets in the transmission. Since

we can assume that Λi ≥ Λj for all insignificant i and significant j, and Λj is equal for all

significant coefficients, the class of contexts corresponding to insignificant indices can be further

classified into smaller groups. In the algorithm of Ordentlich, Weinberger, and Seroussi (OWS)

[75], the set of all contexts Θ was partitioned into a small number of subsets Θ = Θ0 ∪ Θ1 ∪
· · · ∪ Θn−1, where Θn−1 contains the contexts corresponding to the significant coefficients,

and all other groups are obtain by classifying the contexts corresponding to the insignificant

coefficients. We conclude that all j ∈ I with θj ∈ Θn−1 should be sent in the last packet. If we

choose the classes carefully, we can assure that the sets of probabilities πm = {pi | θi ∈ Θk} are

well separated for m = 0, 1, . . . , n−2, i.e., the intervals [minπm,maxπm] do not or just slightly

overlap. If this holds, then we can order the sets Θk by ordering the probabilities pi ∈ πm.

Since the probabilities are well separated, we can assume that pi � pi′ or pi � pi′ for any

θi ∈ Θm and θi′ ∈ Θm′ such that m 6= m′. It follows that F (pi) � F (pi′) or F (pi) � F (pi′),

so we can conclude that Λi ≤ Λi′ or Λi ≥ Λi′ . We can therefore achieve optimal packetisation

with n packets, if each packet contains coefficients with contexts from a given class, where

the context classes are ordered according to the probabilities of insignificance, and the last

packet contains the significant coefficients. The above assumptions hold only approximately,

and can hold only if there is a small number of classes, since otherwise the probabilities would

not be well separated. In [75], the number of classes is n = 4 − 6. The authors propose an

ordering for the classes Θk, based on qualitative properties of the probabilities of insignificance

and using a formula like (6.1). Such a qualitative property is for example that indices having

significant neighbours or parents are more likely to remain insignificant, etc. The ordering is

fixed, since it is based on qualitative properties, but a best fixed ordering can be established
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based on empirical data [75]. Compression algorithms can use such a fixed ordering to reduce

the computational complexity. In order to distinguish this situation from a real embedding, we

shall call this a rigid embedding. The authors point out, that the ordering can also be done

adaptively by estimating the average probability of insignificance in each context class, and by

ordering these probabilities. We consider the problems with adaptive approaches now.

Instead of relying on different assumptions or using rigid embedding we could adaptively

approximate the probabilities pi during the transmission and order the contexts according to

these. There is however a problem inherent in any adaptive probability estimation. We can

well estimate the probabilities if Ui = ∅, since the transmitter and the receiver have the same

information available. If Ui 6= ∅, then we can have some problems. For example, if we take i ∈ I

and θi = (v, u), then the value v is known to the receiver in advance. The value of the vector

u = (ul)l∈Ui
is not known exactly. Only those values ul are known that are already received.

Probabilities are estimated by counting the occurrences of each specific context. But how do

we count the occurrences of incomplete contexts? Of course, methods using fixed scan can

avoid this, since they include only those bits in Ui that preceed i in the scan. Since embedding

reorders the bits, this is not possible for the embedded schemes. A frequently used solution

is to use a generalised notion of significance. This is done by setting the value ul to zero if

and only if vl = 0 for all incomplete components ul. This ”plug in” approach is however not

necessarily justified theoretically as explained at the end of Section 5.2.3.

Suppose that we can solve the problems with adaptive probability estimation. How can we

increase the number of packets? We can use an adaptive algorithm for ordering the contexts

according to their probabilities. We obtain the largest number of packets if we do not take

context classes but collect all indices with the same context and order them according to their

distortion rate characteristics. This total embedding is however computationally infeasible. But

imagine that we are able to do it. If we have a large number of probabilities, these are not going

to be well separated. This means that the lower and upper bounds for the different coefficients

can have a large overlap, and the generated packets are not necessarily well ordered with respect

to the exact values of the distortion rate characteristics. By taking the union of successive

packets with similar probabilities of insignificance, we can ensure that the probabilities will be

better separated. As a consequence, though we have increased the computational efforts, we do

not necessarily end up with more optimal interruption point and achieve a better embedding.

Note that these comments are valid for the first bit planes, where the quantisation is raw, and

the reconstruction points of the bit plane quantiser q1 can be far from the centroids. Ordentlich,

Weinberger, and Seroussi derive their results assuming that the reconstruction points are the

centroids. They notice that for certain parametric classes of symmetric p.d.f.s, the relation
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pi > pi′ directly implies Λi ≤ Λi′ , so bad separation is not necessarily a problem in this special

case.

The methods obtaining embedding by ordering the probabilities will be referred to as qual-

itative approaches. If we would like to generate a large number of packets, then the qualitative

approach is not necessarily efficient. We can try to apply the optimisation given in Section

5.3.3. These will be called direct approaches, since they order the coefficients by computing the

Lagrange cost function. The solution is to choose a large but still tractable number of Lagrange

multipliers λ(0) > · · · > λ(n−1) and to do an optimal packet construction via successive com-

pression. We shall refer to this as optimal bit plane packetisation (OBPP). The problem with

OBPP is that we cannot compute the exact value of the distortion. Assume that we use an

approximation for di. For example, we could use the upper bound d̂. However, it is not granted

that the solutions with di will be related to the solution with d̂i in any way. This is the same

problem as if we were trying to order the distortion rate characteristics Λi by computing the

approximation

Λ′
i =

d̂i(q0) − d̂(q1)

hi

.

One justification for the approximation with d̂i is that d̂i ≈ di under the high rate quantisation

assumption [38]. Of course, this will not solve the problem for the transmission of the first bit

planes, where this assumption does not hold. It is an open question how to minimise the error

involved in decisions using approximated Lagrange cost functions (compare Section 4.1.2). The

computational complexity of such approaches would perhaps not be justified at the time, and

the best thing we can do is to use d̂i.

The above direct approach is pursued by the rate distortion optimised embedded (RDE)

compression of Li and Lei [61]. The authors take a sequence of Lagrange multipliers λ(k) →
0 obtained with the formula (5.17) and do optimal successive compression using bit plane

quantisers {q0, q1} according to the algorithm from Table 5.1 from Section 5.3.2. They use d̂i

and do not impose the restriction by taking d̂BP
i , so theoretically, this would correspond to an

optimal progressive compression using bit plane quantisation without restrictions, where bits

from different bit planes could be contained in a single stage. Note that the difference with

respect to OBPP is that d̂i is used instead of d̂BP
i . There are several potential problems with

this method. The first problem is that the generalised definition of significance is used here

as explained above, moreover, the contexts corresponding to different bit planes are treated

as single objects. As a consequence, the p.d.f. for each subdivided insignificant interval is

the scaled version of the p.d.f. for the original insignificant interval, which is not necessarily

feasible. Actually, the probability estimation problem for the multiple bit plane coding has not
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yet been solved as explained in Section 5.5. Since the authors apply exactly the same adaptive

conditional entropy coding and probability estimation methods as we would apply with OBPP,

it is not clear if RDE and OBPP are really different. The second problem is that d̂i is used for

the ordering, which is not equal to the exact expected distortion. We have the same problem

as with OBPP: we have increased the complexity without knowing exactly if we have increased

the number of optimal packets substantially compared to a method using a small number of

context classes with a well defined rigid embedding.

Finally, we have to mention that a different line of development for wavelet compression

was the use of enhanced conditional entropy coding, where a fixed scan is used combined with

a high level context modelling. Examples include the layered zero coder (LZC) of Taubman

and Zakhor [102] and the ECECOW algorithm of Wu [117, 118, 119]. Though no embedding is

done, fixed scan methods with high order probability modelling can over-perform the zero-tree

based algorithms. This is due to the additional gain in entropy coding obtained by exploiting

the Markov chain property of fixed scan models from Section 5.2.1. Embedding scrambles the

transmission order of the coefficient indices in the scan, so the local Markovian neighbourhood

relations are destroyed.

6.3.3 EBCOT and the JPEG2000 Standard

Taubman [100] proposed an algorithm called EBCOT, which was accepted for the JPEG2000

standard with some slight simplifications. We shall therefore describe the optimisation used in

EBCOT. This algorithm partitions the transform coefficients into blocks. Each block is encoded

using a rigid bit plane embedding. The actual code sequence is constructed by putting together

portions of embedded codes from each block.

The embedding is done without side information. It is basically the OWS algorithm [75]

using an a priori fixed order for the context classes. The difference is that a more complex

conditional adaptive entropy coding is used. However, the same contradictory context definition

is used here as in [61] (see Section 5.2.3). The number of context classes is four. Independent

bit plane encoding of the blocks means that at a certain stage of the transmission, different

blocks can be encoded to different bit plane depth. Let J = {j ⊂ I | j is a block of indices}
index the blocks of coefficients in the partition. Each block j is compressed by the transmitter

with bit plane coding using the above grouping. Let xi denote the transform coefficients and

xj = (xi)i∈j the coefficient vector corresponding to the block j. During the bit plane encoding

of the block j, starting from the first until the last bit plane, we shall have a large number of

optimal interruption points (4 per bit plane). We obtain a compression system c
xj

l by stopping
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after each interruption point l ≥ 0. In this way, we shall have a successive compression system

for xj corresponding to this embedding.

When the embedding is finished, the set Cj = {cxj

l | l ≥ 0} is available for each block j.

The EBCOT employs the following post-compression distortion rate optimisation to constructs

super-packets by taking the product of certain compression systems from Cj . The transmitter

can calculate the exact distortion dxj
and the exact code length `xj

after each optimal interrup-

tion point in the process of bit plane coding. It can use the optimal successive compression algo-

rithm from Table 4.4 (Section 4.3.3) for the product source X =
∏

j∈J Xj to combine compres-

sion systems from different blocks. We use the notations from Section 4.3.3. For the stage k of

the transmission, we set d
(k)
j = dxj

and `
(k)
j = `xj

. We take C(k)
j = {c ∈ Cj |dxj

(c) ≤ dxj
(c

(k−1)
j )},

where c
(k−1)
j was the optimal solution from the previous stage. By choosing a sequence λ(k) → 0

of Lagrange multipliers, we obtain an optimal successive compression system ck =
∏

j∈J c
(k)
j

for x ∈ X. In practice of course, there are a finite number of bit planes, so the encoding of x

will be lossless after a finite number of steps.

The above procedure is not online, since it can only be computed by the transmitter. The

information is sent in a packet containing a header specifying `xi
(c

(k)
j ) for each stage k. Since

Cj = {cxj

l | l ≥ 0} is computed on-line, the receiver will be able to identify c
(k)
j by stopping at

the interruption point, where the codeword length reaches `xi
(c

(k)
j ).

The post-compression distortion rate optimisation in EBCOT is an off-line version of the

on-line optimisation algorithm RDE with a restricted number of available compression systems.

It combines code sequences from different blocks, so the packets can contain bits from different

bit planes. This is thus a multiple bit plane coding. Since the blocks are treated completely

independently, the usual difficulties that would be involved in the probability estimation for the

sub-block multiple bit plane coding are avoided.

The advantage of this approach is that it increases the number of optimal interruption

points. If we treat all transform coefficients as a single block, then the number of optimal

interruption points is 4 per bit plane. If we use the block partitioning of EBCOT, then this

number will be 4 per bit plane for each block. During the post-compression optimisation, we

treat the blocks as component sources in a product Lagrange optimisation problem. We have

seen in Example 1 (Section 4.3.1) that the number of optimal interruption points is equal to

the number of component sources with different distortion rate characteristics. If all blocks

have the same distortion rate characteristics, then the same interruption points will be chosen

from all blocks simultaneously, so we end up with the minimal number of interruption points,

which is 4 per bit plane. It is more likely that many blocks will have different distortion rate

characteristics. The maximal number of optimal interruption points will be 4 per bit plane
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multiplied with the number of different distortion rate characteristics.

The disadvantage of block partitioning is that the block are treated independently, and the

inter-block statistical dependencies are not exploited. This can decrease the efficiency of the

adaptive entropy coding algorithm [103].

6.4 Discussion

We summarise the properties of the above mentioned methods in Table 6.2. We have to note

that the optimisation for EBCOT (globally) is exact, whereas the methods OWS, EBCOT

(block level), RDE, and OBPP are only approximations, since they cannot compute the exact

value of the expected distortion. Only the embedding of the two classes ”significant” and

”insignificant” can be exactly optimal, if the probabilities of the insignificance are bounded

away from one, and the assumptions on the probability distribution hold (symmetry, monotone

decay). However, the optimisation in EBCOT is off-line and involves side information in the

transmission.

Let us now consider the progressive behaviour of these methods. For methods using the

direct Lagrange optimisation procedure, we can apply the concluding results from Section

5.4. Since EBCOT is using the exact distortion (dx) and length (`x) in the optimisation, it

follows from the conclusions of Section 5.4 that EBCOT is both strictly progressive and weakly

progressive for any probability distribution having finite second order moments and a p.d.f.

that is positive and continuous. RDE uses the direct optimisation with expected distortion and

length measures, so it is both progressive and weakly progressive for any probability distribution

with the above properties.

All other methods are bit plane coding methods using – save for ECECOW and LZC –

expected distortion and length measures as quantitative or qualitative optimisation criteria.

The corresponding bit plane quantisation is tree structured. Using the notations from Section

5.4, these methods result in progressive successive quantisations schemes Am for each m ≥ 0

for any probability distribution that satisfies the assumptions of symmetry w.r.t. each axis and

monotone decay. This is due to the fact that the distortion rate characteristics can never be

less than zero. The convergence of the distortion to zero is ensured by the bit plane coding

principle; each quantisation interval is subdivided after the transmission of a bit plane. Since

the squared distortion is bounded over X and the corresponding quantisation is tree structured,

it follows from Proposition 3 that Am will also be weakly progressive over X for each m ≥ 0.

By Proposition 8, these methods are also progressive and weakly progressive over R|I| if the

probability distribution has finite second order moments. Note that these methods are not
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: Standard test images: (a) ”Lenna”, (b) ”Barbara”.

strictly progressive schemes. By exchanging the midpoint bit plane quantisers q0.5
k with the

corresponding endpoint reconstruction quantisers q0
k, we could achieve strict progressiveness and

therefore also exact progressiveness for any probability distribution with these online methods as

well. Note that at the later stages of the transmission, the high rate quantisation assumption [38]

holds, i.e., the midpoints of the cells are close to the centroids, and progressiveness automatically

holds for any successive quantisation with midpoint reconstruction, i.e., also for ECECOW and

LZC.

We compare the results obtained with different bit plane coding methods to illustrate their

efficiency. We use results published in different papers for the two test images ”Lena” and

”Barbara” shown in Fig. 6.3. Both of them is 512×512 pixels large 8 bit gray-scale. The image

”Barbara” is usually more difficult to compress, because it has a large high frequency content.

The peak signal to noise ratios (PSNR) at different compression rates are shown for some of the

above described methods in Table 6.1. The images were transformed with a five level pyramid

decomposition using the Daubechies 9-7 biorthogonal filters [5]. The SPIHT is given without

the optional arithmetic coding. The ECECOW shown here contains the improvements given in

[119].

Let us now compare some interesting issues:

• The effect of embedding: The SPIHT algorithm without arithmetic coding represents the

pure effect of embedding. It shows that very good results can be obtained without explicit

entropy coding by using a low complexity ordering algorithm for the bits of the bit planes
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Table 6.1: Comparison of embedded compression methods. All values indicated are in PSNR
[dB], where PSNR = 10 log(2552/MSE) and MSE is the mean square error.

bits/pixel SPIHT ECECOW LZC RDE EBCOT
[101] [118] [61] [61] [100]

Lena 1 40.03 41.01 40.10 40.30 40.48
0.5 36.37 38.02 37.10 37.20 37.29
0.25 33.72 34.89 34.10 34.20 34.16
0.125 30.73 — 31.10 31.30 31.05

Barbara 1 35.94 38.05 37.50 38.10 37.11
0.5 30.94 33.06 32.60 33.10 32.29
0.25 27.22 29.21 28.60 29.10 28.40
0.125 24.46 — 25.30 26.10 25.37

according to their expected contribution to the distortion.

• The importance of probability modelling: The ECECOW algorithm using a fixed scan

shows the pure effect of high order probability modelling. The results are the best one

among those shown, indicating the impact of high complexity entropy coding.

• Embedding versus fixed scan: The columns LZC and RDE are obtained with using the

same probability modelling and conditional entropy coding, but LZC is a fixed scan en-

coding, and RDE is obtained by embedding the same bits. Clearly, embedding leads to

improved performance especially for the ”Barbara” image. Due to the high frequency

texture, the decaying spectrum property does not necessarily hold, and the zero-tree

assumption is violated.

6.5 Conclusion

We have compared several methods ranging from those not using embedding to those using

bit plane embedding or on-line or off-line optimal successive compression. Embedding can be

achieved with low complexity by employing rigid or adaptive ordering based on qualitative de-

cisions. This will results in a smaller number of optimal interruption points. Higher complexity

methods applying direct computations of the Lagrange cost function can achieve a higher num-

ber of optimal interruption points. We pointed out the difficulties and uncertainties involved

in each method, the problems with using different approximations in particular. It is interest-

ing to note that some methods use probability estimation methods, which are contradictory

or difficult to explain theoretically, but they can still improve the adaptive entropy coding, as

pointed out in [75]. This is also supported by numerous experiments [103], and the example of

the fixed scan methods – which do not use contradictory assumptions – shows that exploiting
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the dependencies in the current bit plane can lead to substantial improvements.

Using the analysis established in the previous chapters, we obtained that under certain

assumptions on the probability distribution of the image source, these methods will have good

progressive properties. These assumptions are not very far from the reality considering the

results from [43]. We obtained our results partly by considering bounds on the distortion, and

by showing that the expected distortion cannot increase when using bit plane quantisation

under certain conditions on the probabilities.



Table 6.2: The properties of some well known wavelet compression methods (OBPP is not a ”new” method, it is essentially RDE with the

restriction that d̂BP is used instead of d̂). ”BP” = bit plane.

Optimal Distortion Length Constraint Set Optimisation Packetisation Number of Side
Successive Measure Measure at Stage k∗∗ of the Bit Planes Optimal Information

Compression Prefixes

–
ECECOW –

–
LZC –

EZW + d
BP

h Q
(k) =

Q

i∈I
Q

(k)
i qualitative rigid 2 per BP +

SPIHT + d
BP

h Q
(k) =

Q

i∈I Q
(k)
i qualitative rigid 2 per BP –

OWS + d
BP

h Q(k) =
Q

i∈I
Q

(k)
i qualitative adaptive/rigid few per BP –

EBCOT + d
BP

h Q(k) =
Q

i∈I
Q

(k)
i qualitative rigid few per BP –

(single block)

OBPP + d̂BP h Q
(k) =

Q

i∈I Q
(k)
i direct adaptive many per BP –

RDE∗ + d̂ h Q
(k) =

Q

i∈I
Q

(k)
i direct many –

EBCOT + dx `x C
(k) =

Q

j∈J
C

(k)
j direct many +

(globally)

∗ Assuming ideally that we can do probability estimation and entropy coding for multiple bit plane compression.
∗∗ Q

(k)
i = {q0, q1}

1
0
5





Chapter 7

Progressive Fractal Compression

In fractal compression [34], the code consists of parameters for a contractive affine transfor-

mation, which when iterated, converges to an approximation of the original image. The affine

transformation is given by a partition of the image into blocks, which are approximated by

down-sampled, scaled, and grey-level shifted regions of the same image.

Only few results have been reported on progressive fractal coding. A paper dedicated

exclusively to this problem is [16]. Two possibilities are considered here. One of them is a

hierarchical encoder using a pyramidal scheme. The image is successively down-sampled to a

sequence of smaller images first. The smallest down-sampled image is fractal encoded. The

decoded image is up-sampled, and the residual is fractal encoded again. The encoding/up-

sampling procedure is repeated until the original size is reached. This is actually the fractal

version of the hierarchical vector quantisation [36]. The same scheme has been reported in [65].

The advantage of this method is its multi-resolution property. Its disadvantage on the other

hand is that each resolution level is encoded independently, which involves a multiple fractal

transform specification (e.g. each level has its own partition independently of other levels). The

other method considered in [16] is a transmission sequence based method. The blocks of the

partition are assigned a measure of importance, and the transform parameters corresponding

to these blocks are sent in the order of importance. The disadvantage of the method however

is that it is not symmetric. The transmission order is established by the encoder and must be

specified to the decoder through additional information.

One other way of managing the problem of progressive fractal coding is to recast it in a

wavelet framework. It has been shown [11, 65, 23] that fractal compression can also be done in

the wavelet domain, allowing the generation of resolution progressive codes [11, 65]. Progressive

coding is achieved by using a canonical transmission order (from lower to higher frequency

107
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subbands), possibly with extrapolation for the unknown parameters [11]. The advantage of

the wavelet based schemes is that by using continuous basis functions, they are able to avoid

the blocking artefacts typical for spatial domain fractal coding. This also permits a hybrid

fractal-wavelet compression [60].

We pursue our study of the progressive transmission of a fractal representation of the infor-

mation, regardless whether it is a fractal description of the image in the spatial, wavelet, or any

other domain. Our interest focuses on the issue of optimal transmission. We shall first describe

the fractal representation of images, and then we recast this to obtain a representation, which

is a special case of the transform coding problem. By doing this, we are forced to use some

approximations for the distortion measure. The optimisation techniques applied for transform

coding can then be used here as well.

7.1 Fractal Compression

Images are now represented as bounded functions f : U → [0, 1[, where the set U = {1, . . . , n1}×
{1, . . . , n2} contains the pixel positions for images of size n1 × n2. The assumption that the

images have intensity values in the interval [0, 1[ can be achieved by normalisation as was done

in Section 5.1.

Each images is an element of the n1 × n2 dimensional vector space RU . The space RU is a

Euclidian space with the scalar product

〈f, g〉 =
∑

u∈U

f(u)g(u),

for each f, g ∈ RU . The corresponding Euclidian norm is given by

‖f‖2 =
√

〈f, f〉 =

√
∑

u∈U

f(u)2.

The goal of fractal compression is to find an iterative procedure such that by taking an arbi-

trary initial image and applying this procedure upon it, the result will converge to the original

image. If the description of the iterative procedure is simple, we can send this description as

a binary sequence to the receiver, and it will be able to reconstruct the image. The precise

description has usually large costs, so one is motivated to send the description of a relatively

simple procedure but which converges to an image approximating the original with a sufficient

precision.

Iterative procedures are described as a successive application of a single image operator
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T : RU → RU onto an initial image f0. The successive application of the operator will yield the

sequence of images

fk+1 = T (fk) = T k+1(f0),

for k ≥ 0. The question is how to assure the convergence of this sequence to the observed image

f for any f0. We give conditions under which this can hold.

The operator T is called contractive if there exists a norm ‖ · ‖ over the space RU and a

value 0 ≤ q < 1 such that

‖T (g)− T (h)‖ ≤ q‖g − h‖,

for all g and h in RU . It can be shown that for each contractive operator T there is a unique

image fT such that

T (fT ) = fT .

The image fT is called the fixed point of T . It can also be shown that

lim
k→∞

fk = fT ,

for any initial image f0. We can see that the description of T can be used as a code for fT .

Let us be given an observed image f . Fractal compression algorithms attempt to find a best

approximation fT to f such that fT is the fixed point of an operator T belonging to a class

T of contractive operators that have a simple structure and thus are easy to describe. More

precisely, the algorithm attempts to choose an operator T minimising the reconstruction error

‖fT − f‖2
2 and send the description of T as a code to the receiver. In practice however, in order

to compute the reconstruction error, one would need to do a large number of iterations for each

T . Instead of doing this, the one iteration approximation ‖T (f) − f‖2
2 is computed, which is

called the collage error . The algorithm is then looking for an optimal solution

T ∗ ∈ arg min
T∈T

‖T (f)− f‖2
2. (7.1)

If follows from the inequality

‖fT − f‖2 ≤ 1

1 − q
‖T (f)− f‖2

that we can achieve any given reconstruction error by making the collage error small enough.
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Figure 7.1: The operators in fractal compression. The image is partitioned into a number
of regions (image on the left). The operator approximates each region by some down-sampled
image portion using gray level shift and scaling operations (image on the right).

7.1.1 The Fractal Operators

We shall now describe the class T of contractive operators that are used in fractal compression.

The elements of T are obtained by summing together the effect of a number of primitive

contractive operations. Each of these primitives operates by down-sampling a given image

part, copying a scalar multiple of this sample to a given position, and shifting its grey level

with a certain amount. The action of the operator T consists of partitioning the image pixels

into a number of regions and approximating these by a sample obtained with an operation

primitive. This is shown in Fig. 7.1.

We can describe the above class of operators in mathematical terms in the following way.

To each operator T ∈ T correspond a partition of the set U into regions called ranges and the

so called fractal parameters associated to each range Rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ nR, which consist of

• a region Dj ⊂ I , called the domain for Rj , which is used for the approximation by

down-sampling,

• a scaling factor sj ∈] − 1, 1[, which is used to scale the grey level of the down-sampled

domain,

• and an offset oj ∈ [0, 1[, which is used to shift the grey level.

To any pixel region V ⊂ U (e.g., V = Rj for some j) we associate the indicator 1V ∈ RU for

this region defined as the image having unit intensity at every pixel of V and being zero outside
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V . The above transformation T : RU → RU is then given by

T (f) =

nR∑

i=1

sjSj(f1Dj
− µDj

(f)1Dj
) + oj1Rj

, (7.2)

where Sj is the down-sampling operation that down-samples the region Dj and copies it to Rj

(see remark at the and of this section), and µDj
(f) is the mean value of the pixel intensities

over Dj . Note that the mean value of the domain is subtracted from the pixel values before

down-sampling. This modification was proposed in [74].

Suppose that the observed image f and an operator T ∈ T are given. By using the notations

bs
j = Sj(f1Dj

− µDj
(f)1Dj

) ∈ RU ,

and

bo
j = 1Rj

∈ RU ,

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ nR, it can be shown [74] that the set

B = {bs
1, . . . ,b

s
nR
,bo

1, . . . ,b
o
nR

}

constitutes an orthogonal system of images. Let F ⊂ RU denote the subspace spanned by these

images.

It follows from (7.1) that for T = T ∗ the image T (f) is the orthogonal projection of f onto

the subspace F and the scaling factors and offsets are given by

sj =
|Rj |〈bs

j , f1Rj
〉 − |Rj |2µDj

(f)µRj
(f)

|Rj |‖bs
j‖2

2 − µDj
(f)2

and oj = µRj
(f),

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ nR, where |Rj | denotes the number of pixels in Rj . This shows that the offset

gives a zero order approximation for the gray level of the range. Note that

T (f) =

nR∑

j=1

sjb
s
j + ojb

o
j . (7.3)

Remark. A precise definition for the down-sampling operator Sj would be the following. Let

rj = (rj1, rj2) ∈ Rj be such that rj1 < x1 for all x = (x1, x2) ∈ Rj , and rj2 < x2 for all

x = (x1, x2) ∈ Rj such that rj1 < x1. A point dj = (dj1, dj2) with the same property is defined

for the set Dj as well. Then Rj = (Dj −{dj})/2+ {rj}, i.e., Rj is obtained by shrinking Dj to
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its half size and shifting this set to the position rj , and Sj is defined for an image g as

Sj(g)(x) =







1
4

∑

q∈{0,1}2 g(2(x− rj) + dj + q) , x ∈ Rj

0 , x /∈ Rj

.

7.1.2 The Fractal Code

We have seen that the description of an operator T ∈ T serves as an encoding sequence for the

observed image f . How does this description look like?

The binary sequence describing T consists a binary representation of the range partition

into nR range blocks and the binary representation of the tuples (Dj , sj , oj), j = 1, . . . , nR.

The range partition for a quad tree partition (e.g., Fig. 7.1 ) can be encoded for example with

a quad tree code. Adaptive entropy coding can also be employed [73].

The domains are identified with a domain address (e.g. like in the above remark). Domain

addresses are chosen from a grid of pixels with a specified grid size. Since a well matching

domain is more likely to be found in the neighbourhood of the range, the encoding of the

domain addresses is done in the following way [65]. The grid positions are scanned in a spiral

manner starting from the position of the range and they are assigned a binary sequence so that

close positions are described with short sequences and farther positions with longer sequences.

In the original form of the fractal compression [34], the scale and offset values are quantised

with uniform quantisation. Since the distribution of the scaling factors is assumed to be uniform

[34], each cell is assigned a binary sequence with the same number of bits ns. Though entropy

coding for the offsets is possible [73], we shall assume uniform distribution here for simplicity,

and assign to each quantisation cell a binary sequence with a fixed number of bits no. The

values ns and no are compression parameters sent in a header.

In order to facilitate progressive compression, instead of uniform quantisers we use a bit plane

quantiser q0.5
k with k = ns for the scale values. This allows a sign-and-magnitude representation

for the scale values in the interval ]−1, 1[ (compare Section 5.1). Moreover, it facilitates dyadic

subdivisions of the initial interval, where the reconstruction values can be computed with simple

register shift operations. A change in quantisation for the offset values is not needed, since any

bit plane quantiser q0.5
k with a given k = no is actually a uniform quantiser.

The description of the tuple (Dj , sj , oj) consists therefore of three parts: a sequence de-

scribing the domain address (variable length), a sequence describing sj (consisting of ns bits),

and a sequence describing oj (consisting of no bits).
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7.2 Transforming the Problem

Given an observed image f ∈ RU and an operator T ∈ T compressing it, we have seen how

to construct a binary description for T . Our goal is to reorganise this binary description to

obtain a bit stream consisting of packets of a progressive code. We shall first ”transform” the

problem of progressive compression for f in RU into a different space Y, where Y is a product

space facilitating product quantisation and codes. The idea is analogous to that of transform

compression: apply a transformation preserving the distortion such that the compression is

easier in the transform domain.

We have seen that T (f) is the orthogonal projection of f onto F given by (7.3). Since the

scaling factors lie in the interval ] − 1, 1[ and the offsets lie in the interval [0, 1[, the projection

will be contained in a bounded convex set. We explain this in more detail now.

Let us simplify the notations by using B as an index set. By supplying the 2nR dimensional

vector space RB with the scalar product

〈x, y〉B =
∑

b∈B

‖b‖2
2xbyb,

for all x, y ∈ RB , and with the corresponding norm

‖x‖B =

√
∑

b∈B

‖b‖2
2x

2
b,

we obtain that the linear subspace F ⊂ RU generated by the basis elements B is isomorph to

RB . We define the subset Y ⊂ RB as

Y =
∏

b∈B

Yb,

where

Yb =







] − 1, 1[⊂ R , b = bs
j for some j

[0, 1[ ⊂ R , b = bo
j for some j

.

From Y ⊂ R2nr ∼= F we conclude that the projection T (f) is essentially an element of Y.

We have seen that the transformation T ∈ T is specified with the partition R, the corre-

sponding domains D = {D1, . . . , DnR
}, and with the set of scaling factors and offsets, where

the latter are given by an element x = (xb)b∈B ∈ Y. So we can write

T = T(R,D,x),
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to emphasise the structure of T . If we take an arbitrary y ∈ Y, then we obtain a different

transformation T(R,D,y) ∈ T , which when iterated will result in a reconstructed image

fT(R,D,y)
= lim

k→∞
T k

(R,D,y)(f0),

for any initial image f0. If we do not know the exact value x ∈ Y corresponding to the observed

image f , then we can eventually use an approximation y ∈ Y. The question is: how well does

the reconstructed image fT(R,D,y)
approximate f?

Let us use the collage error as a distortion measure. By noting that the residual T(R,D,x)(f)−
f is orthogonal to F we obtain the formula for the collage error by using the Pythagoras theorem

as

‖T(R,D,y)(f) − f‖2
2 = ‖T(R,D,y)(f) − T(R,D,x)(f)‖2

2 + ‖T(R,D,x)(f) − f‖2
2

= ‖y − x‖B + ‖T(R,D,x)(f) − f‖2
2. (7.4)

This means that we can account for the collage error in the domain Y, or in other words:

minimising the error ‖y − x‖B for y ∈ Y will minimise the collage error.

7.2.1 The Product Source Formulation

The original progressive compression problem was formulated as: Given an observed image f

and a fractal operator T compressing it. Implement an optimal successive compression algorithm

for transmitting the description of T with respect to the expected square error as a distortion

measure and the expected codeword length as a length measure.

Our solution is given by the following steps:

• Transform the problem into the space Y: the transform T is specified by an element

x ∈ Y. The problem reduces to a successive compression problem for x ∈ Y (compare

Section 4.2).

• Use the collage error instead of the reconstruction error as a distortion measure.

• Formulate the optimal successive compression as a product compression problem and use

the Lagrange multiplier method given in Table 4.4 to implement it.

Note that this transformation into the new space Y depends on the observed image f . The basis

B has to be at least partially specified for the receiver. We assume therefore that a header is sent

at the beginning of the transmission, which contains the compression parameters (image size,
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ns, no, etc.) and the binary sequence encoding the partition. The partition R = {R1, . . . , RnR
}

is therefore supposed to be known by both communication terminals at the start. In [15], where

the optimal error protection of the fractal code was considered, the partition was also treated

separately and excluded from optimisation, since it was assumed that it constitutes only a small

part of the overall code sequence. What remain to be specified are the fractal parameters: the

domain addresses, the scaling factors, and the offsets. Further problems concerning the basis

specification will be discussed later.

Our progressive fractal compression scheme starts with setting all scaling factor values to

zero and setting all offset values to 0.5 that corresponds to a midpoint reconstruction for

the corresponding intervals Yb. At each stage of the successive compression, we refine the

information by sending bits for some of these parameters, which leads to interval subdivisions

as explained in Section 5.2 for bit plane coding and as shown in Fig. 5.2. Our scheme allows that

different scaling factors and offsets be specified with different precision during the transmission,

so that this is a multiple bit plane coding. Since all scaling factors are initialised with a zero

value, they will be contained in an insignificant interval at the beginning. However, those scaling

factors that are in fact non-zero will become significant at some point of the transmission. Until

this point, they are always contained in an insignificant interval and remain zero. This means

that they cancel the effect of the sub-sampling operation corresponding to the given range

blocks. It follows that the domain addresses are not needed until this point, and that they

should be specified as soon as the given scaling factors become significant. So our progressive

compressor sends the binary description of the domain address along with the sign bit at

the point when the given scaling factor becomes significant. In this way, we ensure that the

necessary information to obtain a partial reconstruction of the image is available.

We describe the above process now in terms of bit plane quantisation by using the notations

developed in Chapter 4. To avoid clutter with indexing the different transmission stages, we

assume that X =
∏

b∈B Xb ⊂ Y denotes a set obtained by a number of subdivisions of the

initial intervals. Since we do not use entropy coding, we can describe the above procedure in

the following way. For each interval Xb we apply an appropriate compression system from a

given set Cb and we concatenate the obtained binary sequences. The set Cb contains compression

systems derived from bit plane quantisers in the following way. For each interval Xb we take

the bit plane quantisers

Qb = {q0, q1} ⊂ Q0.5
Xb
,

and construct the set

Cb = {c0, c1} = C[Q]
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Table 7.1: The quantisation codeword assignment rule for the fractal compression. The table
contains the description of the mapping Q : {q0, q1} 7→ {c0, c1}, depending on whether Xb

is significant or not. Each c = (φ, ψ) is described by indicating the binary sequences that φ
assigns to the quantisation cells and by indicating the reconstruction points ”×” for ψ which
coincide with the reconstruction points of the corresponding quantiser q. The letter ’s’ denotes
the variable length binary sequence specifying the domain address.

"0" "1"

"<empty sequence>"

0

"<empty sequence>"

c
1

q
1

c
0

q
0

0

Insignificant Intervals Significant IntervalsQ

"11s""0""10s"

by using the quantisation codeword assignment rule (Qb, Q) given in Table 7.1. Like in bit plane

coding, we distinguish between significant and insignificant intervals Xb. This quantisation

codeword assignment rule corresponds to sending the bits without entropy coding as explained

in Section 5.2 and in Fig. 5.2. There is however a difference here. For each scaling factor

that becomes significant, the domain address should be specified, so its binary description is

specified along with the sign.

Given the sets Cb for each Xb, the set of available compression system for X is obtained by

taking the product

C =
∏

b∈B

Cb,

which consists of compression systems obtained by concatenation. By defining the expected

code length measure ` for each Cb (compare Section 4.1.3), we obtain that the expected code

length measure ` for C satisfies

`(
∏

b∈B

cb) =
∑

b∈B

`(cb).

In order to do optimisation, we have to consider a distortion measure. According to (7.4)

by defining ρ : Y × Y → R as

ρ(y, x) = ‖y − x‖2
B =

∑

b∈B

‖b‖2
2(yb − xb)2,

for all x, y ∈ Y, we shall obtain an error measure in the transform domain corresponding to

the collage error in the image domain RU . Like the square error in Section 5.3.2, this weighted
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square error also allows a decomposition

ρ(y, x) =
∑

b∈B

ρb(yb, xb),

where ρb : Yb × Yb → R is given by

ρb(yb, xb) = ‖b‖2
2(yb − xb)2,

for each b ∈ B.

We can define the expected distortions d for each Cb and for their product C in the same

way as in Section 4.1.3. We obtain that

d(
∏

b∈B

cb) =
∑

b∈B

d(cb).

The above considerations show us that the one step compression problems

(d, `, C,m)

is a product problem for the given packet size constraint m. In the ideal case (we explain it

soon why), the problem can be solved by solving the individual problems

(d+ λm`, Cb),

for an appropriate Lagrange multiplier λm ≥ 0 corresponding to m (compare Appendix A.1).

Optimal successive compression is obtain with a succession of optimal one step stages as

before starting from the initial domain X(0) = Y. The packet size constraint are given as

a sequence (mk)k∈N. At each stage k of the transmission, we use the constrain set C(k) =
∏

b∈B C(k)
b appropriately defined (Table 7.1). We are looking for a λ(k) such that the optimal

solution c(k) of the problem

(d+ λ(k)`, C(k)), (7.5)

satisfies ` = mk. In practice, the latter equality is achieved only approximately, since an exactly

matching multiplier does not always exist.

Combined with the search for the Lagrange multipliers at each stage, the above algorithm

boils down to the procedure described in Table 4.4, and it results in optimal progressive codes.
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7.2.2 Practical Challenges

The algorithm described above is an ideal case. To see this, consider the distortion ρb. This

distortion contains the constant multiplicative term ‖b‖2
2. For b = bo

j with some 1 ≤ j ≤ nR

we obtain

‖b‖2
2 = ‖1Ri

‖2
2 = |Ri|.

This value depends on the partition only, which is in turn specified in the header. However, if

b = bs
j with some 1 ≤ j ≤ nR, the value

‖b‖2
2 = ‖Si(f1Di

− µDi
(f)1Di

)‖2
2

depends heavily on the observed image f , which is not available for the receiver. This value

has to be estimated with the available data.

We discuss the estimation of ‖b‖2
2 corresponding to some scaling factor sj used in our

implementation. We consider the kth stage of the transmission and distinguish two cases.

If the interval X
(k)
b corresponding to sj is significant, then the domain address for the

range Rj is already sent and available for the receiver. The receiver can decode the partial

information by iterating the operator T(R,D,x(k)). Let f (k) denote the decoded image, which is

an approximation of the observed image f . We use the estimator E for ‖bs
j‖2 given by

E
(
‖b‖2

2

)
= ‖Sj(f

(k)1Dj
− µDj

(f (k))1Dj
)‖2

2.

If the interval is insignificant, then X
(k)
b =] − a, a[ for some 0 < a < 1 and the domain

address has not yet been specified. We must use an estimator relying on the information

already available for the receiver. We can use the image f (k) for these purposes. We consider

the following higher bound

s2j‖bs
j‖2

2 = s2j‖Sj(f1Dj
− µDj

(f)1Dj
)‖2

2

= ‖T(R,D,x)(f)1Rj
− µRj

(f)1Rj
‖2
2

≤
(
‖T(R,D,x)(f)1Rj

− f1Rj
‖2 + ‖f1Rj

− µRj
(f)1Rj

‖2

)2

≈ ‖f1Rj
− µRj

(f)1Rj
‖2
2

= |Rj |V arRj
(f),

where V arRj
(f) denotes the variance of f over Rj . The above approximation follows from the
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assumption that

‖T(R,D,x)(f)1Rj
− f1Rj

‖2 ≈ 0,

i.e., that the collage error for the original compression is negligible. We used the estimator

E
(
‖b‖2

2

)
= α

|Rj |E(V arRj
(f))

E(s2j )
, (7.6)

where E(V arRj
(f)) is an estimator of the variance of f over Rj , E(s2j ) is an estimator for sj ,

and 0 < α ≤ 1 is a constant that we found as useful in compensating for overestimation in the

above inequality. The estimator for V arRj
(f) is computed as

E(V arRj
(f)) =

‖f (k)1Nj
− µRj

(f (k))1Nj
)‖2

2

|Nj |
,

where Nj is the one pixel neighbourhood of the range block Ri. Under the assumption that sj

is uniformly distributed, we use the expected value of s2j over X
(k)
b as estimator

E(s2j ) =
1

2a

∫ a

−a

x2dx.

We used the constant α, because the value ‖b‖2
2 was estimated as too large at the beginning of

the transmission, meaning that too many scaling factor bits were sent at the start, which lead

to inferior performance.

When computing the expected distortion, we use the upper bound d̂ as defined in Section

6.3.1. Note that assuming uniform distribution for the scaling factors we shall have d̂ = d. This

will not necessarily hold for the offsets at the early stages of the transmission.

7.3 Results

We show results obtained with our optimised progressive fractal compression (PFC) algorithm.

We consider the two standard test images shown in Fig. 6.3.

We used a fractal compressor employing quad-tree range partitioning encoded with an quad-

tree code. It follows that the ranges and domains are image regions having square shape. This

single step compressor generates a distortion rate optimal fractal code using the Lagrange

multiplier method. It organises the code as explained in Section 7.1.2. We used the output of

the single step compression as an input into our PFC algorithm that reorganises the original

code using optimal successive compression.

The PFC algorithm consists of the following steps:
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• The image is compressed with the one step compressor to a specified target bit rate.

• The obtained fractal code and the packet size constraints are the inputs to PFC. We used

the same packet size constraint for all packets. This is given by a pair of numbers [m1,m2]

with 0 < m1 < m2 such that the expected packet size must fall between the two numbers.

• The header including the quad-tree partitioning is sent to the receiver at the beginning

of the transmission.

• After the header is being sent, we compress the first stage by searching for a Lagrange

multiplier λ that gives an optimal packet satisfying the packet size constraint. We repeat

this for all successive stages until all bits of the original code are exhausted.

We have seen that the Lagrange multiplier method does not always give a λ such that the

corresponding compression system satisfies the given exact packet size constraint. For this

reason and to speed up the search, we use the range [m1,m2] instead of an exact value. The

packet size is given as a percentage of the total codeword length at the target bit rate or in terms

of bits/pixel. The PFC uses the estimation (7.6) in the distortion computation with α = 0.35

which was established by trial, but it was fixed for both images and in all computations.

To evaluate the progressive compression performance, we computed the operational dis-

tortion rate curves Dx (see Section 4.2.3) in a number of different ways. The packet size is

expressed in bits/pixel units or in percentages with respect to the full length code. We show

the result for ”Lenna” in Fig. 7.2 first. The image was compressed to the target rate of 0.5

bits/pixel. The PSNR curves are shown in Fig. 7.2a for the packet size interval 4–5% which

corresponds approximately to 0.02–0.025 bits/pixels. Remember that we optimise with respect

to the collage error which is an approximation of the reconstruction error. We can see from the

figure that these do not coincide. The upper bound is obtained by using an optimisation with

the distortion measures ρb instead of their approximations through (7.6). This is the ideal case,

when ‖b‖2 for all b ∈ B are known for the receiver in advance. Clearly, we cannot do better

than that, so this is an upper bound for the performance. The difference between the upper

bound and the curves for the PFC indicate the estimation error involved in the computation of

(7.6). The curves of the reconstruction error for successive optimisation with different packet

sizes are drawn in Fig. 7.2b. Interestingly, there is a negligible variation between the curves for

small packet sizes.

The decoded image for packet size 4-5% at four different interruption points is shown in

Fig. 7.3.

The same experiment were done for ”Barbara”. The PSNR curves for the packet size
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constraint 1–2% are shown in Fig. 7.4a, and the reconstruction error for different packet size

constraints in Fig. 7.4b. The image decoded at four different interruption points is shown in

Fig. 7.5 where the packet size was 1–2%.

By observing the PSNR curves, we notice that by approaching the target rate, we can get

close to the target PSNR already at a relatively large distance from the target rate (at least for

the ideal case). We can try to improve the distortion rate performance of the original single step

compressor by truncating the PFC code before exactly reaching the target bit rate. To see this,

consider Fig. 7.6. We compressed ”Lenna” to a number of target bit rates between 0.1 and 0.3

bits/pixel, and drawn the PSNR curves for the obtained reconstruction errors of the PFCs with

dotted lines in Fig. 7.6a. All PFC were used with the same packet size constraint (4-5%). The

lines terminate at the points representing the target PSNR at the target bit rate. By joining

these points, we obtain the so-called R&D curve of the single step compression describing

its distortion rate performance for ”Lenna”. In Fig. 7.6c we joined the points obtained by

interrupting the PFC at the 80% of the total code length. Clearly, we obtain an improvement

over the original R&D curve.

7.4 Discussion and Comments

We have given an algorithm for optimal successive transmission of fractal operators using a

multiple bit plane coding method. Theoretically, we are not restricted to use the quantisers

Qb = {q0, q1}. We could also allow a larger set containing bit plane quantisers qk, k ≤ ns.

However, due to the estimation errors, we obtained inferior results by this extension.

The input of our PFC algorithm can be any fractal code, e.g., fractal codes using more

general partitioning schemes [73, 34].

Concerning the progressive behaviour, the PFC is progressive for the collage error, under

the assumption that the offset values are uniformly distributed. It is not necessarily progressive

for the reconstruction error, and it is not strictly progressive. By using the bit plane quantisers

Q0
Xb

instead of the midpoint quantisers, we could achieve a strictly progressive compression with

respect to the collage error, but this would neighter yield a strictly progressive nor a progressive

compression with respect to the reconstruction error.

We have seen that the PFC algorithm can also improve the distortion rate performance of

the original fractal code. Efficient optimisation algorithms are known for finding a distortion

rate optimal partitioning [94] and fractal code [41] based on the collage error criterion (7.1). It

is also possible to further improve the outputs of these algorithms in terms of the reconstruction

error [42]. But all of these methods use the same fixed number of bits for describing the scaling
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factors and the offset values. By using the PFC with an interruption, we can end up with a code,

where variable number of bits is allocated to these code components without side information.

This explains the improvement.

Our concern was to find an ordering method for the information in fractal description of

images. As we have seen in the previous chapter, good probability modelling is essential for

the success of the transform compression methods. Though very good results were achieved by

applying conditional entropy coding to compress the description of the partitions, the domain

addresses, and the offset values [73], context models do not exist for the scaling factors. It is also

very difficult to construct context models for general partitions, where the size and shape of the

ranges is highly variable, and therefore it is difficult to define neighbourhood relations. Another

problem is the use of multiple bit plane coding. We were able to use it, since we did not employ

entropy coding. As we have seen, efficient adaptive entropy coding methods were developed

exclusively for bit plane coding. We conclude that though there are potential redundancies

that could be exploited, and these combined with our optimisation would certainly give better

results, it is not very likely that these would be able to compete with the state of the art wavelet

compression methods [103], considering the huge efforts invested in improving their conditional

entropy coding.
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Figure 7.2: PSNR results for ”Lenna”: (a) using a fixed packet size, (b) the reconstruction
error for different packet sizes.
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(a) 0.05 bits/pixel (10.5%) (b) 0.1 bits/pixel (21%)
PSNR = 21 dB PSNR = 25.45 dB

(c) 0.25 bits/pixel (52.7%) (d) 0.47 bits/pixel (100%)
PSNR = 29.88 dB PSNR = 33.42 dB

Figure 7.3: Progressive fractal compression of ”Lena” (512×512 pixels 8 bit gray-scale). The
percentages are given relative to the full file size.
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Figure 7.4: PSNR results for ”Barbara”: (a) using a fixed packet size, (b) the reconstruction
error for different packet sizes.
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(a) 0.05 bits/pixel (10.5%) (b) 0.1 bits/pixel (21%)
PSNR = 18.95 dB PSNR = 22.27 dB

(c) 0.25 bits/pixel (52.5%) (d) 0.47 bits/pixel (100%)
PSNR = 24.93 dB PSNR = 26.46 dB

Figure 7.5: Progressive fractal compression of ”Barbara” (512× 512 pixels 8 bit gray-scale).
The percentages are given relative to the full file size.
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Figure 7.6: Improving the distortion rate performance of the original fractal compressor by
PFC with truncation: (a) PFC with different target rates for ”Lenna”, (b) the target rates
joined, (c) the 80% truncation points of the PFC joined.
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Chapter 8

Motivation

Lossy compressions yields typical error patterns on the decompressed images due to the quanti-

sation error. Depending on the compression scheme and the bit rate, these can be ringing pat-

terns around the edges, false texture, or visible block-boundaries in block-partitioning schemes

[96]. These phenomena are called compression artefacts. Compression artefacts do not only

deteriorate the visual quality of images but also perturb image processing and machine vision

algorithms such as edge detection.

An example for compression artefacts is shown in Fig. 8.2 for the JPEG compression. Typical

error pattern in this case is the blocking, which can be observed in the bottom image.

It is possible to suppress the visibility of the artefacts to some degree by exploiting the

properties of the human visual system. The visibility of patterns varies with their contrast

and spatial frequency, or it is modified by the presence of other patterns. These effects can

be accounted for in the frequency domain by treating the transform coefficients according to

a weight, which depends on the frequency band, value and on the surroundings of the given

coefficient [103, 114]. At lower bit rates or in non-textured regions, artefacts like blocking

can remain visible. Visual weighting will also not eliminate the perturbation effects in image

processing algorithms like edge detection.

A possible solution is to do post-processing on the decompressed image. Some of these

methods intend to improve the visual quality of the compressed image by various adaptive

filters that alleviate the artefacts and enhance the edges [6, 12, 59, 93, 96]. The blocking

artefact for block-wise transform compression can also be reduced by prediction methods for

the quantised or missing transform coefficients [78]. Post-processing can also be formulated as

a reconstruction problem for the original image. It is then solved by optimisation with respect

to an objective error measure like mean squared error, probability considerations, regularity

131
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1D signal with larger bandwidth

1D signal with smaller bandwidth

Figure 8.1: The preprocessing principle for transform compression: achieve the same com-
pression ratio with a finer quantisation. We show the magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients for
two 1D signals with different bandwidth and their quantisation.

constraints, or to a combination of them [66, 80, 122]. A review of post-processing methods

is found in [96], but there are no comprehensive results published on the relevance of these

methods in terms of visual quality measurements. A drawback of these methods is that they

have to be repeated each time the image is being decoded. One also needs to changes the

underlying standard decompression procedure.

The quality of the compressed images is affected not only by the bit rate and the compression

algorithm, but also by the data source. Images with numerous details can degrade more than

those with fewer details when being compressed at the same bit rate [96]. Let us consider

Fig. 8.1 to understand this effect in case of a transform compression scheme. The magnitudes

of the Fourier coefficients of two different 1D signals are shown here: one signal has a larger

bandwidth than the other. Since the compression ratio basically depends on the number of

coefficients quantised to zero, we can achieve the same compression ratio for the two signals

with quantisers of different granularity. A rawer quantiser is applied to the signal with the larger

bandwidth having more high frequency details. This will lead to a larger quantisation error and

to more artefacts. It follows that by doing some filtering on the image as a preprocessing step

before compression, we can end up with less artefacts, since we have reduced the bandwidth

of the original image. Such prefiltering methods were proposed for video coding [77], and they

are used in still images compression software products (e.g. in [45]). Preprocessing has the
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advantage that it does not require a change in the decompression and it has to be done only

once.

As an example for such artefact reduction with preprocessing, let us observe the details of

the different compressed versions of the test image ”Goldhill” shown in Figs. 8.2(bottom) and

8.3 first. We can see that artefacts become less visible by preprocessing, if we compare the

images along high-contrast edges and surfaces like walls and roofs.

The above observations motivated the use of non-linear diffusion as a preprocessing step

before compression [99] to reduce the blocking artefact in the DCT-JPEG. The idea was to

achieve the artefact reduction effect by filtering as explained above, but not to loose in the

visual quality at the same time. Namely, the main drawback of the bandwidth reduction with

linear convolutional filters is that the sharpness and contrast of the edges will be reduced. The

preprocessing was done by the non-linear diffusion introduced in [79] as an adaptive filtering

method attempting to preserve the sharpness and contrast of the main edges. For example,

in Fig. 8.3, the upper image was obtained with non-adaptive preprocessing, and the bottom

image with edge adaptive preprocessing. We can see that the bottom image is sharper and has

a better contrast.

We shall present the developments of the ideas coined in [52, 53, 99]. Our results relate

to the DCT-JPEG, but the same methodology could also be considered regarding other com-

pression schemes with similar artefacts. We define a family of adaptive filters by generalising

the Gaussian filtering, all of which correspond to diffusion processes. By finding the appro-

priate parameters for the diffusion processing, we show that it is possible to achieve artefact

reduction, while preserving the main structure of the image. We show this by analysing the

edge detection results for the compressed images. Results on test images suggest that the block

boundaries and false textures are reduces in the preprocessed images. Finally, to see whether

preprocessing improves the visual quality of the compression, subjective tests were done. We

could show that Gaussian filtering as a non-adaptive method is clearly outperformed by the

adaptive filters. Also, though we could improve the visual quality with preprocessing, this was

not always possible. In particular, our results suggests that for highly textured areas, the blur

involved in the filtering can be more disturbing than the error patterns due to artefacts.
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Original

JPEG, PSNR = 29.23 dB

Figure 8.2: Compression artefacts for ”Goldhill” with JPEG, 0.25 bits/pixel. PSNR denotes
the peak signal to noise ratio.
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JPEG with linear diffusion preprocessing, PSNR = 29.32 dB

JPEG with edge-adaptive diffusion preprocessing, PSNR = 29.26 dB

Figure 8.3: Artefact reduction with preprocessing for ”Goldhill”.





Chapter 9

Theoretical Background

We consider transform compression methods, where compression artefacts appear due to the

raw quantisation in the transform domain at low bit rates. For the JPEG compressed images,

the blocking artefact stems from the raw quantisation of the DC component. On the other

hand, natural images tend to have a Fourier spectrum where the magnitude of the transform

coefficients decays with increasing frequency (this was also the motivation for the zero-tree

coding [95]), so quantisation with large cells will quantise most of the higher frequency values

to zero. Since the spectrum is continuous, this will also result in a sharp frequency cutoff. The

quantisation will have an effect of a sharp cutoff filter, and such filters lead to the appearance

of ringing (Gibbs) artefacts in the reconstructed images. The standard method to eliminate

the ringing effect is to filter the image with a Gaussian filter before the cutoff appears.

Gaussian filtering is a non-adaptive method, and our goal was to apply filters that will take

into account the local structure of the images. We define a class of such adaptive non-linear

filters implemented as special diffusion processes in this chapter. We are not going to explain

the mathematical notations in detail here, this is found in Appendix B.1.

9.1 Non-linear Diffusion and Adaptive Filtering

Why do we consider local iterative filters implementing diffusion processes? It is because they

can be efficiently implemented using a relatively small number of simple operations in a small

neighbourhood of the pixel on one hand. They also allow fast parallel hardware implementation,

important for real-time processing in devices like digital cameras and ı̈ntelligentßensor arrays

[24, 89]. On the other hand, it is hard to capture image features like edges with a precise global

definition. Even sophisticated definitions [9] use local formulation, and it is also more easy to
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design the adaptive behaviour locally.

Why is it enough to consider local iterative filters implementing diffusion like equations? It

is well known that Gaussian filtering can be implemented as a linear diffusion process [35, 63].

Motivated by this, it was shown in [3] that recursive filtering operations verifying certain simple

invariance, regularity, and locality assumptions are guided by second order parabolic partial

differential equations of the form

∂tu = F (∇2u,∇u), (9.1)

where ∇2u denotes the Hessian, ∇u the gradient, and F is a continuous function, which is

monotone in its first variable. It is therefore enough to consider the Hessian and the gradient

in the design of a local iterative filter. The object of our design is therefore the function F .

We consider those diffusion that are useful for artefact reduction and posses edge adaptivity.

We begin by explaining how the linear diffusion (LD) process relates to Gaussian filtering. We

treat images as positively valued smooth functions of type f : R2 → R. By smoothing an image

f with Gaussian kernels

Gt(x) =
1

4πt
exp

(

−|x|2
4t

)

, (9.2)

x ∈ R2, having various parameters t > 0, we can define a family of images (ut)t≥0 by

ut =







f , t = 0

Gt ∗ f , t > 0
,

where ”∗” denotes the convolution. This family consists of images, which lose details with the

increasing parameter t > 0, but make the information on larger scale features accessible in

the same time. The idea behind this processing is to separate the information meaningful at a

certain scale from the information at lower scales. In this example, the variance of the Gaussian

filter in both spatial directions is
√

2t pixel (by measuring spacial distance in units of pixels).

Roughly speaking, the details having smaller spatial extent than this are smoothed out. The

parameter
√

2t is called the scale in this context [35, 63] normally, but we shall simplify the

terminology and call t the scale parameter. The family (ut)t≥0 is called a (linear) multiscale

representation of the image f .

As mentioned above, the family (ut)t≥0 is obtained by a linear diffusion, which means that

ut(x) = u(t, x) for all t > 0 and x ∈ R2, where u is the solution of the LD equation

∂tu = ∆u, (9.3)

with the initial condition u(0, x) = f(x), x ∈ R2. This is why the LD is said to generate
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multiscale representations of images [35, 63], and the reason why the main diffusion parameter

t is called the scale or the scale parameter of the diffusion.

To understand the underlying local processes involved in the filtering, we write ∆u as a sum

of two orthogonal components

∆u = u‖ + u⊥, (9.4)

where u‖ denotes the second spatial derivative in the direction orthogonal to the gradient ∇u,
and u⊥ denotes the second spatial derivative in the direction parallel with the gradient ∇u.
Under the usual assumption that the gradient direction is orthogonal to the direction of the edge,

and by noting that u‖ and u⊥ are one dimensional versions of ∆u, u‖ and u⊥ are interpreted as

”infinitesimal” Gaussian filtering parallel with and orthogonal to the edge, respectively. This

low-pass filtering contributes to the reduction of the ringing artefact, which is the result of the

sharp frequency cut-off caused by quantisation at lower bit rates. In Eq. 2, the two directional

terms have equal weights, and both depend only on the local direction ∇u⊥/|∇u| of the edge

and not on its local contrast |∇u| (see Appendix B.1).

To add contrast and directional sensitivity, Eq. 2 can be extended to the general form

∂tu = w‖(|∇Gσ ∗ u|) u‖ + w⊥(|∇Gσ ∗ u|) u⊥, (9.5)

where w‖ and w⊥ are weighting functions controlling the diffusion along and across the edges,

respectively, and σ > 0 is a fixed parameter. The values of w‖ and w⊥ depend on the norm

of the gradient of the smoothed image. The purpose of the pre-smoothing with Gσ [13] is to

obtain a reliable estimate on the gradient, and to make the equation robust against noise. The

idea is to allow full diffusion at uniform regions where the value of |∇Gσ ∗ u| is small and to

inhibit the diffusion at edge locations where |∇Gσ ∗ u| is large.

One possibility to control the diffusion in this way is to use the function

wK(z) =







2 exp
(

−
(

z
K

)2
)

, 0 < K < +∞
2 , K = +∞

, (9.6)

where z ≥ 0 and K is a fixed parameter [79], and set

w‖ = (1 − α)wK

and

w⊥ = αwK ,
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Table 9.1: Diffusions with different degree of adaptivity according to Eq. 9.7.

Directionally insensitive Directionally sensitive
(isotropic) (anisotropic)
α = 0.5 α = 0

Contrast Linear Diffusion (LD) Mean Curvature Motion
inadaptive [35, 63] Diffusion (MCMD) [3, 40]
K = ∞

Contrast Non-linear Isotropic Pure Anisotropic
adaptive Diffusion (NLID) [4] Diffusion (PAD) [4]

0 < K < ∞

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.5 is also a fixed parameter.

The diffusions obtained this way have the general form

∂tu = wK(|∇Gσ ∗ u|)
(
(1 − α)u‖ + αu⊥

)
. (9.7)

The parameter K controls the edge-contrast sensitivity of the diffusion, and α controls the

edge-directional sensitivity. The diffusions obtained for particular choices of the parameters are

listed in Table 9.1. According to the table, MCMD is not sensitive to the contrast of the edges.

Indeed, it can even be shown, that this diffusion process is a morphological operation, i.e., it is

invariant for an arbitrary monotone contrast modification [3].

Continuous solutions for the equations of type (9.7) exist in a generalised sense (see Appendix

B.1). These solutions are unique and stabile, and satisfy

inf f ≤ u(t, x) ≤ sup f

for all t ≥ 0, x ∈ R2. The latter shows us that these are really diffusion processes; the maxima

are non-increasing, the minima are nondecreasing, so the contrast of the image cannot increase.

This is not the case for example with the anisotropic diffusion proposed in [79], where inverse

diffusion can occur, enhancing the contrast of some of the edges.

It is clear from the previous arguments that whatever the parameters α and K are, the

properties of the diffusions of type (9.7) ensure that the ringing and blocking artefacts decrease,

or at least do not increase by preprocessing.

The diffusion results obtained with the parameter choices from Table 9.1 are shown in Fig.

9.1. The different degree of edge-contrast respectively edge-directional adaptivity and their

combined effects are well observable, for example, by comparing ropes and masts of different

contrast and thickness.
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The class of diffusion processes defined by (9.7) is a subclass of equations treated in [4]. We

could allow that 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.5 be a non-constant function depending on the gradient. Since we

were primarily interested in separating contrast and directional effects, we shall keep α constant.

As a final remark, we would like to point out that the function F in (9.1) corresponding

to the right hand side of (9.7) is not necessarily continuous for the points where the gradient

is zero (e.g., PAD and MCMD). So the results for non-linear scale-space image operators [3]

mentioned at the beginning do not apply directly to these cases, but serve more as a motivation

(the authors of [3] are analysing MCMD in their own framework without pointing out this

problem, which is somewhat misleading).

9.2 The Numerical Schemes

Forward numerical schemes were used to implement the above equations in all of the exper-

iments. Let um denote the image after m ≥ 0 iterations of the numerical scheme. We have

u0 = f , and

um+1 = um + λF̂ (um),

for m > 0, where F̂ denotes the discretisation of the right hand side of (9.7). We used the fixed

step size λ = 0.1 and Neumann (zero flux) boundary conditions for all diffusion schemes.

Let us first assume that K = ∞. For LD, we compute the discretisation of ∆u in the usual

way as F̂LD(u)(x, y) = u(x + 1, y) + u(x − 1, y) + u(x, y + 1) + u(x, y − 1) − 4u(x, y), for the

grid point (x, y) ∈ Z2.

The discretisation F̂MCMD of u‖ is done as proposed in [39] for MCMD, using the nine

neighbourhood of the grid points.

For 0 < α < 0.5 we recast (9.7) as (1 − α)u‖ + αu⊥ = α∆u + (1 − 2α)u‖, and use F̂ =

αF̂LD + (1 − 2α)F̂MCMD .

For K <∞ we have to compute ∇Gσ ∗u = ∇(Gσ ∗u). The filtered image Gσ ∗u is obtained

by LD using bσ/λc iterations, and the gradient is approximated as

(∇Gσ ∗ u)(x, y) ≈




(Gσ ∗ u)(x+ 1, y) − (Gσ ∗ u)(x, y)
(Gσ ∗ u)(x, y + 1) − (Gσ ∗ u)(x, y)



 ,

for (x, y) ∈ Z2. We used the fixed parameter σ = 0.4, which corresponds to a filtering with a

Gaussian having variance 0.9 pixel in both spatial directions.

The parameter K was usually chosen as a multiple of the average gradient magnitude

|∇Gσ ∗ u|.
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Original

LD (K = ∞, α = 0.5) MCMD (K = ∞, α = 0)

NLID (K = Egrad, α = 0.5) PAD (K = Egrad, α = 0)

Figure 9.1: Diffusion results. A detail of the image ”Boat”. Egrad is the average value of
|∇Gσ ∗ u|, σ = 0.4, t = 1.5.
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Table 9.2: Empirical comparison for the execution speed of the diffusions. The processor was
AMD AthlonTM XP 1600+, the operating system was Linux. We used a C code with double
precision floating point arithmetic. For example, 1 iteration for a 512×512×8 bit gray-scale
image with LD takes 14 ms.

Diffusion Computed Time

LD F̂LD 0.05 µs/(pixel × iteration)

MCMD F̂MCMD 9 × LD

PAD F̂MCMD and ∇Gσ ∗ u 17.6 × LD

NLID F̂LD and ∇Gσ ∗ u 9.4 × LD

Our numerical schemes were not optimised for speed. A comparison of running times of our

implementations is given in Table 9.2. Efficient numerical algorithms for diffusion filtering are

discussed in [1, 115].

9.3 Concluding Remarks

We considered a family of diffusion filters, which are obtained by modifying the linear diffusion

in order to obtain edge-adaptivity. We have shown that these filters are well posed and that they

can be described as an iterative application of a directionally adaptive and contrast-weighted

”small” Gaussian filter at each pixel position. They can thus reduce the artefacts, and they

avoid inverse diffusion.





Chapter 10

Parameter Selection for Diffusion

Preprocessing

In this chapter, we address several questions concerning the practical application of diffusion

preprocessing.

Our goal is to define ”useful” diffusion scales for the diffusion preprocessing. Diffusion

preprocessing will induce an increasing blur with the increasing scale t, and for t → ∞ the

result will converge to a constant image. At which value of t ≥ 0 should we stop the diffusion?

To do this, we have to define and measure the artefact reduction induced by preprocessing.

This requires the use of some distortion measure to evaluate the results. After defining use-

ful stopping times, we can evaluate the efficiency of different diffusion types by changing the

parameters K and α. Finally, we give suggestions for estimating the useful scales, since their

direct determination requires several compression iterations.

10.1 Error and Quality Measures for Images

As we have seen in the Figs. 8.2 and 8.3, the amount of artefacts and the degree of blur depends

on the compression bit rate and on the preprocessing parameters like the diffusion scale or the

diffusion adaptivity. The problem is to choose good parameters at each bit rate. For on-line

or off-line automatic parameter selection we have to be able to evaluate the ”goodness” of a

preprocessing. This is not a trivial task, since at low compression rates the image degradation

is large, the artefacts in the images can be very different from the details in the original image.

When speaking about error or quality, one assumes that an original reference image is given,

which is exposed to some degradation. In our terminology, an error measure will express the
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distance of the degraded image from the reference image in an appropriate sense. Small values

of the error will mean a small difference between these two images. The most widely used error

measure in image processing is the mean square error (MSE). Assume that the images are of

size N ×M pixels, each pixel being represented by b bits. The mean square error between two

images f and g is defined in the usual way as

MSE(f, g) =
1

NM
‖f − g‖2

2 =
1

NM

N∑

i=1

M∑

j=1

(f(i, j) − g(i, j))2. (10.1)

The common quality measure used in image processing is the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)

defined as

PSNR(f, g) = 10 log10

(
(2b − 1)2

MSE(f, g)

)

[dB]. (10.2)

PSNR maps the MSE differences onto a quality scale, i.e., large PSNR values mean small MSE.

The problem involved in this formulation is that the visibility of the distortions will depend

on the image content. Visibility varies with contrast and frequency, depends on the background,

etc. This is obvious if we compare the images in Fig. 8.3. The two images have the same PSNR

value, but one of them looks more blurred. Other examples are easily constructed [104]. This

problem is addressed by modelling the psychovisual effects in the human visual system, and

by appropriately modifying the image signal differences like the MSE and quality measures as

PSNR [58, 68]. The frequency-contrast and orientational sensitivity, the pattern hiding by the

background, and similar properties of the human visual system are taken into account in these

models [58]. This can be done by computing weighting terms for the MSE in a spatio-temporal

transform domain obtained by using a family of Gabor-filters [22, 69]. In [57], some of these

modified MSE respectively modified PSNR error measures are compared, and it is concluded

that for higher bit rates, they do not correlate better with the human assessments than the

ordinary PSNR, although the latter does not depend on the viewing conditions, whereas the

former methods [58] do. At low bit rates however, compressed images suffer from severe artefacts

and PSNR is certainly not the best solution. However, even more complex perceptual metrics

incorporating visual response models are mostly appropriate only for ordinary bit rates [58], and

some of these are not always reliable [57]. In a previous work, we have tested the non-standard

method [58] for the parameter estimation of preprocessing [52].

Although the above methods measure differences taking into account the different psy-

chovisual effects, it is also not clear, how these values measured between images as physical

signals relate to perceived differences, i.e., there is a need for a subjective measurement scale.

A methodology for constructing a subjective measurement scale is under standardisation [25].
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The unit of this scale is the so called just noticeable difference (JND). One JND difference

between two images means that two given images can be discriminated with 75% probability.

There is already an objective measurement system [92] using this kind of measurement scale

instead of a PSNR like dB scale.

Since at the time of our research there are no standardised objective perceptual measure-

ment methods, since we use images with high degradation, and since PNSR is the most accepted

quality measure in image processing, giving an approximate though not precise assessment of

quality, and also because of its computational efficiency, we used it for analysing the prepro-

cessing with different parameters and for giving parameter selection rules. Of course, one can

use one of the above modified measures for these analyses, as we have tried in [52]. To precisely

test whether the preprocessed images are assessed as better by human observers as the origi-

nal compression without preprocesing, we did visual experiments instead of using an arbitrary

computational perceptual error measure. These subjective experiments and their relation to

the JND-scale will be explained later.

10.2 Quantifying the Artefact Reduction

Artefact can in general be anything that is a change introduced by the compression system.

We give a simple definition of the artefact reduction; if an image is transformed before the

compression in such a way that the compression system makes a less change on it due to

the transformation, the artefacts are reduced. Of course, care should be taken by doing this

transformation: we are not allowed to do ”big” changes when transforming the image. We

formalise these ideas now.

We assume for now that the bit rate is fixed. We say that an image f can be compressed

at a better quality than an image g at the given rate if

PSNR(JPEG(f), f) ≥ PSNR(JPEG(g), g),

where JPEG(f) and JPEG(g) denote the compressed images. Our goal is to transform f into

an image f ′ by preprocessing so that we can compress f ′ at a better quality than f , but we do

this under the constraint of not getting too far from the original image.

Let P denote some diffusion processing method and Pt denote preprocessing up to the scale

t ≥ 0. We illustrate the compression process with and without preprocessing in Fig. 10.1. We

also indicate the quality values that we can measure in this process. The original compression
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f P f

JPEG(f)

Q QQP PP0

t

t

JPEG(P f)

Figure 10.1: Compression with and without preprocessing.

quality is

Q0 = PSNR(JPEG(f), f).

The reconstruction quality after preprocessing is given by

QP (t) = PSNR(JPEG(Ptf), f).

We have a third quality value QPP , which is given by

QPP (t) = PSNR(JPEG(Ptf), Ptf),

and this value expresses us the amount of artefacts in the following way. If we do a strong

filtering in the preprocessing step, the compressed image will have few artefacts so the value of

QPP will be large. If the preprocessing effect is weak, and there are many artefacts remaining

after compression, this value will be small. In particular, Q0 = QP (0) = QPP (0).

A preprocessing method is said to reduce artefact if there is a scale t ≥ 0 such that QPP (t) >

Q0 under the constraint QP (t) ≥ Q0. We impose the latter constraint, since any processing is

meaningful only if the original quality does not decrease.

The tendencies of the curves QP and QPP as a function of t are shown for ”Goldhill” in

Fig. 10.2a and 10.2b for the preprocessing with NLID at bit rate c = 0.2 bits/pixel. The

combined plot of QP (t) and QPP (t) as a function of the increasing scale t ≥ 0 is show in Fig.

10.2c. The plots were obtained by preprocessing the images up to a given scale, and then by

compressing them to the target bit rate with JPEG [45]. The target bit rate was reached with

a trial-and-check procedure by successively changing the quality parameter of the compressor.

The fixed bit rate c was achieved with an error of 1.5 % in average for all diffusion methods

and images. The qualitative properties of these curves were the same for all diffusion methods

and test images we tried.

We define two characteristic scales for a particular preprocessing method P:
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10.2: Preprocessing for ”Goldhill” with NLID (c = 0.2 bits/pixel, K = 0.0237). (a)
the PSNR values versus the original image, (b) the PSNR values versus the processed image,
(c) the curve t 7→ (QPP (t), QP (t)).

1. The scale corresponding to the maximal quality improvement,

t1 = max argmax{QP (t) | t ≥ 0} (10.3)

2. The scale corresponding to the maximal artefact reduction,

t1 = max {t ≥ 0 |QPP (t)} (10.4)

These scale values are indicated in Fig. 10.2. Note that the preprocessing up to scale t2 will

redistribute the original compression error, so that the maximum portion of the quality will be

devoted to the main structure of the image, and the smallest portion of quality will be allotted

to the small-scale details and noise. Different diffusion methods will do this redistribution in

different ways. According to the theory concerning the filtering with non-linear diffusion, the

more adaptive the diffusion is, the better this redistribution will be. The results of the contour

validity and subjective tests will support this claim.

The compression results for preprocessing at t2 for ”Goldhill” with LD and NLID were

shown in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3. The visibility of the block boundaries is reduced and false patterns

within the blocks are eliminated.

The scales t1 and t2 are image dependent. Since any diffusion involves slight changes in the

dynamic range of the image, it is sometimes useful to use the same processing scale for a group

of images, e.g., in video coding. This will also reduce computing time. To do this, parametric

models can be used to select the appropriate processing scale [52]. We shall discuss this later

on.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10.3: The values of QP (t1) and QPP (t2) for P = Pα,K for ”Goldhill” ( c = 0.25
bits/pixel). K = K0E(|∇Gσ ∗ f |), K0 = 0 means no preprocessing.

10.3 Preprocessing Results

We have tested the importance of the contrast and the directional control for preprocessing with

respect to the PSNR quality and artefact reduction measures defined in the previous section.

Let Pα,K denote the diffusion process guided by Eq. 9.7 with K ∈ (0,+∞] and α ∈ [0, 0.5].

We computed the quality value QP (t1) and the artefact reduction QPP (t2) with P = Pα,K ,

where we altered the values of K and α. The results for the test image ”Goldhill” at 0.25

bits/pixel are shown in Fig. 10.3. The parameter K was always a multiple of the average

gradient magnitude Egrad = E(|∇Gσ ∗ f |), computed for the original image f .

We can see from Fig. 10.3a that the maximal quality improvement QP (t1) is nearly the

same for all non-trivial parameter selections. It is a 0.15 to 0.2 dB improvement with respect
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Table 10.1: The quality improvement and artefact reduction achievable at scale t1, and the
artefact reduction achievable at scale t2 (statistics for eight typical 512 × 512 × 8 bit gray-
scale photographic images: ”Goldhill”, ”Boat”, ”Bridge”, ”Lena”, ”Barbara”, ”Man”, ”Frog”,
”Elaine”, ”Pepper”).

to Q0. Results for other images and bit rates have shown that it is possible to improve the

PSNR with 0.1 to 0.4 dB depending on the image and bit rate. For some of these images 0.5

to 0.9 dB improvement was reported for similar bit rates with post-processing methods [96].

The maximal artefact reduction is shown in Fig. 10.3b. The preprocessed images can be

compressed with up to 4 dB better quality than the original image without loss in the quality

as compared to the original image.

The results for the largest achiavable quality improvement and artefact reduction are sum-

marised in Table 10.1 for the scales t1 and t2. We show average values for a number of test

images. Our experience was that with preprocessing at scale t1 there are no large visible differ-

ences in the compression results and that the blocking artefact remains strongly present. For

this reason, we are goint to concentrate on the use of the scale t2 in the sequel.

10.3.1 Choosing the Preprocessing Parameters

Though there are some tendencies in the curves of Fig. 10.3b, we do not get a method Pα,K

that would clearly qualify as the best one. Which are therefore the ”good” parameters K and

α achieving a relatively large artefact reduction with a high probability?

A statistical analysis of the artefact reduction data yields a clearer picture. For each image

and bit rate, we computed

Qmax = max{QPP (t2) | P = Pα,K , where α,K can take the same values as in Fig. 10.3},

The value Qmax approximates the largest possible maximal artefact reduction using diffusion
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preprocessing according to our model when applied to a specific image at a specific bit rate.

By taking a fixed method Pα,K we are interested in the probability

Probµ(α,K) = Prob( QPP (t2) ≥ µ · (Qmax −Q0) +Q0 ).

This is the probability that using a fixed method P α,K we achieve a relatively large artefact

reduction. For example, for µ = 1 we obtain the probability of achieving the maximal possible

artefact reduction. We obtain a raw estimate of these probabilities by taking a number of images

and bit rates, and counting how many times is QPP (t2) greater than µ · (Qmax −Q0) +Q0.

For the values of µ close to 1, this probability will be small. To obtain a more meaningful

analysis we computed the probabilities for µ = 0.5. These are shown in Fig. 10.4.

The values in Fig. 10.4 suggest that the largest maximal artefact reduction values tend to

be obtained by isotropic (α = 0.5) diffusions with 1 ≤ K0 ≤ 4. However, we shall show later

that for visual quality evaluation, which is not measured by QPP , the case α = 0 becomes

important.

Example images for the preprocessing of ”Goldhill” (Fig. 8.2) at compression rate of 0.25

bit/pixel were given in Fig. 8.3, where the non-linear diffusion was NLID (K = Egrad, α = 0.5).

The results for the test image ”Bridge” at the compression rate of 0.4 bits/pixel are shown in

Figs. 10.7-10.8 (at the end of the chapter). Indeed, the NLID has reduced the blocking and the

ringing artefacts in both cases, while preserving the sharpness of edges in contrast to the LD

preprocessing.

Now, we discuss the choice of the number of iterations. As mentioned previously, parametric

models can be used to compute the number of iterations for the maximal artefact reduction.

We discuss an example for PAD. In Fig. 10.5 we show the values t2 for a set of images, obtained

with a search according to Fig. 10.2 (there may be some noise in the data, due to the fluctuation

of the curve in Fig. 10.2c). We show a fitting function f(c) = ac−2 for ”Goldhill”. This can be

used as an average curve approximating t2 for other images as well. The value ’a’ like the quality

parameter of JPEG is a compression parameter, which should be adjusted to the purpose.

10.3.2 The Edge Preserving Property

To illustrate and quantify the edge preserving property of the non-linear diffusions and to show

how artefacts impair the stability of an image processing algorithms, we did a series of tests for

edge detection.

We sampled the space of the preprocessing parameters and tested six different combinations.

These are listed in Table 10.2. The edge maps were extracted for the JPEG compressed images
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 10.4: The probability that a fixed diffusion method P = P α,K will result in an artefact
reduction QPP − Q0 that is at least the half of the maximum possible value Qmax − Q0. (a)
Probabilities for each parameter sample K = K0E(|∇Gσ ∗ f |) and α = 2−α0 . (b) Values for
α = 0. (c) Values for α = 0.5.

Table 10.2: The diffusion processes used in the edge detection example. Egrad is the average
of the gradient magnitudes of the original image.
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Figure 10.5: Using parametric models for t2. K = Egrad, f(c) = ac−2.

with and without preprocessing, and the so obtained contours were compared to those extracted

from the original image. The preprocessing was done up to the maximal artefact reduction.

Edges were detected with an algorithm [71] based on Canny’s definitions for the edges [9].

An edge point is assumed to be located where the response of a filtering with a derivative of

Gaussian (DoG) filter in the direction of the gradient obtains its maximum. The final edge map

is obtained by using hysteresis thresholding for these maxima and connectedness search.

The same parameters were used for all images (the DoG parameter was 1, the minimal size

of the connected components was 20). There were two different sets of parameters; one with

small threshold values (Low = 10, High = 20), and one with large threshold values (Low = 20,

High = 30).

The reliability of the edge extraction results was measured by computing the ratio of the

number of the true edge points detected and the number of false detections, i.e., those points,

which were detected as edges, but are not edges on the original image. This ratio is shown in

Fig. 10.6 for JPEG, for JPEG with different preprocessing methods and for JPEG2000. Clearly,

the more contrast adaptive the diffusion is, the better the reliability of the edge extraction will

be.

We show an example for the test image ”Boat” in Fig. 10.11 (at the end of the chapter). The

image was compressed to 0.25 bits/pixel, and the figure compares the obtained true and false

edge points. Though the compression without preprocessing results in more true edges detected,

the proportion of false edge points is also larger, and there are more connected structures

appearing as false edges. Note that there is no way of deciding whether an edge point is true in

the lack of the original image. A poor ratio of true and false edges can therefore make the edge
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Figure 10.6: Results for the edge detection. The ratio of the number of true edge points and
the number of points that are detected but are not part of the contours in the original image.

map unreliable. Results show that the main contours are not changed after preprocessing, but

the noisy textured area has been partly removed.

10.4 Concluding Remarks

The method for choosing preprocessing scales in order to obtain a good artefact reduction was

first proposed by us in [52]. We used this scale selection to measure the influence of the choice

of the parameters K and α on the artefact reduction. Experiments suggest that using adaptive

diffusion will do better than Gaussian filtering (linear diffusion) as show by Fig. 10.4 and Fig.

10.6. Smaller values for the parameter K (K ≈ Egrad) have given better edge detection results,

and Fig. 10.4 suggests that these values achieve a good artefact reduction as well.

The following problems have to be addressed. We can see that the images in Figs. 8.2-

8.3 and Figs. 10.7-10.8 have a very similar PSNR value, but they can look quite different. A

subjective rating of the results would be helpful. A related problem is that though the NLID

in Fig. 10.8(bottom) has reduced the artefacts, it also involves the blur of certain textured

regions. The observers could find this more disturbing than the artefacts on the compressed

image without preprocessing. Subjective test would also help in finding out more about the

relative importance of these factors. Moreover, directional adaptivity (parameter α) was found

less important in artefact reduction, though it can have an effect on the visual sensation.
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Original

JPEG Q0 = 25.39 dB

Figure 10.7: Preprocesing for ”Bridge” at 0.4 bits/pixel.
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LD (K = ∞, α = 0.5) QP (t2) = 25.48 dB

NLID (K = Egrad, α = 0.5) QP (t2) = 25.41 dB

Figure 10.8: Preprocesing for ”Bridge” at 0.4 bits/pixel.
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Original

JPEG Q0 = 30.11 dB

Figure 10.9: Preprocesing for ”Boat” at 0.25 bits/pixel.
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LD (K = ∞, α = 0.5) QP (t2) = 30.12 dB

PAD (K = Egrad, α = 0.5) QP (t2) = 31.83 dB

Figure 10.10: Preprocesing for ”Boat” at 0.25 bits/pixel.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 10.11: Edge detection for Boat at 0.25 bits/pixel (using small thresholds). (a) The
original image, (b) Contours of the original, (c) True contour points for JPEG, (d) true contour
points for JPEG with PAD1 preprocessing, (e) false detections for JPEG, (f) false detections
for JPEG with PAD1 preprocessing.



Chapter 11

Subjective Testing of the

Preprocessing Results

The problems that occurred in the previous chapter in connection with the discrepancy between

the PSNR and the perceived quality at low bit rates and hence at large degradations made it

necessary to measure the influence of the preprocessing on the perceived quality of images.

We use a method commonly used in psychology for constructing subjective comparison scales

known as Thurston-scaling [105, 106]. This method is based on pair comparisons between

different stimuli collected in psychological experiments.

11.1 The Construction of a Subjective Scale

The goal of the scaling methods in psychology is to order m stimuli – e.g., the images obtained

with different diffusion preprocessing methods – on a sensation scale, which is in our case a

sensation of ”goodness”. Instead of asking the test person for direct rating [46] of images on

an absolute quality scale (e.g., by giving scores between 1 to 5), it is much easier to make the

test person compare images on similar level of degradation, and ask her or him to choose the

better one. A scale can be constructed based on these choices. Pair comparisons were used in a

construction of the so-called JND scale for video impairment [113], also proposed for an IEEE

draft standard [25].

To explain Thurston’s method, let us assume two stimuli x and y. These two stimuli will

result in sensations s(x) and s(y), which are modelled as values on a scale. The simplest task

that can be given to a test person is to decide which of two given images is ”better” according

to a specified criterion, i.e., to make a decision between the alternatives ”x � y” (x better

161
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than y) and ”x ≺ y” (y better than x). This is called a forced choice experiment (some other

methods also allow the alternative ”x = y”). It turns out that this decision is not certain if the

two sensations are close to each other. In a repeated experiment, instead of a certain decision

one will get a relative frequency P (x � y) =
nx�y

n , where nx�y out of n times will a test person

choose the alternative ”x � y”. If x and y give rise to the same sensation, e.g., if x = y or there

is an imperceptible difference between x and y, then we expect that the subjects will choose

the two alternatives with relative frequencies P (x � y) ≈ P (x ≺ y) ≈ 0.5. It is assumed that a

large value of P (x � y) implies a larger perceptible difference s(x) − s(y).

Summarising the above considerations, we assume the hypothesis that for any stimuli x and

y

s(x) − s(y) = f(P (x � y)) (11.1)

for a monotone increasing function f : [0, 1] → R such that f(0.5) = 0 and f(1 − p) = −f(p).

These types of models in psychology are called Fechner scaling models.

Now, suppose that we have the m stimuli x1, x2, . . . , xm. It is tempting to look for a method

that reconstructs the values s(x1), . . . , s(xm) based on the measured values P (xi � xj), i 6= j.

To calculate s(xi) for a fixed i = 1, . . . ,m, we sum the equation (11.1) for different indices j

together and obtain that

s(xi) =
1

m

m∑

j=1

f(P (xi � xj)) + C,

is a solution for any constant C ∈ R, and in particular for C = 0. By using C = 0 we can thus

easily compute scale values from the frequencies P (xi � xj). Since there is no absolute zero

point on this scale, we can alway set the minimal computed scale value to zero by

s∗(xk) = s(xi) − min{s(x1), . . . , s(xk)}.

The modified scale will have zero as a starting point.

How to choose a unit for the obtained scale? It is sometimes done by choosing the sensation

difference s(xi)− s(xj) corresponding to P (xi � xj) = 0.75 as a unit. This is then called a just

noticeable difference (JND), and the corresponding scale a JND scale. We have thus 1 JND

= f(0.75). Note that there are other definitions of the just noticeable difference in psychology

[106].

We mention that there is an additional hypothesis not allways emphasised but frequently

used in statistical experiments. This is the usual assumption that the relative frequencies

P (xi � xj) obtained in n repeated experiment for the same test person and obtained in a
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repeated experiment with n different test persons are approximately the same for large n. This

is important, since scaling experiments in general need long time with a large task set, so it is

not possible to repeat them with a single person.

11.1.1 The Thurston Scaling

For each choice of the monotone function f one gets a specific Fechner model. Thurston [105]

modelled the process of the creation of the probabilities P (x � y) to derive a specific function

f .

Given the stimuli x1, x2, . . . , xm, Thurston assumes in his model known as the Law of Com-

parative Judgement Case V that s(xi) = E(si), where si are random variables with normal dis-

tribution N (s(xi), v). The variance v corresponds to an uncertainty in the decisions. Thurston

made the assumption that the strength of the sensation s(xi) is normally distributed, because

physiological observations suggested that sensation is a collective results of a chain of a large

number of smaller neuronal processes.

Under the above assumption, the differences si − sj are N (s(xi) − s(xj),
√

2v) distributed,

and

P (xi � xj) = Prob({si − sj ≥ 0})

= Φ

(
s(xi) − s(xj)√

2v

)

holds, where Φ is the distribution function of N (0, 1). By inverting the above equation, setting

f =
√

2Φ−1, and choosing v as the unit of the scale we get

s(xi) − s(xj) = f(P (xi � xj)) [v]. (11.2)

This is therefore a Fechner model.

Note that s(xi) − s(xj) = 1[v] distance on the sensation scale corresponds to P (xi � xj) ≈
0.75. The unit of the scale is therefore v = JND.

In order that P (xi � xj) has the same interpretation in a repeated experiment with different

test persons, we have to assume of course that the distribution of s(xi) is the same for all

subjects.

11.1.2 Remarks on the Scaling Models

One may ask whether the scaling results for different choices of f will be substantially different.

Indeed, though Thurston derived his scaling function based on physiological considerations,
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there were also other functions like the logistic function proposed as an alternative. It turned

out however that the scales obtained with different scaling functions f will be essentially the

same. The Thurston scaling function has also been used for video quality measurements [113]

to obtain a JND scale.

One has to be cautious when using a Fechner model. The following problems can occur.

Failing of the model hypothesis: There are situations, where the assumption (11.1) does not

hold. To see this, we rearrange (11.1) to obtain P (xi � xj) = f−1(s(xi)−s(xj)). This equation

states essentially that the decision probability P (xi � xj) depends on a single sensation factor.

It is easy to create examples, where the decision probability of a test person is influenced by

more than one factors. Decisions about image quality can hardly be reduced to a single factor,

because they are influenced by the sharpness, the content, the context (presence of another

images), etc. A method testing the correctness of the scale must be given.

Outliers: If there are images with a much better or much worse quality than the others,

the decision probabilities can take the values 1 or 0. These extremes are not handled by the

Thurston model. The images used as stimuli have to be therefore comparable, i.e., they should

have a similar degree of degradation. Also, a sufficiently large sample size have to be used in

order that these singularities do not occur.

”The cheating subject”: It is usually assumed that the test person is fair, i.e., the decisions

are made relying on the persons sensation and not at random. Though this is not considered

in the literature, we found it sometimes necessary to use a test for reliability of subjects, since

our test set was large and required a long time of concentrated work.

Note that due to one or more of the above factors, the stimuli may not be perfectly rep-

resented on a one dimensional scale. The scales are therefore given along with a measure of

reliablity.

11.1.3 Testing the Model Fit for the Thurston Scaling

The usual way of testing the scale fidelity obtained by Thurton scaling is to use the computed

scale values s(x1), . . . , s(xm) to reproduce the relative frequencies P (xi � xj) by computing

P̂ (xi � xj) = f−1(s(xi) − s(xj)) and to see how successful this reproduction is. A usual way

of checking the agreement between the measured and the reproduced data is the statistical

test given by Mosteller [72]. This test gives a probability value that the assumption on the

correctness of the scale is true. We describe the test found in [72] briefly.

Let S = 1
n

∑n
k=1 Yk, where Yk are independent binomially distributed random variables

with parameter p. Then the transformed variable Θ(S) = arcsin
√
S is approximately normally
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distributed with V ar(Θ(S)) ≈ 821/n [deg2]. Using this fact, a χ2 test can be constructed to

measure the reconstruction fidelity as

z =
∑

i<j

(

Θ(P̂ (xi � xj)) − Θ(P (xi � xj))
)2

821/n
.

The degree of freedom is given as df = (k − 1)(k − 2)/2. Large values of the probability

P (χ2) = 1 − P (χ2
df ≤ z) indicate a good agreement of the measured and the reproduced

quantities.

There are other methods for checking the model fit, because the Mosteller test was sometimes

found to yield ”too good” results. Other measures include computing the correlation or `q

distances between the vectors (P (xi � xj))i<j and (P̂ (xi � xj))i<j . The problem with them is

that it is hard to say if the obtained values are good ones. One way of checking this for example

is to compare them with the values obtained for randomly generated vectors.

To avoid the practical and conceptual difficulties with the above measures of goodness, we

define an operational measure that is also very illustrative. We call it the resolution of the scale.

We would like to know, which differences on the scale reliability reproduce significant differences

in the discrimination probabilities. More precisely, we are looking for the smallest number ∆ > 0

such that s(xi)−s(xj) > ∆ implies P (xi � xj) > 0.5 for all i and j. If |s(xi)−s(xj)| ≤ ∆, then

the scale does not give reliable information on whether P (xi � xj) 6= 0.5, so the two values

s(xi) and s(xi) are not distinguishable. To compute ∆ we define

δ = max
i<j

∣
∣
∣P̂ (xi � xj) − P (xi � xj)

∣
∣
∣ .

Using the fact that f is strictly increasing, the above conditions imply

f−1(∆) < f−1(s(xi) − s(xj))

= P̂ (xi � xj)

≤ P (xi � xj) + δ.

By imposing P (xi � xj) > f−1(∆) − δ = 0.5 we obtain

∆ = f(0.5 + δ),

which we call the resolution of the scale given the data (P (xi � xj))i<j .

There are some advantages of using the resolution:
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Table 11.1: The relative frequencies P (xi � xj) and the reproduced relative frequencies P̂ (xi �

xj) = f−1(s(xi) − s(xj)).

xj
P (xi � xj)

JPEG NLID PAD MCMD

JPEG (0.5) 0.39 0.39 0.31

NLID 0.61 (0.5) 0.5 0.53
xi

PAD 0.61 0.5 (0.5) 0.47

MCMD 0.69 0.47 0.53 (0.5)

xj
P̂ (xi � xj)

JPEG NLID PAD MCMD

JPEG 0.5 0.36 0.37 0.35

NLID 0.64 0.5 0.51 0.48
xi

PAD 0.63 0.49 0.5 0.47

MCMD 0.65 0.52 0.53 0.5

• ∆ → 0 implies δ → 0 and then any `q difference converges to zero and P (χ2) → 1.

• It helps to interpret the scale: two scale values are distinguished by the scale if their differ-

ence is larger than ∆. The more values are distinguished the better is the representation.

It is important to note that if the difference is smaller than ∆ then the discrimination

probability can still be different from 0.5, we say merely that the scale is not able to reflect

it.

• The resolution can be defined for any Fechner model with strictly increasing function f .

Since resolution is our own definition and we did not find an equivalent one in the literature,

we use it along with the result of the Mosteller test.

11.1.4 Computing and Interpreting the Thurston Scale

We compute the scale for an example to illustrate the concepts introduced so far. In the

visual experiment, the subjects were asked to compare two images displayed each time and to

decide which of the two they prefer. We extracted the data for the test image ”Goldhill” at

compression rate 0.25 bits/pixel for the purpose of this example from the data set obtained in

a complete experiment described later. There were four versions of the image; the compressed

image without preprocessing and three preprocessed versions, preprocessed with MCMD, NLID,

and PAD. Each version of the image was compared with each other version in a random order.

The relative frequencies P (xi � xj) obtained for n = 36 test persons are shown in Table

11.1. The bracketed values were not measured, i.e., an image was not compared with itself.
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s(xi) − s(xj ) P (xi � xj )

1.5 0.86 ±δ

1.4 0.84 ±δ

1.3 0.82 ±δ

1.2 0.80 ±δ

1.1 0.78 ±δ

1 0.76 ±δ

0.9 0.74 ±δ

0.8 0.71 ±δ

0.7 0.69 ±δ

0.6 0.66 ±δ

0.5 0.64 ±δ

0.4 0.61 ±δ

0.3 0.58 ±δ

0.2 0.56 ±δ

0.1 0.53 ±δ

0 0.50 ±δ

Figure 11.1: Interpretation of the Thurston scale. The uncertainty for the probabilities
is δ = 0.04. The resolution of the scale is ∆ = 0.15. The result of the Mosteller test was
P (χ2) = 0.9999991.

These are the assumed values. The scale obtained is shown in Fig. 11.1. The scale values are

shifted so that the minimum is zero. Positive values mean better preference by the observers.

In this example, the preprocessed images were preferred to JPEG most of the time. The values

NLID, PAD, and MCMD are quite close. Can we distinguish them? How reliable are the

distances shown by the scale and what is their meaning?

Let us first check the fidelity of the reconstruction. The reconstructed frequencies P̂ (xi � xj)

using the scale values obtained are shown in Table 11.1. We computed the Mosteller test

(P (χ2) = 0.9999991), the maximal absolute error (δ = 0.04), and the resolution of the scale

(∆ = 0.15).

As suggested by ∆ = 0.15, the items MCMD, NLID, and PAD cannot be distinguished by

the scale. To find out more about their relation, we have to consult Table 11.1, which shows us

that although MCMD is larger than NLID on the scale, P (NLID �MCMD) > 0.5. However,

the resolution of the scale is good enough to draw the conclusion that in this experiment diffusion

preprocessing was preferred more than JPEG without preprocessing.

To have a feeling about the meaning of the differences, we show the probabilities of choosing

one item as better than the other given their distance on the scale in Fig. 11.1. Of course,

these values should be treated with precision ±δ. For example, s(NLID) − s(JPEG) = 0.5, so

NLID was chosen vs JPEG with a frequency 0.6 ≤ P (NLID � JPEG) ≤ 0.68. We can check

Table 11.1 that this is true.
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11.2 Test Results

Although we have shown that it is possible to obtain a maximal improvement in PSNR compres-

sion quality by preprocessing up to scale t1, this improvement is quite small and will not yield

a large perceivable artefact reduction in general. As shown for the example images ”Goldhill”

and ”Boat”, maximal artefact reduction (scale t2) can produce a well perceivable difference.

We were therefore primarily interested in comparing the different preprocessing methods on a

subjective scale for the maximal artefact reduction.

11.2.1 The Experimental Conditions

The pair comparison of two images can be done in two different ways. They can be compared

directly or in the presence of the original image. If we construct a subjective scale measuring

the distance compared to the original image, we do the comparisons in the presence of the

original one. However, especially in low rate compression, the visual impression of quality is

more important than the similarity to the original image. So we compare the images without

the presence of the original as a reference.

We tested three standard photographic 8 bit gray-scale images for preprocessing. Two of

them (”Boat” and ”Goldhill”) are balanced ”normal” images with sharp edges, smooth sections

and textured areas. The third image (”Bridge”) is one with a high portion of texture. All images

in the experiments had the size 512×512 pixels. They were displayed with 90 dpi on a neutral

gray background at a viewing distance of 0.4 m in a semi darkened room, following the guidelines

given in [46].

The images were placed on the right and on left hand side respectively. The test person

had to choose the one that he or she preferred. In this task specification we did not mention

any specific aspect of the kind of artefacts that can occur. It took 10-15 seconds in average

to make a choice. The images were displayed in a random order and the sides were randomly

flipped. There was a 2 sec conditioning interval after each choice during which the neutral grey

background was displayed.

The test persons were between 20 to 50 years old, both male and female, non-experts.

The diffusion methods were tested at two different compression rates (c = 0.25 bits/pixels

and c = 0.4 bits/pixels) with preprocessing up to the maximal artefact reduction.

Our experience has shown that in long experiments the decision making moral of the subjects

is likely to be non-stationary (they get tired or bored). Therefore, it is important to keep the

number of items in a single experiment relatively small.
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11.2.2 Adaptive Diffusion versus LD

Since there are a large number of comparisons to be done by a test person, we had to reduce the

number of the different diffusion methods involved. LD was less likely to give a large artefact

reduction (Fig. 10.4), it gave poor contour validity (Fig. 10.6), and our results [53] have shown

that LD always fails against JPEG and any other preprocessing methods when doing maximal

artefact reduction. Consequently, we would like to leave it out from further experiments. We

present the results from [53] now, with an improved interpretation.

The experiment in [53] was done by comparing JPEG with the compression results obtained

for LD, NLID, and PAD preprocessing. All diffusions were run up to the maximal artefact

reduction (diffusion scale t2). In this early version of the experiment, the diffusion preprocessing

parameter K was fixed with value 0.05 for all images and bit rates, and it was not normalised

with respect to the intensity histogram, but it corresponded to 2Egrad ≤ K ≤ 3Egrad. Actually,

this has proven to involve too strong diffusion, as shown by the results in Fig. 11.2.

Note that the quality order of different diffusions in Figure 11.2 is obvious (PAD > NLID

> LD), but the strong diffusion caused their failing against JPEG. The order of the diffusion

methods suggests that better adaptivity results in better visual performance.

We have displayed the number of test persons and the different measures of fit for the scale

in Table 11.2 and the PSNR values measured for compression quality and artefact reduction

in Table 11.3. We note that the results for Boat 0.4 bits/pixel were bad, since the value of

∆ was in the order of the range of the scale, so the scale did not reflect any information. For

this reason, we do not display the scale. The reader can also find the measured frequencies in

Appendix B.3.

Not that that all of the images have greater or equal PSNR value compared to the original

image.

This experiment has convinced us that we should find a better way of choosing the parameter

K and that since LD has no additional parameters to exclude it from further experiment due

to its low performace.

11.2.3 Adaptive Diffusion versus JPEG

Since LD is a special case of NLID (K = ∞), the above results have convinced us that large

values of K lead to inferior visual performance for NLID preprocessing compared to JPEG

without preprocessing. We decreased the value K to K = Egrad. Smaller values did not

give a substantial artefact reduction as shown in Section 10.3.1. Similarly, for PAD we took

K = Egrad, and the extreme value K = ∞, i.e., we included MCMD.
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Figure 11.2: Scaling results for NLID, PAD, and LD preprocessing with maximal artefact
reduction (diffusion scale t2).
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Table 11.2: Measures of goodness of fit for the scales from Fig. 11.2 along with the number
of test persons (n). P (χ2) is the result of the Mosteller test, ∆ is the resolution, and δ is the
maximal absolute error for the frequencies.

c [bits/pixel] Test Image n P (χ2) ∆ δ

Boat 21 0.8611 0.26 0.07
0.25 Goldhill 21 0.7227 0.35 0.10

Bridge 21 0.7939 0.35 0.10

Boat 21 0.0332 0.62 0.16
0.4 Goldhill 21 0.7080 0.41 0.11

Bridge 21 0.9699 0.15 0.04

Table 11.3: The PSNR (dB) values for the compression quality (QP ) and for the artefact
reduction (QPP ) for the images in Fig. 11.2. Q0 is the PSNR quality value for JPEG without
preprocessing.
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The scales obtained in this experiment are shown in Fig. 11.3. We indicate the number of

test persons (n) involved in computing the scale, the results of the χ2-test of Mosteller, the

resolution of the scale, and the corresponding maximal error in the frequencies in Table 11.4.

The measured frequencies are found in Appendix B.3. The PSNR values for all images involved

are shown in Table 11.5 for reference.

Before turning to the interpretation of the scales, we would like to mention the problems

we had in obtaining reliable scales. Since the images in the experiment were of relatively

poor quality, the test persons could probably apply multiple preference criteria in their choices

between the different JPEG compressed versions, which seemed quite similar for a non-expert

person. This makes it difficult to obtain a reliable scale. Another disturbing factor was that

the original scale construction procedure of Thurston assumes fair test persons, and does not

provide a procedure to check if they made just random choices. Due to these reasons, we did

our experiments with a large number of test persons, and the collected data was filtered by a

simple consistency check. We excluded those measurement data from the computation where

the relation ”better than” was not transitive. The number of tests persons remaining after the

filtering procedure is still high enough to compute reliable relative frequencies.

The most important conclusions drawn from the scales are the following:

• Altough the results of the Sections 10.3.1 and 10.3.2 have shown that contrast adaptivity

is more important for artefact reduction and edge detection – i.e., in machine vision

applications – the directional adaptivity becomes important for visual quality.

• The similarity between MCMD and PAD can be explained in the following way. PAD is

just a contrast weighted MCMD. If the image contains high contrast and well structured

edges (the ”Boat” image), then PAD is better than MCMD. If the image has a more

homogenous gray-scale distribution and contains less sharp edges (like ”Goldhill” and

”Bridge”), the loss of sharpness is not that visible, and MCMD can achieve nearly the same

effect as PAD in a less number of iterations. For similar reasons, NLID can somethimes

also achive similar effect (”Goldhill” 0.25 bits/pixel).

• For removing the quantisation ”noise”, we may have to pay the prise of introducing a blur,

which is hardly tolerated by human observers. This can happen for highly textured images

like ”Bridge”. The test persons may even prefer the compression without preprocessing in

this case (Fig. 11.3). This can be explained by the masking effect in the visual perception.

Since the texture is irregular (has no particular orientation), the false patterns caused by

the compression will be perceived as ”natural” in the textured background. For textured

regions, a relatively large diffusion is needed to achieve the artefact reduction effect. This
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Figure 11.3: Scaling results.

Table 11.4: Measures of goodness of fit for the scales from Fig. 11.3 along with the number
of test persons (n). P (χ2) is the result of the Mosteller test, ∆ is the resolution, and δ is the
maximal absolute error for the frequencies.

c [bits/pixel] Test Image n P (χ2) ∆ δ

Boat 39 0.9999 0.09 0.03
0.25 Bridge 35 0.9999 0.19 0.05

Goldhill 36 0.9999 0.15 0.04

Boat 36 0.9999 0.17 0.05
0.4 Bridge 40 0.9999 0.07 0.02

Goldhill 38 0.9999 0.20 0.06

will however blur the texture itself, which is visually disturbing.

To summarise the above observations, when visual quality is of concern, the directional weight-

ing is as important as the contrast weighting especially at lower bit rates.

11.3 Discussion of the Results

Visual tests have partly proved our claim of improving the perceived quality of images by

artefact reduction. For low bit rates and balanced images not containing large textured portions

(”Goldhill” and ”Boat”), we can achieve an improvement. For textured images like ”Bridge”,

this is not necessarily true due to complex visual effects. We think that local iterative filtering
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Table 11.5: The PSNR (dB) values QP (compression quality) and QPP (artefact reduction)
for the maximal artefact reduction. For PAD and NLID, K is the average gradient magnitude
of the original image.

relying on a local notion of edges is not able to capture global visual effects such as pattern

masking or visual contour detection and interpretation.

Nevertheless, preprocessing renders the images less susceptible to compression artefact (Sec-

tion 10.3.1), it increases the contour validity (Section 10.3.2), and it can improve or at least

does not decrease the perceived quality, except for images with irregular texture, where the

visibility of artefacts is small due to the pattern masking effect.

We have shown that directional adaptivity is very important for the perceived quality, and

that isotropic schemes (LD, NLID) are likely to be inferior in visual performance.

The trend in the results in Figure 11.3 are not really related to the PSNR values in Table

11.5. Note however that the differences in PSNR (in the value QP (t2)) are small, so we can

conclude that small differences in PSNR (up to 0.1 dB) cannot reflect a perceptual rating.
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Conclusion

We have considered two important aspects of lossy compression systems. On the one hand,

theoretical and practical aspects of optimisation in progressive compression were addressed.

On the other hand, preprocessing as means of improving the quality of the compressed images

was considered.

Optimal Progressive Compression. Our work is complementary to the information theo-

retical analysis of progressive compression/transmission by providing a framework for analysing

practical compression problems. We have considered different definitions for progressiveness and

were able to apply these to transform compression problems. A greedy definition of optimality

was considered for these compression schemes. We could analyse and compare state-of-the-art

wavelet compression systems with respect to progressiveness and optimality. Our results can be

used to improve the design of progressive compression systems. We have also given a method for

the optimal progressive transmission of the fractal code. Single stage fractal compression meth-

ods use distortion rate optimisation, where the number of bits for describing the scaling factors

and offset parameters is fixed. Progressive fractal compression makes is possible to allocated

different number of bits to different parameters according to their importance at a given stage

of the transmission, without using side information. This explains why we are able to improve

the distortion rate performance of the single stage compression by progressive transmission.

There are some open problems that – when solved – could potentially improve the per-

formance of the progressive compression algorithms. Though conditional adaptive probability

estimation and entropy coding has been well developed, real time estimation methods for finding

a distortion rate optimal quantisation under a restricted knowledge of the probability distri-

bution do not exist to our present knowledge. Well defined and theoretically justified context
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models for embedded bit plane coding are also missing. Fixed scan methods can use Markov

chain models for probability estimation and encoding. Embedding or optimal successive com-

pression destroys this property, since some contexts will be incompletely specified during the

transmission. Hidden Markov models would be appropriate for conditional encoding with in-

complete contexts. But this makes the analysis more difficult. Current solutions use completion

for the missing bit values by inserting the most likely value based on intuition. The related

problem in mathematical statistics is called the missing data problem [64] and it is solved by

the so called expectation maximisation method, or by stochastic inputation. These methods are

however not necessarily recursive, and are not likely to be appropriate for real time applications.

If the above problems were solved, one could do reliable successive optimisation for transform

compression systems using bit plane quantisation without such restrictions and simplifications

like using bit plane coding or like using block partitioning as in EBCOT/JPEG2000.

Another interesting open issue is the comparison of distortion rate performance of the pro-

gressive image compression methods. In practice, methods are compared only on few test

images considered as typical. Packet size constraints should eventually also be included in the

comparison.

Diffusion Preprocessing. We have considered the application of different diffusion methods

as a preprocessing step for artefact reduction for block-DCT compression. We selected a class

of diffusion processes useful for artefact reduction. These can be efficiently implemented [115]

and facilitate fast pixel-based parallel hardware processing [89]. The maximal improvement

in PSNR achievable with preprocessing was 0.1 to 0.4 dB for our test images, so we decided

to allow the largest possible preprocessing not yielding a worse PSNR value compared to the

original image as the compression without preprocessing. As a result, the preprocessed image is

compressed with 2 to 6 dB better PSNR than the original image. By doing so, we try to preserve

the information relevant to image processing applications and visual perception. Since many

image processing algorithms rely on the edge-content of the image and are disturbed by noise,

we demonstrated that edge detection on the compressed images is more stabile by using diffusion

preprocessing. In machine vision applications, compressed images can be better recognised if

contours are rather true than false, which can be achieved by diffusion preprocessing. The

hypothesis that the preprocessed images have less visual artefacts was tested by subjective

measurements. We have shown that this can be true at lower bit rates.

Difficulties appeared with highly textured images, where the visibility of the artefacts is

low. The textures may appear as blurred after preprocessing when compared to the original

compression without preprocessing. The diffusion models could therefore be improved by better
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adaptation at the textured regions. This would also be necessary when extending preprocessing

to other highly optimised compression methods such as JPEG2000 using spatially adaptive

quantisation. The method could be considered in digital photography, for Motion-JPEG, or

extended for video compression.

We proposed our method in its initial form in [99] the first time, and it is interesting to note

that a similar method was proposed for wavelet compression exactly at the same time [14], as

we have recently found out. The authors apply a different but standard non-linear partial dif-

ferential equation before wavelet compression that gives a local solution to a variational image

restoration/denoising problem. It is shown that by doing this, the number of high frequency

subband coefficients that are quantised to zero will increase. However, this contribution consid-

ers few experiments with a very restricted set of artificial examples without texture, there are

no results in terms of quality of the reconstruction, and we could not find later contributions

extending these preliminary experiments.





Appendix A

A.1 The Lagrange-multiplier method

The function giving the achievable distortion is the distortion-rate function defined for the

problem (4.1) as Dd,`,C : [0,+∞) → [0,+∞] with

Dd,`,C(m) = inf{d(c) | c ∈ C, `(c) ≤ m}, (A.1)

form ≥ 0 with the convention inf ∅ = +∞. It follows from the definition thatDd,`,C is monotone

decreasing, it is lower bounded by zero, and therefore limm→∞Dd,`,C(m) exists.

Solving the problem (4.1) amounts to finding the value Dd,`,C(m), whenever ”inf” allows a

replacement with ”min”. This is the case for example if C respectively Q are finite.

Let us use the shorthand notation D = Dd,`,C. The goal of this section is to show how

the function D can be transformed into a ”dual” function D∗ such that the length constraint

disappears from its definition. For more details and more general treatment of this subject the

reader could refer to [86] and [49].

It is easy to see that

D(m) = inf
x≥0

sup
λ≥0

D(x) + λ(x −m). (A.2)

If we exchange the order of ”inf” and ”sup”, we get a new function

D∗∗(m) = sup
λ≥0

inf
x≥0

D(x) + λ(x −m). (A.3)

We see that the function D∗∗ is lower-semicontinuous and convex. It is actually the pointwise

largest such function majorised by D. In convex optimisation, the values of the function D∗∗

are computed, and since D∗∗ ≤ D, it can be used as a lower bound for D. The difference

D − D∗∗ is called the duality gap. Of course, if D is convex and lower-semicontinuous, then

equality holds. The functions are shown in Figure A.1.
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D
D**

d (c))d(c),(  

Figure A.1: The points (`(c), d(c)), c ∈ C, the operational distortion rate function D = DC,`,
and its convex hull D∗∗ = D∗∗

C,`.

By reordering of the definition, we get

D∗∗(m) = sup
λ≥0

D∗(λ) − λm, (A.4)

where D∗ : [0,+∞) → [0,+∞] is defined as

D∗(λ) = inf
x≥0

D(x) + λx. (A.5)

We see that the function D∗ is upper-semicontinuous, concave, and monotone increasing.

The following lemmata allow us to use D∗ and D∗∗ for the actual optimisation.

Lemma 1 For each λ ≥ 0,

D(m) = inf
c∈C

sup
λ≥0

d(c) + λ(`(c) −m) (A.6)

D∗(λ) = inf
c∈C

d(c) + λ`(c) (A.7)

Proof: For (A.6) we have

D(m) = inf{d(c) | c ∈ C, `(c) ≤ m}

= inf{sup
λ≥0

d(c) + λ(`(c) −m) | c ∈ C}.

Regarding (A.7) we have

D∗(λ) = inf
x≥0

D(x) + λx
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≤ inf
c∈C

D(`(c)) + λ`(c)

≤ inf
c∈C

d(c) + λ`(c)

By the definition of D∗, for each ε > 0 there is an x ≥ 0 such that

D∗(λ) + ε ≥ D(x) + λx

= inf{d(c) | c ∈ C, `(c) ≤ x} + λx

= inf{d(c) + λx | c ∈ C, `(c) ≤ x}

≥ inf{d(c) + λ`(c) | c ∈ C, `(c) ≤ x}

≥ inf{d(c) + λ`(c) | c ∈ C}

It follows that D∗(λ) ≥ infc∈C d(c) + λ`(c). �

Lemma 2 Let 0 ≤ λ1 < λ2 and x, y ≥ 0 be such that D∗(λ1) = D(x) + λ1x and D∗(λ2) =

D(y) + λ2y. Then it is x ≥ y and D(x) ≤ D(y).

Proof: By the definition of D∗ we have the following inequalities

D∗(λ1) = D(x) + λ1x ≤ D(y) + λ1y

D∗(λ2) = D(y) + λ2y ≤ D(x) + λ2x.

These imply λ1(x−y) ≤ D(y)−D(x) ≤ λ2(x−y). We finally obtain 0 ≤ (λ2−λ1)(x−y). Since

λ2 −λ1 > 0 it follows that x− y ≥ 0. The function D is monotone decreasing, so D(x) ≤ D(y).

�

Corollary 3 Let 0 ≤ λ1 < λ2 and c1, c2 ∈ C be such that D∗(λ1) = d(c1) + λ1`(c1) and

D∗(λ2) = d(c2) + λ2`(c2). Then `(c1) ≥ `(c2) and d(c1) ≤ d(c2).

Let us now prove Proposition 1. Let c be a solution of the problem (d+ λ`, C), λ > 0, i.e.,

let D∗(λ) = d(c) + λ`(c). We have the following inequalities

D(`(c)) ≥ D∗∗(`(c)) = sup
µ≥0

D∗(µ) − µ`(c)

≥ D∗(λ) − λ`(c) = d(c) ≥ D(`(c)),

and we obtained that d(c) = D(`(c)), i.e., c is a solution for the problem (d, `, C, `(c)).
The above corollary and Proposition 1 show us, how the parameter λ controls the code

length of the optimal solution. Larger values of λ will result in shorter code lengths. We also
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have a search strategy for λ when solving the problem (d, `, C,m). We take a λ0 such that for the

set of solutions C0 of the problem (d+λ0`, C) we have {c ∈ C0 | `(c) ≤ m} 6= ∅. We decrease λ0

monotonously and take the smallest λ ≤ λ0 such that for the set of solutions C of the problem

(d+λ`, C) we have {c|c ∈ C, `(c) ≤ m} 6= ∅. We choose a c ∈ argmax{`(c)|c ∈ C, `(c) ≤ m}. By

decreasing the λ parameter, the code length is increasing monotonously. Of course, if `(c) = m

then we have solved the problem, if not, then we have an optimal solution for the constraint

m′ = `(c) < m.

Finally, we remark that Proposition 4 follows from the identityD∗
d,`,C(λ) =

∑

i∈I D
∗
di,`i,Ci

(λ),

if we take a solution for each individual problem on the right hand side, and construct a solution

for the left hand side by concatenation.

A.2 Proofs of Progressive Properties

We give the proofs of some progressiveness properties for successive compression schemes here.

The adjective ”almost” means that something is valid for all elements of a set save for a subset

with probability zero.

Proposition 3 Let the successive quantisation scheme A = {(qx
k )∞k=0 | x ∈ X} have a tree

structure. The following statements hold:

1. Suppose that A is strictly progressive and such that the convergence of the exact distortion

is locally uniform in the following sense: for almost all x ∈ X and each ε > 0, there is an

n > 0 such that dy(qy
n) ≤ ε for almost all y ∈ dom(qx

n). Then A is also progressive.

2. Suppose that the pointwise distortion measure is bounded and that the number of different

quantisers qx
0 (x ∈ X) is countable. Then both strict progressiveness and progressiveness

imply weak progressiveness.

If A does not have a tree structure, but the functions x 7→ dx(qx
k ) are bounded measurable

functions for all k ≥ 0, then the strict progressiveness of A implies the weak progressiveness.

Proof: Let Πx
k denote the set containing the cells of qx

k . It follows from the tree structure

that Πk =
⋃

x∈X
Πx

k is a partitioning of X. For all A ∈ Πk+1 and x, y ∈ A we can write

A = dom(qx
k+1) = dom(qy

k+1). Since qx
k+1 = qy

k+1, we shall denote this quantiser as qA
k+1. It is

also clear that qx
k = qy

k and we denote this quantiser as qA
k . The condition that the number of

different quantisers qx
0 (x ∈ X) is countable implies that Πk is countable for all k ≥ 0.

1. Strictly Progressive ⇒ Progressive: We check the progressiveness for x ∈ X. Let A ∈ Πk+1

be the set containing x. The tree structure implies measurability, strict progressiveness implies
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the monotonicity for the inequality

dk+1(q
A
k |A) =

∫

A

dx(qA
k )dP (x|A) ≥

∫

A

dx(qA
k+1)dP (x|A) = dk+1(q

A
k+1),

for all k ≥ 0. This proves the monotonicity of the expected distortion. Note that dk+1(q
A
k |A) =

dk+1(q
A
k+1) = +∞ is also possible. It remains to prove the convergence of the expected distortion

to zero.

We take an x ∈ X and use the notation qk = qx
k and Ak = dom(qx

k ) for all k ≥ 0. We define

the non-negative functions fk : X → R as fk(x) = dx(qk)1Ak
(x) for all k. The tree structure

ensures that these functions are measurable. For any ε > 0 we can write

∫

Ak+1

fkdP ≤ P ({fk ≤ ε} ∩ Ak+1)ε+

∫

{fk>ε}∩Ak+1

fkdP

≤ P (Ak+1)ε+

∫

{fk>ε}∩Ak+1

fkdP.

This is equivalent to

dk+1(qk) =
1

P (Ak+1)

∫

Ak+1

fkdP ≤ ε+
1

P (Ak+1)

∫

{fk>ε}∩Ak+1

fkdP.

The locally uniform convergence of the distortion implies that there is an n > 0 such that for

all k > n we have dy(qk) ≤ ε for almost every y ∈ Ak+1. It follows that P ({fk > ε}∩Ak+1) = 0

and dk+1(qk) ≤ ε for all k > n.

2. Progressiveness ⇒ Weak Progressiveness: Tree structure and the fact that Πk+1 is count-

able imply the measurability in the following inequalities:

∫

X

dx(qx
k )dP (x) =

∑

A∈Πk+1

∫

A

dx(qx
k )dP (x)

=
∑

A∈Πk+1

P (A)

∫

A

dx(qA
k )dP (x|A)

=
∑

A∈Πk+1

P (A)dk+1(q
A
k |A)

(Prog.)

≥
∑

A∈Πk+1

P (A)dk+1(q
A
k+1) =

∫

X

dx(qx
k+1)dP (x)

This proves the monotonicity.
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We define the non-negative functions fk : X → R as fk(x) =
∑

A∈Πk+1
dk+1(q

A
k |A)1A(x).

These functions are bounded and measurable due to a bounded pointwise distortion measure,

the tree structure, and the fact that Πk+1 is countable. It follows from the progressiveness that

fk → 0 almost everywhere. The bounded convergence implies
∫

X
dx(qx

k )dP (x) =
∫

X
fkdP → 0.

3. Strictly Progressive ⇒ Weak Progressiveness: Assume that A is such that the functions

fk(x) = dx(qx
k ) are bounded and measurable for all k ≥ 0. The strict progressiveness of A

implies that fk ↓ 0 almost everywhere and that
∫

X
fk(x)dx ≤

∫

X
f0(x)dx < +∞. It follows

from the monotone convergence that limk→∞

∫

X
fk(x)dx =

∫

X
(limk→∞ fk(x))dx = 0. We have

proved that A is weakly progressive. Now, if A is tree structured, there are countably many qx
0

(x ∈ X), and the distortion ρ is bounded, then the functions fk(x) = dx(qx
k ) are bounded and

measurable. It follows that A is weakly progressive. �

Proposition 6 Bit plane coding using bit plane quantisers with ∆ = 0 is strictly progressive.

Proof: The convergence of dx to zero follows from the bit plane coding principle, each interval

is being subdivided during the transition from one bit plane to the other. If the coefficients

are represented with infinite precision, they are written as infinite binary sequences and the

number of bit planes is arbitrary. It follows that any value x can be described with arbitrary

precision after the transmission of sufficiently many bit planes.

The monotony of dx follows from the minimal point condition (Proposition 2, Section 4.2.1).

To see this, let us define a partial ordering ”≤” for each x, y ∈ X by setting x ≤ y if and only

if 0 ≤ xi ≤ yi or 0 ≥ xi ≥ yi for all i ∈ I . For any x ≤ y ≤ z, we have |xi| ≤ |yi| ≤ |zi| for

all i ∈ I , and this implies ρ(y, z) ≤ ρ(x, z). Due to the special structure of the quantisers in

Q0
X

=
∏

i∈I Q0
Xi

, each reconstruction point is a minimal point in each quantisation cell with

respect to the ordering ”≤”. �

Proposition 7 Suppose that the probability distribution over X is such that it has a bounded

probability density function f with inf f > 0. The following hold:

1. If we use dx as a distortion measure in the optimisation, a sufficient condition to obtain

strict progressiveness is to require that Q(k)
i = Q∆

X
(k)
i

= {q∆0 , q∆1 , . . . , q∆l , . . .} holds for all

i ∈ I and k ≥ 0. The successive quantisation schemes generated in this way will be weakly

progressive.

2. If d is used in the optimisation, the same condition is sufficient to ensure progressiveness.

If ` was used as a length measure, then the successive quantisation schemes generated in

this way will be weakly progressive.
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Proof: We shall first consider the strict progressive and progressive properties. Weak progres-

siveness will be treated afterwards.

We consider the successive quantisation of some x ∈ X using the Lagrangian optimisation

with a sequence of Lagrange multipliers λ(k) such that λ(k) → 0. Assume that the optimisation

resulted in successive quantisers q(k) for all k ≥ 0. The monotonicity for strict progressiveness

and progressiveness follow from the optimality condition (Corollary 1, Section 4.2.1). We have

to show that the distortions converge to zero. If for each i ∈ I , the quantisation interval is

subdivided infinitely many times during the transmission, then the distortion and the expected

distortion will converge to zero.

Let d(k)(q(k)) be the distortion at stage k. We take either d(k)(q(k)) = dx(q(k)) or d(k)(q(k)) =

d
(k+1)

(q(k)|X(k+1) ). If limk→∞ d(k)(q(k)) 6= 0, then there is a number ε > 0 and a subsequence

of quantisers (q(t))∞t=0 such that d(t)(q(t)) ≥ ε for all t ≥ 0. Let q(k) = q
(k)
1 × · · · × q

(k)
N , where

N = |I | is the number of transform coefficients. The fact that d(t)(q(t)) ≥ ε for all t ≥ 0

means that there is a number t0 and there are indices i such that q
(t)
i = q0 for all t ≥ t0,

i.e., the quantisation intervals for these coefficients are never subdivided for t ≥ t0. We can

assume without loss of generality that i = 1, . . . ,M with 1 ≤ M < N . We use the notation

dom(q(t)) = X(t).

For each i = 1, . . . ,M , we can take qi = q∆l ∈ Q(t)
i = {q∆0 , q∆1 , . . .} and construct the

quantisers q̃(t) = q1 × · · · × qM × q
(t)
M+1 × q

(t)
N . We shall have dom(q̃(t)) = X(t). We are going

to prove by contradiction that q(t) cannot be better than q̃(t) in terms of the Lagrange cost

function for all t ≥ 0.

Considering the structure of X(t), it is easy to see that there are fixed numbers l > 0 and

t1 ≥ 0 such that d(t)(q̃(t)) ≤ ε/2 for all t ≥ t1. This means that for t ≥ t1 we shall have

d(t)(q(t)) − d(t)(q̃(t)) ≥ ε/2. (A.8)

As next, we give a bound for the difference `(t)(q̃(t)) − `(t)(q(t)), where `(t) = `x or `(t) = `.

If fixed length coding is used, then `(t)(q̃(t)) − `(t)(q(t)) = log |im(q1)|M ≤ M(l + 1), since

the number of cells in the bit plane quantisers qi as defined in Section 5.3.1 is bounded as

|im(qi)| = |im(q1)| ≤ 2l+1. If entropy coding is used and `(t) = `, then the fact that the

entropy of a set is upper bounded by the logarithm of the number of its elements implies

`(t)(q̃(t)) − `(t)(q(t)) = h(q̃(t)) − h(q(t))

= h(q1 × · · · × qM |q(t)M+1 × · · · × q
(t)
N )

≤ M(l + 1)
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If entropy coding is used and `(t) = `x, then we use the special properties of the p.d.f. f to

obtain an upper bound.

`(t)(q̃(t)) − `(t)(q(t)) = − logP ({q̃(t) = x}|X(t)) + logP ({q(t) = x}|X(t))

= − logP ( {y ∈ X(t) | q1(y1) = x1, . . . , qM (yM ) = xM} |

{y ∈ X(t) | q(t)M+1(yM+1) = xM+1, . . . , q
(t)
N (yN ) = xN} )

By using the notations Q1···M = {y ∈ X(t) | q1(y1) = x1, . . . , qM (yM ) = xM}, Q(M+1)···N =

{y ∈ X(t) | q(t)M+1(yM+1) = xM+1, . . . , q
(t)
N (yN ) = xN} and Q = Q1···M ∩ Q(M+1)···N we can

write

`(l)(q̃(t)) − `(l)(q(t)) = − logP (Q1···M |Q(M+1)···N )

= − log

∫

Q f(y)dy
∫

Q(M+1)···N
f(y)dy

≤ − log
|Q| inf f

|Q(M+1)···N | sup f

≤ − log
inf f

2M(l+1) sup f

= M(l + 1) + log
sup f

inf f
,

where |Q| and |Q(M+1)···N | denote the ”volume” of theN -dimensional intervalsQ = {q1 = x1}×
· · ·×{qN = xN} andQ(M+1)···N = dom(q1)×· · ·×dom(qM )×{qM+1 = xM+1}×· · ·×{qN = xN}.
The proportion of these volumes results from the proportions of the corresponding edges. For

the latter holds length(dom(qi))/length({qi = xi}) ≤ 2l+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤M , since qi are bit

plane quantisers.

It follows that we can take the following upper bound for all t ≥ t1

`(t)(q̃(t)) − `(t)(q(t)) ≤M(l + 1) + log
sup f

inf f
= B (A.9)

The optimality of q(t) and the bounds (A.8) and (A.9) imply that for t ≥ max{t0, t1}

λ(t) ≥ d(t)(q(t)) − d(t)(q̃(t))

`(t)(q̃(t)) − `(t)(q(t))
≥ ε

2B
> 0.

This is a contradiction to λ(t) → 0.

Weak progressiveness: If for each x ∈ X, a successive quantisation scheme is constructed

by optimisation as above, then we obtain an optimal successive quantisation scheme A =
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{(qx
k )∞k=0 | x ∈ X}. The proposition claims that this scheme is weakly progressive. We shall

assume here that there is a convention for choosing the unique optimal solution from the set

of all optima, e.g., by imposing a fixed indexing on the set of available quantisers. Actually,

it should also be ensured that an optimum exists at all, since we are considering constraint

sets with an infinite number of elements. However, it can be shown that it always exists for

the probability distribution assumptions we use here (the existence of a p.d.f.). To see this, let

Q(k) =
∏

i∈I Q∆
i and B(k) = infq∈Q(k) d(k)(q) + λ(k)`(k)(q). Take ql1 × · · · × qlN ∈ Q(k). The

existence of the p.d.f. implies that the probability of the quantisation intervals of ql1 ×· · ·× qlN

will converge to zero as min{l1, . . . , lN} → ∞, which in turn implies that `(k)(ql1×· · ·×qlN ) → ∞
whatever codeword assignment or length measure is used. Since the distortion is bounded, the

latter implies that there is a number Lk ≥ 0 such that B(k) = infq∈QLk
d(k)(q) + λ(k)`(k)(q),

where Q(k)
Lk

=
∏

i∈I Q∆
Lk,i with Q∆

Lk,i = {q∆1 , . . . , q∆Lk
}. Since Q(k)

Lk
is a finite set, B(k) is actually

a minimum and an optimal quantiser q(k) ∈ Q(k)
Lk

⊂ Q(k) exists for each k ≥ 0.

We prove weak progressiveness for d = d and ` = ` first. Note that in this case, the successive

quantisation scheme will be tree structured. This follows from the fact that neither d nor ` nor

the choice of the unique optimum depend on x. Since the squared error is bounded over X, we

can apply Proposition 3, which states that the progressiveness of the scheme implies its weak

progressiveness.

The case d = dx is more difficult. We have to show that the functions fk(x) = dx(qx
k )

are bounded and measurable. If this is done, weak progressiveness will follow directly from

Proposition 3. Boundedness is trivial, since the squared error is bounded over X. To show

the measurability, we claim that for each k ≥ 0 there is a partitioning Πk of X consisting of a

countable number of measurable sets such that

fk(x) =
∑

A∈Πk

dx(qA)1A(x) (A.10)

for almost every x ∈ X, where qA = qy
k for almost all y ∈ A. We show this by induction on k.

Let k = 0. Whatever the choice of ` is, the functions x 7→ dx(q)+λ(0)`(q) will be measurable

for any fixed q ∈ Q(0). So, for each q ∈ Q(0), we define

Aq =
⋂

q′∈Q(0)

{x ∈ X | dx(q) + λ(0)`(q) ≤ dx(q′) + λ(0)`(q′)}.

The set Aq is measurable and consist of all x ∈ X, where q ∈ Q(0) is the optimal quantiser for

the stage 0 of the transmission, i.e., where qx
0 = q. Of course, there may be more than one

optimal solutions, but we have a convention to chose the unique one, so we can assume that
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qx
0 = q without loss of generality. Since Q(0) is countable, the set Π0 = {Aq | q ∈ Q(0)} will be

countable, and we can check that (A.10) is satisfied.

Let k > 0 and assume that Πk−1 exists. For each A ∈ Πk−1 and x, y ∈ A we have

qx
k−1 = qy

k−1, so we can use the notations q = qx
k−1 and im(q) = {z1, z2, . . .}. We partition A

into the sets Ai = A∩{q = zi}. Since Ai = dom(qx
k ) = dom(qy

k) for all x, y ∈ Ai, the constraint

set Q(k) in the optimisation will be the same for x and y. For each fixed i, we denote this

constraint set by Q(k)
i . As for k = 0, for each q ∈ Q(k)

i we can define the sets

Aq
i =

⋂

q′∈Q
(k)
i

{x ∈ Ai | dx(q) + λ(k)`(q) ≤ dx(q′) + λ(k)`(q′)}.

The sets Aq
i are measurable and contain all those x ∈ Ai, for which qx

k = q. We define

Πk =
⋃

A∈Πk−1

⋃

i{A
q
i | q ∈ Q(k)

i }. This will be a partitioning of X consisting of a countable

number of measurable sets, and we can check that (A.10) is satisfied.

We have proved the proposition. �

Proposition 8 If Am is progressive for all m ∈ N and the distortion function ρ : Y×Y → R is

given by ρ(x, y) =
∑

i∈I αi|x− y|p with 0 < p < ∞, then A∗ is progressive. If the distribution

P is such that its pth order absolute moments exist, then the same implication holds for weak

progressiveness.

Proof: We assume that P is given by a p.d.f. f : Y → R. Let fm : X → R be the p.d.f. for

Pm. Note that for m > 0 we have fm(x) = 0 for almost every x ∈ 0.5X since 2mx < 2m−1 and

2mx /∈ Ym. We use the notation Am = {(qx
k)∞k=0 |x ∈ X}. Note that for any y ∈ Ym and k ≥ 0,

the ”enlarged” quantiser qy
k has the following property

dy(qy
k) =

∑

i∈I

αi|y − qy
k(y)|p = 2mp

∑

i∈I

αi|x− qx
k (x)|p = 2mpdx(qx

k ),

where x = y/2m.

Progressiveness: Choose an arbitrary m ∈ N and an y ∈ Ym. If m = 0 then we obtain the

trivial case y ∈ Y0 = X and progressiveness holds. Now let m > 0. Take the ”enlarged”

successive quantisation (qy
k)∞k=0. Let Ak = dom(qy

k) and Bk = dom(qx
k ) with x = y/2m. We

shall have Ak = 2mBk ∩ Yk due to the ”magnification”. The progressiveness for Am amounts

to saying that for almost all x ∈ X and k ∈ N the following hold

lim
k→∞

1

Pm(Bk+1)

∫

Bk+1

dz(q
x
k )fm(z)dz = 0, (A.11)
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1

Pm(Bk+1)

∫

Bk+1

dz(q
x
k )fm(z)dz ≥ 1

Pm(Bk+1)

∫

Bk+1

dz(q
x
k+1)fm(z)dz. (A.12)

Since Ak ⊂ Ym for all k ≥ 0, almost all y ∈ Ym will have the following property

dk+1(q
y
k |Ak+1

) =
1

P (Ak+1)

∫

Ak+1

du(qy
k)f(u)du

=
2mp

Pm(Bk+1)

∫

Bk+1

dz(q
x
k )fm(z)dz (A.13)

(A.12)

≥ 2mp

Pm(Bk+1)

∫

Bk+1

dz(q
x
k+1)fm(z)dz

=
1

P (Ak+1)

∫

Ak+1

du(qy
k+1)f(u)du

= dk+1(q
y
k+1).

We obtained the monotonicity. We conclude from (A.11) and (A.13) that limk→∞ dk+1(q
y
k |Ak+1

) =

0 for almost every y ∈ Ym.

Let Nm ⊂ X denote the set, where the progressiveness for Am does not hold. We shall

have Pm(Nm) = 0. Then N =
⋃∞

m=0(2
mNm ∩ Ym) will be the set where the progressiveness

does not hold for A∗. But P (N) =
∑∞

m=0 P (2mNm ∩ Ym) =
∑∞

m=0 Pm(Nm)P (Ym) = 0, thus

progressiveness holds for almost every y ∈ Y. We have proved the progressiveness for A∗.

Weak Progressiveness: The weak progressiveness of Am amounts to saying that for all k ∈ N

the following hold

lim
k→∞

∫

X

dx(qx
k )fm(x)dx = 0, (A.14)

∫

X

dx(qx
k )fm(x)dx ≥

∫

X

dx(qx
k+1)fm(x)dx. (A.15)

The monotonicity of the distortion for A∗ is proved as follows (by taking into account the

fact that Pm(0.5X) = 0):

∫

Y

dy(qy
k)f(y)dy =

∞∑

m=0

∫

Ym

dy(qy
k)f(y)dy

= P (X)

∫

X

dz(q
x
k )f0(z)dz +

∞∑

m=0

2mpP (Ym)

∫

X\0.5X

dx(qx
k )fm(x)dx

=

∞∑

m=0

2mpP (Ym)

∫

X

dx(qx
k )fm(x)dx

(A.15)

≥
∞∑

m=0

2mpP (Ym)

∫

X

dx(qx
k+1)fm(x)dx
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=

∫

Y

dy(qy
k+1)f(y)dy.

The existence of the pth order absolute moments implies that

∑

i∈I

∫

|yi|pdP (y) ≥
∫

Y\Y0

‖y‖p
∞dP (y)

=
∞∑

m=1

∫

Ym

‖y‖p
∞dP (y)

≥ 2−p
∞∑

m=1

2mpP (Ym).

We obtain that
∑∞

k=0 2mpP (Ym) < +∞. Let gk : N → R be defined as

gk(m) = 2mp

∫

X

dx(qx
k+1)fm(x)dx.

It follows from (A.14) that gk ↓ 0. The boundedness of the distortion over X and
∑∞

k=0 2mpP (Ym) <

+∞ imply that
∫

Y
dy(qy

k)f(y)dy =
∑∞

m=0 P (Ym)gk(m) < +∞. The monotone convergence of

gk implies
∑∞

m=0 P (Ym)gk(m) ↓ 0. We obtain that A∗ is weakly progressive. �
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B.1 Mathematical notations in Diffusion Preprocessing

We explain the notations used in the description of diffusion equations in more detail here.

For a vector v = (v1, v2) ∈ R2 we define v⊥ = (−v2, v1). The vector v⊥ is perpendicular to

v. For any two vectors v and w, we denote their scalar product by 〈v, w〉.
For functions f : R2 → R, the gradient and the Hessian at x ∈ R2 (if they exist) are denoted

by Df(x) respectively D2f(x). Let v 6= 0 be a given vector. The derivative of f at the point x

in the direction of v is computed as

Dvf(x) = 〈Df(x),
v

|v| 〉.

The second derivative of f at the point x in the direction of v is computed as

〈D2f(x)
v

|v| ,
v

|v| 〉.

There are several possibilities to define edges in image processing, e.g., as in [9]. Generally

speaking, edges are the contours of the objects in the images, recognisable by sudden changes

in the intensity. The following common assumptions are used in image processing as a simple

model:

• the larger the magnitude |Df(x)| is, the more likely it is that x is an edge point,

• the direction Df(x)⊥/|Df(x)| is an approximation for the (local) direction of the edge.

The functions in the diffusion equations have a time variable and a spatial variable. The

above notations are extended to these functions in the following way. For a function u :

[0,∞) × R2 → R and for fixed s > 0 and y ∈ R2 we define

• us : R2 → R, us(x) = u(s, x), x ∈ R2,

191
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• uy : [0,∞) → R, uy(t) = u(t, y), t > 0.

Accordingly, we shall have:

Time derivative: ∂tu(s, x) = u′x(s)

Partial derivatives with respect to the spatial variable:

∂1u(s, x) = D(1,0)us(x) and ∂2u(s, x) = D(0,1)us(x)

Spatial gradient: ∇u(t, x) = Dut(x)

Spatial Hessian matrix: ∇2u(t, x) = D2ut(x)

Laplacian operator: ∆u = trace(∇2u)

Edge-parallel component: u‖ =







〈∇2u∇u⊥

|∇u| ,
∇u⊥

|∇u| 〉 , over the set {∇u 6= 0}

0 , otherwise

Edge-normal component: u⊥ =







〈∇2u ∇u
|∇u| ,

∇u
|∇u| 〉 , over the set {∇u 6= 0}

0 , otherwise

Note that according to the above explanations, u‖ is the second spatial derivative in the

direction of the edge (parallel with the edge), and u⊥ is the second spatial derivative in the

direction across the edge (perpendicular to the edge).

Let e1 = (1, 0) ∈ R2 and e2 = (0, 1) ∈ R2. For any symmetric matrix A ∈ R2×2 and a vector

v ∈ R2 such that |v| = 1 we have

trace(A) = 〈Ae1, e1〉 + 〈Ae2, e2〉 = 〈Av, v〉 + 〈Av⊥, v⊥〉.

It follows that ∆u = u‖ + u⊥ on {∇u 6= 0} ∪ {∇2u = 0}.

B.2 Remark on the well-posedness of the diffusion equa-

tions

We would like to comment on the well posedness of Eq. 9.7 by referring to existing results on

the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the solutions.

Let 0 ≤ K < ∞ and 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.5. For all x ∈ R2 \ {0} we define a matrix Aα(x) =
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[aα
ij(x)]i,j∈{1,2} as

Aα(x) =




α+ (1 − 2α)

x2
2

|x|2 −(1− 2α)2 x1x2

|x|2

−(1 − 2α)2 x1x2

|x|2 α+ (1 − 2α)
x2
1

|x|2





By noting that ∇2u = [∂uij ]i,j∈{1,2}, Eq. 9.7 can be rewritten as

∂tu = wK(|∇Gσ ∗ u|)
∑

i,j∈{1,2}

aα
ij(∇u)∂iju. (B.1)

It can be verified easily that aα
ij are continuous functions on R2 \ {0} with |aα

ij | ≤ 1 for all

i, j ∈ {1, 2}, and 〈Aα(x)p, p〉 ≥ 0 for all x, p ∈ R2 \ {0}.
It follows that for all 0 ≤ K < ∞ and 0 ≤ α ≤ 0.5, Eq. B.1 satisfies the conditions of the

theorem stated in [4]. According to this theorem, if f : U → R is Lipschitz continuous over

the rectangular region U , then equations of type (B.1) with the initial condition u(0, ·) = f

have unique generalised (so called viscosity) solutions [20] that are continuous on [0,∞) × U

and satisfy inf f ≤ u ≤ sup f . The definition of the generalised solution also handles the case

∇u = 0 appropriately.

The theorem states stability for the solutions, meaning that small changes in the initial

condition will not induce rapid changes in the solutions.

If we allow that 0 ≤ a ≤ 0.5 depends continuously on x ∈ R \ {0}, we can use the same

arguments, and the results apply for this case as well.

B.3 The subjective test

The frequency values measured in the pair comparison experiments are listed here. Table B.1

shows the values for the scales shown in Fig. 11.2 (experiment ”adaptive diffusion versus LD”).

Table B.2 shows the values for the scales shown in Fig. 11.3 (experiment ”adaptive diffusion

versus JPEG”).
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Table B.1: The measured relative frequencies P (xi � xj) for the scales in Fig. 11.2.

Boat 0.25 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj)

JPEG LD NLID PAD

JPEG (0.5) 0.86 0.81 0.71

LD 0.14 (0.5) 0.24 0.38
xi

NLID 0.19 0.76 (0.5) 0.52

PAD 0.29 0.62 0.48 (0.5)

Bridge 0.25 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj)

JPEG LD NLID PAD

JPEG (0.5) 0.86 0.71 0.71

LD 0.14 (0.5) 0.57 0.29
xi

NLID 0.29 0.43 (0.5) 0.33

PAD 0.29 0.71 0.67 (0.5)

Goldhill 0.25 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj) JPEG LD NLID PAD

JPEG (0.5) 0.86 0.71 0.67

LD 0.14 (0.5) 0.29 0.01
xi

NLID 0.29 0.71 (0.5) 0.52

PAD 0.33 0.9 0.48 (0.5)

Boat 0.4 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj) JPEG LD NLID PAD

JPEG (0.5) 1 0.9 0.71

LD 0 (0.5) 0.33 0.29
xi

NLID 0.01 0.67 (0.5) 0.33

PAD 0.29 0.71 0.67 (0.5)

Bridge 0.4 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj) JPEG LD NLID PAD

JPEG (0.5) 0.90 0.81 0.81

LD 0.01 (0.5) 0.38 0.24
xi NLID 0.19 0.62 (0.5) 0.38

PAD 0.19 0.76 0.62 (0.5)

Goldhill 0.4 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj) JPEG LD NLID PAD

JPEG (0.5) 0.81 0.76 0.76

LD 0.19 (0.5) 0.38 0.14
xi NLID 0.24 0.62 (0.5) 0.33

PAD 0.24 0.86 0.67 (0.5)

Table B.2: The measured relative frequencies P (xi � xj) for the scales in Fig. 11.3.

Boat 0.25 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj) JPEG NLID PAD MCMD

JPEG (0.5) 0.51 0.44 0.54

NLID 0.49 (0.5) 0.36 0.51
xi PAD 0.56 0.64 (0.5) 0.64

MCMD 0.46 0.49 0.36 (0.5)

Bridge 0.25 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj) JPEG NLID PAD MCMD

JPEG (0.5) 0.74 0.6 0.69

NLID 0.26 (0.5) 0.46 0.4
xi PAD 0.4 0.54 (0.5) 0.49

MCMD 0.31 0.6 0.51 (0.5)

Goldhill 0.25 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj) JPEG NLID PAD MCMD

JPEG (0.5) 0.39 0.39 0.31

NLID 0.61 (0.5) 0.5 0.53
xi PAD 0.61 0.5 (0.5) 0.47

MCMD 0.69 0.47 0.53 (0.5)

Boat 0.4 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj) JPEG NLID PAD MCMD

JPEG (0.5) 0.61 0.5 0.53

NLID 0.39 (0.5) 0.31 0.42
xi PAD 0.5 0.69 (0.5) 0.5

MCMD 0.47 0.58 0.53 (0.5)

Bridge 0.4 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj)

JPEG NLID PAD MCMD

JPEG (0.5) 0.48 0.53 0.5

NLID 0.53 (0.5) 0.5 0.53
xi PAD 0.48 0.5 (0.5) 0.5

MCMD 0.5 0.48 0.5 (0.5)

Goldhill 0.4 bits/pixel

xj
P (xi � xj)

JPEG NLID PAD MCMD

JPEG (0.5) 0.63 0.58 0.58

NLID 0.37 (0.5) 0.39 0.32
xi PAD 0.42 0.61 (0.5) 0.53

MCMD 0.42 0.68 0.47 (0.5)
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